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A B S T R A C T

In this study, procedures are outlined to recondition and sample crude oil from 

high-pressure Welker cylinders. Standard laboratory procedures are developed to 

determine viscosity and density properties of crude oil, GTL and their mixtures. The 

steps needed to ensure Quality Assurance and Project Plan (QAPjP) is given in detail. A 

calibration macro is written to automate viscometer calibration calculations. A 

preliminary economic model is developed to evaluate GTL transportation options.

Viscosity and density are measured for various samples at different temperatures. 

The reproducibility of the results is found to be within 5%. Batching is more preferable 

then blending for the parameter values considered in the economic model. In brief, GTL 

option appears to be a feasible way of utilizing Alaskan North Slope (ANS) gas resources 

and increasing the lifetime of TAPS, if suitable advancement in GTL conversion 

technology results in a substantial reduction in capital investment.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 INTRO DUCTIO N

Natural gas causes significantly less pollution compared to the conventional liquid 

fuels. Keeping in mind the ever-growing worldwide pollution, greenhouse effect and 

global warming, natural gas makes a perfect fit as the fuel of the future. It is important to 

take every possible measure to develop natural gas as a viable everyday fuel source.

The recoverable conventional natural gas resources in the developed and known 

undeveloped fields on the Alaska North Slope (ANS) total about 38 trillion cubic feet 

(TCF). To date, commercial sales of this vast valuable resource is far from reality 

because there are no existing facilities in place to economically transport this gas to 

current markets, all of which are outside the ANS. Nearly 26 TCF of the 38 TCF 

recoverable natural gas is estimated to be available for sale (Thomas et al, 1996). This 

26 TCF equates to over 4 billion barrels of oil equivalent (BBOE). Currently ANS gas is 

not marketed off the North Slope except in the form of natural gas liquids (NGLs), which 

consist mainly of butane and higher hydrocarbons that are blended with crude oil for 

transport through the Trans Alaska Pipeline System (TAPS). All of the produced gas, 

except that used for production operations, TAPS fuel, and local sales, has been injected 

back into the reservoirs to maintain reservoir pressure and for improved oil recovery 

projects. The intention of the North Slope operators has always been to sell this gas 

whenever a suitable market develops.

Following are the various utilization/transportation options of the ANS natural gas 

resource: (Sharma et al, 1988)

1
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i. Transportation of gas through a Trans Alaska Gas pipeline System (TAGS) 

followed by physical conversion to liquefied natural gas (LNG) for shipping via 

LNG tankers to Pacific-Rim markets;

ii. Conversion of the gas to miscible injectant (MI), which can used in the ANS for

enhanced oil recovery (EOR) operations;

iii. Conversion of the natural gas to methanol for use as vehicle fuel and feedstock to 

industry;

iv. Local usage of gas for generation of electrical power;

v. Natural gas based petro-chemical complex and

vi. Chemical conversion of natural gas to gas-to-liquids (GTL) by GTL conversion

process, followed by transportation of GTL products through the existing TAPS.

Gas-to-liquids (GTL) conversion is one of the most promising options that 

deserve serious consideration. With the throughput of oil through the TAPS declining 

steadily and continuously, there is a strong drive to zero in on the GTL conversion and 

transportation option. It is projected that by the year 2015, ANS total crude oil 

production will drop down to a level (200,000 to 400,000 barrels o f oil per day), which is 

defined as the lower limit for economic operation of TAPS (Thomas et al, 1996). Then, 

there will be an urgent need for pumping additional liquids through TAPS to extend the 

operational life of TAPS. GTL option offers a solution to this problem, as this will 

provide an adequate volume for increased economic life of TAPS. Some of the reasons 

which justifies the consideration of GTL conversion and transportation option are:

i. GTL provides an attractive way to monetize ANS gas resource;

ii. The use of existing oil pipeline and other transportation infrastructure for GTL

transport;

iii. Declining ANS oil production resulting in increase in the cost of crude oil 

transportation through TAPS;

iy- GTL products are refined products and will receive premium compared to crude

oil and
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v. GTL transport will increase TAPS throughput, TAPS economic operational life 

that might encourage future oil and gas discoveries in ANS.

In spite of the above-mentioned merits possessed by GTL, transporting GTL 

products via crude oil pipelines bring about new challenges as TAPS was originally 

designed for crude oil. GTL products have low viscosity and high API gravity and 

therefore will result in a change of pumping requirements. Though GTL by itself is a 

higher quality product than crude oil, retaining the same quality when it reaches Valdez 

after transportation through TAPS is another challenge posed by GTL transportation.

Considering the great potential the GTL option has in ANS natural gas 

commercialization, a 3-year comprehensive research program is being carried out in the 

Petroleum Development Laboratory, University of Alaska Fairbanks (UAF). The 

objective of this project is to evaluate the transportation of ANS GTL products through 

existing TAPS. The main purpose of this project is to evaluate technical and economic 

feasibility of TAPS as the transportation method for the movement of GTL products. A 

thorough understanding of the GTL product characteristics and the relative behavior (i.e. 

fluid properties, mixing phenomena and downstream separation characteristics) of blends 

of the GTL products with Alaska North Slope Crude oil (ANSC) is a must to come up 

with a rational conclusion. As a part of the above project, this study is undertaken with 

the following objectives in mind.

1.2 O BJECTIVES OF THIS STUDY

1. To develop a complete Quality Assurance and Project Plan (QAPjP) to ensure the

quality of data collected.

2. To develop a standard testing procedure for the viscosity measurement of GTL,

Alaska North Slope Crude (ANSC) oil and their blends.

3. To develop a standard testing procedure for the density measurement o f GTL,

ANSC and their blends.
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4. To carry out the viscosity and density measurements of GTL and ANSC samples 

with due attention given to sample preconditioning procedures.

5. To construct a preliminary economic model, which identifies the possible 

economic variables to be considered and the equations to be used to perform the 

economic analysis of GTL transportation through TAPS.



CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

The objective of this chapter is to primarily bring out the various components of 

the gas-to-liquids (GTL) transportation study. A thorough grasp of each of these 

components is essential to make the study complete in all respects. Following are the 

four main components that make up the GTL transportation study:

i. Basis of GTL conversion process;

ii. Identification of the transportation issues to be addressed if GTL products have to 

be transported (in a batched or blended fashion) through the TAPS;

iii. Determination of physical and chemical properties of pure GTL product, Alaskan 

North Slope Crude oil (ANSC) and GTL-ANSC blends to address the 

transportation issues and

iv. Conducting an overall technical and economic feasibility study to be able to 

recommend the best mode of transportation of GTL through TAPS.

Though the scope of this thesis revolves mainly around parts (iii) and (iv) as 

mentioned above, this chapter gives a brief description of the literature reviewed in 

relation to parts (i) and (ii) as well.

2.1 BASIS OF GTL CO NVERSIO N PRO CESS

Gas-to-liquids (GTL) conversion is essentially a three-step process (Eilers et al,

1990).

i. Synthesis Gas (Syngas) Production;

ii. Synthetic Crude (Syncrude) Production or Heavy Paraffin Synthesis and

iii. Heavy Paraffin Conversion or Product Refining.

5
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In the first step, synthesis gas (CO + H2) is produced from natural gas by steam 

reforming, partial oxidation (POX) or autothermal reforming of natural gas. Once 

synthesis gas, also called syngas is produced, it is chemically converted to higher 

hydrocarbon liquids. Various GTL conversion processes are available, the most common 

conversion process being Fischer-Tropsch (FT) process. The Fischer-Tropsch Synthesis 

(FTS) is a polymerization reaction that uses CHX monomers derived from syngas to form 

high molecular weight hydrocarbons. It is conducted in FT reactors, which include fixed 

bed, fluidized bed, and slurry bed reactors. The fixed bed reactor is used to primarily 

produce diesel while the fluidized bed reactor is used to produce gasoline. The third step 

involves upgrading FT products, which is used to improve liquid fuel selectivity and 

quality of GTL products. The upgradation is achieved by oligomerization of the C3 to C6 

olefins and hydrocracking of waxes. The total cost of a GTL conversion plant is typically 

split up in the following manner:

Step 1: SynGas Production: 60% of the total cost

Step 2: SynCrude Production: 25-30% of the total cost

Step 3: Product Refining and Upgrading: 10-15% of the total cost

Of the various GTL conversion processes, one process of interest is the Shell 

Middle Distillate Synthesis (SMDS) process. Other industry leaders are SASOL,

EXXON and Syntroleum. In June 1999, Sasol Ltd. and Chevron Corp. announced of a

gas-to-liquids joint venture (Knott, 1999). They plan to use Sasol’s slurry phase 

distillate technology in conjunction with Chevron’s isocracking technology in a number 

of GTL projects worldwide. Ventures like these may play a significant role in meeting 

the growing global demand for clean fuels.
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2.2 GTL TRANSPO RTATIO N TH ROUGH TAPS

2.2.1 GTL Transportation M odes

If the anticipated 2004 vehicle emission specifications are to be rigid, then 

products like GTL will command a good premium. As FT catalysts are very intolerable 

to any amount of sulfur. GTL products are free of sulfur and nitrogen. Owing to the 

superior quality of GTL products, the premium may be as high as US $6-8/bbl above 

conventionally refined crude oil products. However, transportation of GTL products 

through TAPS brings about a variety of new challenges, as GTL products are capable of 

picking up sulfur, color bodies, waxes and other impurities from the crude oil and the 

walls of the pipeline.

Two different modes of GTL transportation through TAPS are considered. They

are:

i. Alternating slugs or batches of crude oil and GTL (batching or slugging mode).

ii. Mixing GTL with crude oil prior to transporting through TAPS (commingling or

blending mode).

Batching results in creation of an interface zone in between the two phases (crude 

oil and GTL). The length of the interface is mainly a function of viscosity, velocity, 

density difference between the two products, pipeline diameter and distance (Baum et al, 

1998). Separation of interface material at the receiving end is crucial to maintain 

integrity of the product in terms of its specifications. In addition, batching mode 

necessitates the availability of storage facilities for GTL and crude oil at both ends of 

TAPS i.e. at Pump Station 1 (PS1) and at Valdez Marine Terminal.

Blending, on the contrary, increases direct contact between GTL products and 

crude oil, which directly translates into higher contamination of GTL products by sulfur, 

waxes and other impurities. This means, an increase in the reprocessing cost to remove
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those impurities from GTL products. As either of these options has its own merits and 

demerits, one has to address the transportation issues associated with each of the two 

options as given in the following section.

2.2.2 GTL Transportation Issues

If GTL has to be transported through TAPS either by batching or by blending, 

following transportation issues have to be addressed:

i. Effect of solids precipitation (wax, asphaltenes etc.) within the pipeline.

ii. Effect of cold temperature on the GTL material with respect to cold restart of the 

TAPS.

iii. Impact of GTL transport on internal monitoring of corrosion and pigging. 

Ultrasonic/magnetic properties of materials will affect monitoring program.

iv. Interaction of GTL with corrosion inhibitors.

v. Impact of GTL batching on local refinery (Petrostar, MAPCO) operations and

vapor recovery facilities.

vi. Impact on existing metering systems.

vii. Interaction of Drag Reduction Agent (DRA) with GTL and its consequences.

viii. Deliverance of crude oil i.e. efficiency of equipment to find out whether they are

capable of delivering the fluid or not. The reason being, the specifications of the

TAPS were designed for Prudhoe Bay crude, which has 24-32API gravity. 

However, if heavy oil is considered, it has 12-14API gravity where as condensate 

fields have 45-API gravity. GTL, when blended with crude oil, will result in a 

different API gravity and must be considered.

ix. To determine the temperature at which GTL gelling occurs and its effect.

x. To evaluate the contamination of GTL product by wax deposition.

xi. Interfacial action in case of batch mode of transportation.

xii. To consider elevation in all batching/blending calculations. Austin and Palfrey 

correlation or derivations by Levenspiel may be used for this purpose.
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xiii. Comparison of simulated mixing behavior with the real mixing behavior by real 

time testing of the samples in the slack line. Red dye test is used by Alyeska 

Pipeline Service Company (APSC) to serve the purpose.

xiv. In the future, as liquid volume flowing through TAPS decreases, GTL vs. crude 

oil ratio will increase and is to be given consideration in the analysis.

xv. To determine the volatility of the end product at the downstream end.

xvi. Batching of GTL — compatibility/incompatibility issues (stripping of 

asphaltenes/resins, polymer compatibility for valves, seats)

To address these transportation issues, experimental studies related to 

measurement of physical and chemical properties of GTL, crude oil and GTL-crude oil 

mixtures are necessary. In this study, rheological properties of the fluids and density 

measurements are dealt with in detail.

2.3 TESTING  OF SAM PLES

2.3.1 V iscosity and Density M easurem ents

Viscosity and density measurements were carried out at different temperatures 

from 20°C to 60°C and at atmospheric pressure for the following types of samples.

i. 100% GTL sample

ii. 100% Alaskan North Slope Crude Oil (ANSC)

iii. GTL + A N SC -3:1 ratio

iv. GTL + ANSC- 1:1 ratio

v. GTL + ANSC - 1:3 ratio

The testing procedures for the viscosity and density measurements are explained 

in detail in Chapters 5 and 6 , respectively.
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Besides viscosity and density, following tests need to be performed as well to 

fully characterize properties of the fluids (Kamath et al, 1998).

1. PVT tests (VLE, differential liberation test, constant composition expansion test 

and separator test).

2. Asphaltene and wax precipitation tests.

3. High temperature GC/MS analysis.

4. ASTM distillation.

5. Gel strength measurements.

6 . Reid Vapor Pressure (RVP) measurements and

7. Differential scanning calorimeter tests.

These tests will provide significantly better understanding of various GTL 

transportation issues and provide data for flow simulation studies and overall economics 

of GTL transportation.

2.3.2 Suggestions given by Alyeska Pipeline Service Com pany (APSC)

Following is an outcome of the meetings with APSC.

i. There exists a possibility to narrow down the range of GTL+ANSC blends to be

considered in this study. This can be accomplished by the determination of 

strength and vapor pressure of GTL+ANSC. Values of gel strength and vapor 

pressure of the blend will indicate the range to be considered.

ii. Suggested temperature range for gel strength and viscosity measurement:

Minimum Temperature'. -32°F

Maximum Temperature: 142°F

Liquid N2 can be used to reach -30°F where as glycol bath can be used to go 

down to -15°C (5°F).

iii. Vane’s apparatus is used to measure the gel strength needed to break the gel at 

static conditions. While measuring the gel strength of the sample, not damaging 

the sample that is gelled is very important to get correct values of gel strength. In
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addition, light ends should be preserved during the gel strength measurement, as 

loss of light ends will drastically change the gel strength value.

iv. For this GTL transportation study, effect of DRA on both the GTL and the crude 

oil can be neglected. This is because, the DRA, which is present in ppm levels, 

may not have any impact on the laboratory analysis of these samples.

v. Preventing the loss of light ends is very crucial while gathering the GC data. If

the light ends are lost, the light ends GC data will not have C| and very small 

proportion of C 2 - C 5 .

vi. Amber jars with Teflon lids may be used for the collection of samples.

vii. For wax samples, if it is decided to keep the wax in its molten state, N2 should be 

used for melting wax so that any oxidation reaction is prevented.

viii. Gas Chromatograph (GC) and Saturates-Aromatics-Resins-Aliphatics (SARA) 

data obtained from the wax sample will be useful in addressing cold restart 

problems.

ix. Following is the APSC/Westport crude oil cool down curve provided by APSC: 

Table 2.1 APSC/Westport Crude Oil Cool Down Curve*

Time Temperature
Days °F

0 90
2.5 70
5.0 50
7.5 35
10 20

12.5 10
15 0

17.5 -10
21 -20

* Received from APSC.

2.4 ECO NO M IC ANALYSIS OF GTL TR AN SPO R TA TIO N

Though a detailed technical and economic feasibility study is needed to evaluate 

the various modes of GTL transportation through TAPS, this study focuses on the 

development of preliminary economic analysis model.
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As Prudhoe Bay Unit (PBU) oil production continues to decline, the value of gas 

for interim use for enhancement of oil recovery at PBU will decline, making it more 

urgent that means be developed to market the available ANS gas to obtain its maximum 

benefit. Advances in GTL conversion technology and development of commercial 

projects around the world have increased the possibility of envisaging the conversion of 

natural gas to high-value, environmentally desirable, hydrocarbon liquids compatible 

with the TAPS transportation system, as a viable option for utilizing ANS gas resources.

Major economic risks posed to GTL project as envisioned by USDOE at the 

Society of Petroleum Engineers Western Regional Meeting - GTL session held in 

Anchorage during summer 1999 are:

i. Future natural gas price is unknown

ii. Future oil price is unknown

iii. Value of GTL in the market place is unknown

iv. How long will the stranded gas remain stranded?

Following paragraphs are intended to provide an understanding of the future 

market for GTL products and the factors governing the same.

The demand for a potential GTL fuel will depend on whether:

i. there is a large or only niche market for GTL;

ii. GTL is a new fuel or improved fuel (compatible with conventional ones) and

iii. the market is immediate or developing.

The value of GTL products will depend on:

i. fuel/engine/emission performance and future fuel specifications

ii. competitive fuels and performance attributes in consumer vehicles and

iii. for consumers, a new product raises doubts about availability, fuel convenience, 

safety, etc.
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Shown below is a flow chart outlining the dynamics of fuel standard changes as 

presented by Dr.John Hackworth at the Society of Petroleum Engineers Western 

Regional Meeting -  GTL session held in Anchorage during summer 1999.

Figure 2.1 Dynamics of Fuel Standard Changes

The direction of change for future diesel fuel standards has been to:

i. reduce sulfur content;

ii. reduce density;

iii. reduce aromatics, especially polyaromatic hydrocarbons.

Fischer Tropsch diesel fuel is in a very strong position to command a good market 

price. It can be blended with conventional diesel or used alone; it can be transported 

through the existing pipeline infrastructure and delivered through existing retail stations; 

it can be used in existing vehicles. Therefore, if a second high-quality diesel fuel is 

required, FT diesel can become a major component. In addition, refiners all around the 

world have refinery process facilities that produce high yields of gasoline rather than high 

distillate products yields. Thus, refiners are finding it increasingly more difficult to 

achieve a gasoline/diesel production balance compatible with the demand. As FT diesel 

is a high-quality diesel fuel, one can safely conclude that an attractive market is waiting 

for the FT diesel, thus GTL conversion option is definitely worth considering.



C H A P T E R  3

Q U A L IT Y  A S S U R A N C E  P R O J E C T  P L A N

This Quality Assurance Project Plan (QAPjP) has been prepared in connection 

with potential collaborative project work between APSC Pipeline Service Company 

(APSC) and the University of Alaska Fairbanks (UAF). The collaborative work is 

envisioned to include various aspects of transporting crude oil and/or oil-GTL blends. 

Studies of wax characterization, solids precipitation, fluid properties and rheological 

measurements are being planned. Such work would require laboratory measurement of 

fluid and solid properties and their characterization. This QAPjP outlines the general 

provisions for ensuring quality and integrity of laboratory data generated (Quality 

Assurance Project Plan developed by Westport Technology Center International, 

2000).

3.1 Q UALITY OBJECTIVES AND CRITERIA FOR EX PERIM ENTAL  

DATA

The data quality objective for this project is to provide valid data of known, 

acceptable and documented quality for all samples submitted for testing. The data quality 

indicators to be measured are identified below.

3.1.1 Accuracy and Precision

The goals for analytical testing accuracy and precision are defined by the “bias” 

and single-analyst repeatability statements for the associated the American Society for 

Testing and Materials (ASTM) method. These ASTM data quality measures will be met 

as acceptance criteria standards for data generated, unless otherwise specifically agreed in 

writing by APSC. If no quantitative measure is defined by ASTM, UAF acceptance 

criteria will be generated as described below.

14
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When an ASTM method (or other industry standardized method) is not used, then 

acceptance criteria may be approved by APSC when documented by UAF statistical 

analysis of recent test data (acquired from testing like/similar matrices), or when those 

acceptance criteria are documented in the associated UAF procedure document.

3.1.2 Com parability and Representativeness

Representativeness will be addressed through the controlled collection of samples, 

as governed by the standard sampling and shipping procedures used by UAF and the 

associated provisions of the APSC Work Order document initiating the activity. 

Comparability will be addressed through the consistent use of established procedures for 

sample collection, laboratory analysis, data review, validation and reporting.

3.1.3 Com pleteness

A completeness goal of 90% is deemed necessary. Valid data are required for 

each sample type in order to complete accurate data interpretation and to complete 

effective pipeline modeling. Completeness will be calculated and reported in the Quality 

Assurance (QA) / Quality Control (QC) reports.

3.1.4 Special Training Requirem ents/Certification

UAF personnel used in the technical performance of this project will have 

demonstrated and documented capabilities for the analytical, professional and quality 

activities they complete. UAF personnel training records, applicable certificates, 

accreditations and the like will be reviewed and accepted for adequacy and applicability 

to the project by APSC prior to those staff being assigned to work on a project. Training 

records of all UAF staff and students working on the project will be kept within the 

project files at UAF.
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APSC will approve all personnel, in writing, that work on the project. These 

sign-off documents will become part of the project documentation retained by UAF.

3.1.5 Docum entation and Records 

Laboratory Records

The following list of the laboratory-specific records will be complied by UAF.

3.1.5.1 Sample Management Records

Sample management records document sample receipt, handling and storage, and 

scheduling of analyses. The records verify that the chain-of-custody and proper pre

treatments were completed. These records reflect any anomalies in the samples (such as 

receipt of damaged samples), note proper log-in of samples into the laboratory, and 

address procedures used to ensure that analytical requirements were met (e.g. handling to 

prevent light ends loss).

3.1.5.2 Test Methods

Analyses are expected to be performed exactly as prescribed by the documented 

Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs). If not, test methods documentation will describe 

how the analyses were actually carried out in the laboratory. This topic includes sample 

preparation and analysis, instrument standardization and calibration, detection and 

reporting limits, and test-specific QC criteria. Documentation shall be included that 

demonstrates laboratory proficiency and compliance in each of these methods.

3.1.5.3 Sample Data

These records contain raw and finished data as produced by technicians and 

analysts for laboratory testing, and will be maintained in the respective job file folder. 

These records also include: the overall number of samples, sample location information, 

any deviations from the SOPs, date analyzed and person performing the work.
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Corrective actions taken to replace sample data violating an approved protocol must also 

be noted.

3.1.5.4 QA/QC Reports

These reports will include where applicable the general QC records (e.g. initial 

demonstration of capability), instrument calibration, routine monitoring of analytical 

performance and calibration verification. Project-specific information from the QA/QC 

checks such as calibration check samples (zero check, span check, and mid-range check), 

field and laboratory replicates, sample splits, and the like will be included where 

applicable in these reports to facilitate data quality analysis.

3.1.5.5 Data Handling Records

These records document protocols used in data reduction, verification, and 

validation. Data reduction addresses data transformation operations such as converting 

raw data into reportable quantities and units, use of significant figures, recording of 

extreme values, blank corrections, etc.

Data verification ensures the accuracy of data transcription and calculations and, 

if necessary, by checking a set of computer calculations manually. Data validation 

ensures that QC criteria have been met.

Each sample received in the laboratory is assigned a unique identification number. 

Data generated for each sample is referenced to this number. Data generated may be 

recorded by hand, or through electronic means such as spreadsheets.

3.1.5.6 Data Reporting Package Format and Documentation Control

All individual records that represent actions taken by UAF to achieve data quality 

and the performance of specific QA functions are potential components of the final data-
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reporting package. A Data Package Checklist (Appendix A) will be utilized to help 

ensure that the reporting package is complete and meets the specified requirements.

Interim, draft and final reports, data tables and other deliverables will be provided 

by UAF to APSC as requested. Hard copy reports will be faxed or courier delivered 

when requested by APSC. Electronic data deliverables will be provided by UAF using 

Microsoft Office (Professional) component applications (latest version available to UAF 

will be used), unless otherwise approved or requested by APSC in writing.

Data passing the second level quality review will be forwarded in electronic data 

format (MS Excel spreadsheet), with headers/titles as needed to specify date and time of 

sampling, date/time of sample analysis, name of the person performing the test, test 

results (with appropriate significant figures), test accuracy and precision (per applicable 

SOP or published methodology) and comment fields (as required to provide needed 

explanatory information about the test results, e.g. unusual sample properties, 

observations, etc.). This electronic submission of reviewed data to the Crude Oil Study 

(COS) project will be sent promptly after work completion, but not later than ten (10) 

working days following completion of second level quality review.

All data for all tests will also be collated and reported formally in both electronic 

and hardcopy formats. The report will follow UAF’s standard data and QA/QC report or 

mutually agreeable format. Electronic submission will consist of 1) MS Word for report 

text and discussion, and 2) MS Excel for data tables and graphical presentation of test 

results or other numeric data.

The final draft report will be reviewed by UAF to ensure work results of 

appropriate quality (completeness, accuracy, precision, etc.). Report release will be 

authorized by the UAF Principal Investigator’s signature (on hardtop) attesting to its 

acceptability and compliance of the work reported with the provisions of this QAPjP.
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3.1.5.7 Data Reporting Package Archiving and Retrieval

All electronic and hardcopy records associated with this UAF-APSC collaborative 

project produced by UAF will be retained in original form and format for a minimum of 5 

years. These records include all logbooks, procedures, analyst notes, instrument 

calibration information, instrument output files (e.g. chromatograph output data files), 

raw and finished data, data validation and verification records, the approved QAPjP, 

personnel qualifications and training records, draft reports, chain of custody and QA/QC 

reports. Accordingly, UAF will retain the capability to re-examine and reprocess any raw 

data, (e.g. retain current chromatographic data processing software and its native 

hardware platform).

3.1.5.8 Electronic Data

Archiving of electronic data will be accomplished through the use of an 8 mm 

DAT data cartridge or floppy disk based archiving format. Data will be archived 

according to the source for ease of retrieval. Files will be identified by a name that will 

relate it to the job file number assigned by UAF during log in. Data generated or 

calculated using PC-based spreadsheets (MS Excel®, etc.) or other programs will be 

archived periodically as required. Correspondence or report text and discussion will also 

be archived.

3.1.5.9 Hardcopy Records

Hardcopy records will be maintained for a minimum of five years. Such records 

shall include, where applicable, sample test results, external and internal chain-of-custody 

records sample receipt checklists, data review checklists, data package checklists, test 

method documents, QA/QC reports, data handling records, final reports, data tables, or 

quality records.
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3.2 M EA SUR EM EN T/D A TA  ACQ UISITIO N

3.2.1 Sam pling M ethods Requirem ents

All field sampling will be performed by qualified staff in a professional manner, 

consistent with established and documented Quanterra sampling procedures, as approved 

by APSC for the UAF-APSC collaborative work.

3.2.2 Sam ple H andling and Custody Requirem ents

All samples received by UAF will be initially inspected to identify damaged 

shipping containers, leaking containers or other sample problems. ‘Condition upon 

receipt' records will be generated for all samples.

Documentation of Chain-of-Custody (CoC) will be provided for all samples by 

UAF upon receipt of the samples. CoC documentation will be maintained (or initiated 

internally) by UAF for all received samples. Proper sample custody minimizes accidents 

by assigning responsibility for all stages of sample handling and ensures that problems 

will be detected and documented if they occur. A sample is in custody if it is in actual 

physical possession or it is in a secured area that is restricted to authorized personnel.

Sample custody procedures are necessary to prove that the sample data 

correspond to the sample collected. Aliquots prepared from CoC samples must also have 

CoC records. These will be generated by UAF and show aliquot identities as associated 

with the parent CoC sample. All samples, sub-samples, splits and aliquots will be 

identified and approximately labeled to show sample custody through its end use. Any 

unused material must remain in custody until the sample is disposed off or return is 

directed by APSC.
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3.2.2.1 Receipt of Chain of Custody and Log-In

Log-in and receipt of samples will be conducted at UAF by authorized personnel 

or designee. At the time of receipt, the accompanying CoC will be completed. The 

receiving log to be used for TAPS/COS samples is shown in Table B .l in Appendix B.l. 

CoC forms may be supplied by UAF or other APSC approved forms can be used. 

Additionally, UAF supplied CoC seals or other acceptable seals will be used to ensure 

integrity of sample containers. A checklist will be completed for each shipment received 

and maintained in the job file folder. Samples received will be given a unique 

identification number. Tables B.2.1 -  B.2.3 in Appendix B.2 shows the forms to be 

used for sample log-in and identification purposes. All shipping documents and 

associated papers will be placed and maintained in the job file folder. If at the time of 

receipt, any non-conformity is noted with the samples, a representative of APSC will be 

notified.

3.2.2.2 In-House Laboratory Transfer and Chain of Custody

Samples received will be delivered to the designated sample manager for UAF. 

The sample manager will be responsible for in-house transfer and chain of custody for 

each sample. Samples will be maintained in a secured area with access limited to the 

sample manager or principal investigator. Laboratory personnel will retrieve the 

sample(s) from the sample manager and complete the required information on the 

Internal Chain of Custody Record. The forms to be used for maintaining the Chain of 

Custody Record are given in Tables B.3.1 -  B.3.3 in Appendix B.3. Upon completion 

of the analysis, the analyst will return the sample and complete the internal CoC, 

relinquishing the sample back to the sample manager. The shipping log to be used for 

TAPS/COS samples is shown in Table B.4 in Appendix B.4.
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3.2.3 Quality Control Requirem ents

3.2.3.1 Sample Batches

A sample batch represents 10 samples or as noted by individual test methods. 

APSC samples will not be analyzed in batches containing samples from other sources. 

APSC samples will be analyzed individually or in batches with other APSC samples 

only.

3.2.3.2 Instrumentation

Instruments and equipment to be used for sample analysis must have met all 

required maintenance and calibration requirements before analysis begins. Maintenance 

and calibration documentation must be completed prior to initiation of sample analysis.

3.2.3.3 Analysts

Analysts, students and technicians involved in sample testing must have met 

training requirements for the procedure to be used and have ‘current’ status 

documentation, UAF certification, other recognized accreditation from an approved 

accrediting agency, or approval by APSC. One primary analyst is expected to complete 

all tests comprising a single sample batch for a single test procedure.

3.2.3.4 Accuracy

Procedure accuracy will be checked through the analysis of approved calibration 

material. Calibration material will be analyzed at the beginning of each batch of APSC 

samples analyzed and at the beginning of each work day and after every 10th sample and 

at the end of each work day or whenever a different analyst is involved with sample 

preparation or sample analysis. Calibration material will also be analyzed at the end of 

each batch of APSC samples. Any deviation from this process must be documented in 

the individual SOPs and approved by APSC.
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Acceptance criteria must be met before sample analysis can begin or continue. 

Acceptance criteria will be defined in the individual SOPs. Failure to meet acceptance 

criteria at the beginning of a sample batch or work shift requires that corrective actions be 

taken (and documented) and approved by the principal investigator before analysis can 

restart. Restart requires demonstration of satisfactorily meeting the acceptance criteria. 

Failure to meet acceptance criteria at the end of a sample batch requires that corrective 

actions be taken (and documented) and approved by the principal investigator. Unless 

specific casual analysis results clearly indicate otherwise, all sample test results are 

invalid since acceptance criteria were last met.

3.2.3.5 Precision

Procedure precision will be checked through the analysis of laboratory replicates. 

Samples will be split during aliquotting for assignment to various batches for analysis. 

Precision will be measured using the following guidelines in cases where representative 

sub-samples can be obtained.

Both known and blind replicates will be prepared during this process. At least 

one replicate will be analyzed in each sample batch or by each analyst completing test 

results within the batch. Test results for (known) laboratory replicates must be checked 

against their acceptance criteria promptly (Refer to Section 3.3.4). Acceptance criteria 

must be met to continue the analysis process. Failure to meet acceptance criteria requires 

that corrective actions be taken (and documented) and approved by the principal 

investigator before analysis can restart. Restart requires demonstration of satisfactorily 

meeting acceptance criteria.

Test results for (blind) laboratory replicates must be checked by the principal 

investigator against their acceptance criteria promptly (before the end of work shift). 

Acceptance criteria must be met to continue the analysis process. Failure to meet 

acceptance criteria requires that corrective actions be taken (and documented) and
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approved by the principal investigator before analysis can restart. Restart requires 

demonstration of satisfactorily meeting acceptance criteria.

3.2.4 Instrum entation/Equipm ent Testing, Inspection, and M aintenance

Analytical instrumentation will be inspected once a month by UAF trained 

technicians, other personnel approved by APSC, or the analyst before use. Regular 

preventative maintenance will be performed according to the equipment manufacturer’s 

recommendations and these records may be reviewed by APSC if needed.

Repair maintenance will be completed as needed, and no instrument or equipment 

will be used when known to be in a state of repair, regardless of the perceived margins 

for data quality or safety associated with the repair required. Instruments requiring repair 

will be clearly tagged as “Out of Service.” When an instrument or piece of equipment is 

identified as requiring repairs, then validation of the previous test made with such 

instrumentation or equipment is required.

3.2.4.1 Instrument/Equipment Calibration and Frequency

Analytical instrumentation calibration/standardization will be performed in 

accordance with UAF’s standard policy using the associated approved analytical SOPs or 

the manufacturer’s recommendations following UAF SOPs. When an instrument or 

piece of equipment is identified as needing calibration, then validation of the previous 

test made with such instrumentation or equipment is required. No testing will be 

performed by equipment out of the calibration date.

3.2.5 Data M anagem ent

The UAF project team will ensure that all mathematical operations and analyses 

performed on raw (“as-collected”) data are reviewed for correctness. This review 

examines any change to data form of expression, location, quantity, or dimensionality to 

ensure that it is completed correctly and consistent with the approved SOPs. These
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operations include data recording, validation, transformation, transmittal, reduction, 

analysis, management, storage and retrieval.

3.2.5.1 Data Recording

UAF will complete internal checks (including verification and validation checks) 

to ensure data quality during data encoding in the data entry process for all the data 

collected.

3.2.5.2 Data Validation

Data validation is based on the acceptance criteria specified in the appropriate 

technical SOP or published industry procedure (i.e. ASTM or GPA). A project specific 

QA requirements matrix will be developed.

3.2.5.3 Data Transformation

Data transformation is the conversion of individual data point values into related 

test result values. Raw data (individual data point) obtained in the laboratory are 

converted to test resultant values by various calculation routines as detailed in the 

appropriate technical SOPs, associated reporting form, and/or industry standard method. 

Where applicable, example calculation routines and/or “dummy spreadsheets” are to be 

included as an adjunct to the technical SOPs. Calculations will be provided in the final 

data package to adequately follow the progress from raw to reported data.

3.2.5.4 Data Transmittal

Data transmittal occurs when data are transferred from one person or location to 

another or when data are copied from one form to another (e.g. copying raw data from a 

notebook onto a data entry form for keying into a computer file and electronic transfer of 

data over a telephone or computer network). The UAF project team will conduct and 

document the review of data transmittal, which will include verification of computer 

entry from logbooks and/or instrument printouts.
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3.2.5.5 Data Reduction

Data reduction includes all processes that change the number of data items. This 

process is distinct from data transformation, in that it entails an irreversible reduction in 

the size of the data set and an associated loss of detail. Wherever practical, raw data are 

reduced using automated data processing. This involves the use of validated 

spreadsheets. A validated set of raw data is utilized to ensure that inadvertent changes 

have not been made to the calculation routines contained in these spreadsheets. Manual 

calculations are documented in the specific method logbook form. As a part o f the data 

verification process, manual calculations will be verified by the UAF project team by 

performing a random set of sample calculations and checking the same.

3.2.5.6 Data Analysis

As a part of the overall QA/QC of the project, UAF will provide a quality 

assurance document that summarizes the findings of the QA samples to include statistical 

representations where appropriate to include at a minimum comparison to the method or 

SOP precision in the QAPjP QA Requirements Matrix.

3.2.5.7 Data Tracking

Data management includes tracking the status of data as they are collected, 

transmitted and processed. Management of sample analysis and data review is monitored 

in general for all the data collected.

3.2.5.8 Data Storage and Retrieval

All electronic and hard copy records associated with this UAF-APSC 

collaborative project produced by UAF will be retained in original form and format for a 

minimum of 5 years. These records include all logbooks, procedures, analyst notes, 

instrument calibration information, instrument output files (e.g. chromatograph output 

data files), raw and finished data, and data validation and verification records. 

Accordingly, UAF will retain the capability to re-examine and reprocess any raw data,
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(e.g. retain current chromatographic data processing software and its native hardware 

platform).

Electronic data will be archived on a removable media and placed with the 

associated job file folder for ease of retrieval. The data archived will be in the original 

commercially available format as processed (i.e. Excel®, Word®, etc.) copied 

electronically where feasible to CD-ROM media device supplied by APSC for the 

project. Copies of data pages from bound, controlled logbooks will also be placed in the 

respective job file folder for ease of retrieval.

3.3 A SSESSM EN T/O V ER SIG H T

3.3.1 A ssessm ents and Response Actions

At the request of the UAF-APSC Project Supervisor, the APSC Analytical 

Services Lead (ASL) will conduct an assessment or the APSC Internal Audit Manager 

(IAM) (or designee) will conduct an audit of the UAF laboratory activities addressed 

under this QAPjP. The APSC ASL or IAM (or designee) will have the authority to issue 

a Stop Work Order upon finding a significant condition that would adversely affect the 

quality and usability of the data. The UAF Principal Investigator will have the 

responsibility for initiating and implanting response actions associated with findings 

identified during the on-site-audit. Once the response actions have been implemented, 

the APSC ASL or IAM (or designee) will perform a follow-up assessment/audit to verify 

and document that the response actions were implemented effectively.

In-house audits performed by UAF Laboratories may be conducted in accordance 

with this QAPjP or its own Quality Management Procedures (QMP). When performed 

and APSC work is associated with the audit, APSC will receive a copy of the audit report 

along with accompanying information explaining any impacts (measured or estimated) on 

the APSC work so audited. The information will address examples of conditions
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indicating out-of-control situations, who is responsible for initiating the corrective 

actions, and what steps may be taken.

3.3.1.1 Reports to Management

Once the project is complete and the resulting data obtained, the UAF principal 

investigator will prepare a final project report. The report will include a summary of the 

activities performed during the project and present the resulting data explaining its likely 

meanings, draw conclusions, etc. (Statements about problems concerning data quality 

will be presented along with an explanation of their impact, if any, on the certainty of the 

data reported).

3.4 DATA VALIDATIO N AND USABILITY

The purpose of this element is to state the criteria for deciding the degree to which 

each data item has met its quality specifications. APSC will estimate the potential effect 

that each deviation from this QAPjP may have on the usability of the associated data 

item, its contribution to the quality of the reduced and analyzed data, and its effect on the 

decisions made from these data.

3.4.1 Data Review, Validation and Verification Requirem ents

UAF data will be reviewed by the project team. Second level review will be the 

responsibility of the UAF principal investigator or designee. The second level review 

will be done, in general, on all the data collected by UAF. The UAF Principal 

investigator will also be responsible for overall data validation and final approval of the 

data, in accordance with project purpose and use of the data.

3.4.2 Validation and Verification M ethods

The process of data verification requires UAF to confirm by examination or 

provision of objective evidence that the requirements of the specified QC acceptance 

criteria have been met. Verification examines the result of a given activity to determine
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conformance to the stated requirements for that activity. For example, have the data been 

collected according to a specified method and have the collected data been faithfully 

recorded and transmitted? Do the data fulfill specified data format requirements? The 

UAF process of data verification must effectively ensure the accuracy of data by using 

validated methods and protocols. As a part of this verification process, UAF will utilize a 

data review and data package checklist to provide documentation of the review and 

ensure it meets the specified requirements.

3.4.3 Reconciliation with User Requirem ents

Completeness will also be evaluated to determine if the completeness goal for this 

project has been met. If the QC data and/or other data quality indicators do not meet the 

project’s requirements as outlined in this QAPjP (including the accuracy of calibration 

materials), the data may be discarded, and retest and re-sampling, if necessary, may 

occur. The UAF principal investigator and project team will evaluate the cause of the 

failure (if possible) and make the decision to discard that data and re-sample. If the 

failure is tied to the analysis, calibration and maintenance techniques will be reassessed 

as identified by the appropriate lab personnel. If the failure is associated with the sample 

collection and re-sampling is needed, the samplers will be retained.
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C R U D E  O IL  R E C O N D IT IO N IN G  A N D  A L IQ U O T IN G

The crude oil supplied by Alyeska Pipeline Service Company (APSC) comes in 

constant pressure Welker sample cylinders. It is necessary to recondition the samples 

back to original pipeline sampling conditions before taking the sample out of the Welker 

cylinder. This is done to ensure that the original composition of the sample is retained in 

all the test aliquots produced from the Welker cylinder sample. Aliquot samples are the 

sub-samples produced from original test samples. A sequential procedure, which is used 

to recondition the crude oil followed by aliquoting, is outlined in this chapter.

4.1 BRIEF DESCRIPTIO N OF A W ELK ER CYLINDER

Welker constant pressure sample cylinders are used to maintain the sampled 

product at pipeline pressures, provide adequate mixing, and facilitate easy and safe 

removal of sample (Welker Constant Pressure Cylinder, 1992).

Welker cylinder has two ends that are separated internally by a floating piston. 

One end is marked ‘"product inlet” or “sampling end” and the other is the “precharge end” 

(Figure 4.1). It also has two pressure gauges to read the pressure at both the ends of the 

cylinder. Quick connects and disconnects are used on both the ends to allow easy 

removal of sample without any leak. On top of the precharged end is an indicator rod. 

The mixing rod is used to homogenize the sample by mixing.

4.1.1 M ixing Procedure

The indicator rod has a mixing rod cap on top of it, which is removable by hand 

and should be replaced only hand tight. After the cap is removed, the mixing rod is 

inserted into the indicator rod and is screwed firmly into the mixing paddle rod, which is

30
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located inside the indicator rod. When the sample is being heated, the mixing rod handle 

is held securely and the unit is stoked for at least eight to ten times. Based on the 

pressure in the cylinder, the required force to mix will differ but the cylinder pressure will 

push the mixing rod back. Therefore, a firm hold on the handle is maintained to have a 

good control over the mixing function.

4.2 SAFETY PRECAUTIO NS

Approved safety glasses with side shield and protective clothing must be worn at 

all times in the laboratory. Whenever crude oil and solvents are handled, suitable 

protective gloves must be worn. The sampling is performed at a place with adequate 

ventilation. Contact with skin, eyes and clothing should be avoided. Breathing mist or 

vapor must be avoided. The containers are always kept closed and opened with due 

caution.

4.2.1 Im portant

As Welker cylinders are pressurized, appropriate care has to be taken in handling 

the same. Welker cylinders and crude oil samples are hot at the time of sampling. Empty 

containers may contain toxic, flammable/combustible or explosive residue or vapors. 

The containers should not be cut, ground, drilled, welded, reused or disposed unless 

necessary precautions are taken against these hazards. All precautionary labeling on the 

Welker cylinder are properly observed.

Proper handling and disposal of syringes and needles is important. Proper 

disposal of solvents, contaminated samples and other cleaning fluids is essential.

4.2.2 Hazard

Crude Oil vapors may be harmful. Crude oil can cause possible aspiration hazard 

if swallowed, can enter lungs and cause damage. It may be irritating to the skin, eyes and 

respiratory tract. It may release toxic hydrogen sulfide vapors. It is considered as a skin
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cancer hazard based on tests with laboratory animals. It contains Benzene—a cancer 

hazard. It is also an extremely flammable liquid and its vapors may cause flash fire.

4.3 CRUDE OIL RECO NDITIO NING  AND ALIQ UO TING  PRO CEDURE

4.3.1 Equipm ent Used

i. Welker cylinder containing pressurized samples.

ii. Two industrial belt heaters.

iii. 55-gallon drum filled with water.

iv. Calibrated thermometer to measure temperature.

v. Compressed nitrogen cylinder with pressure regulator and valves.

vi. Stainless steel tubing (1/8", 1/4"); Swagelok tube fittings, quick connect fittings

(QC6 , QC4), metering valve (SS-SS2).

vii. Amber jars with teflon coated lids used as sample receptacle.

4.3.2 Description o f Laboratory Setup for Crude Oil A liquoting

i. Pre charge End:

The nitrogen cylinder was provided with a 1/4" tube fitting via a pressure

regulator. A 0.5-ft section of 1/4" SS tubing was used followed by a reducing

union from 1/4" to 1/8". The other end of the reducing union is connected to a 3- 

ft section of 1/8" SS tubing which is directly attached to the female part of the 

quick connect QC-4 through appropriate tubing connection. The Welker cylinder 

comes with a male part of QC-4 on the precharge end to which the female part of 

QC-4 can be snapped to establish pressure supply connection from nitrogen bottle 

to Welker cylinder (Figure 4.2).

ii. Sampling End:

The center port at the bottom of the sampling end is provided with a male 

component of quick connect QC-6 (Figure 4.3). So, the female part of QC-6 is 

needed to take the sample out of the cylinder. The QC-6 is connected to a 5-ft
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section of 1/8" SS tubing using appropriate Swagelok tube fitting. The other end 

of the SS tubing is connected to a Swagelok metering valve SS-SS2 to regulate 

the flow of crude oil. The outlet of the metering valve is connected to a 0.5-ft 

section of 1/8" SS tubing, which is inserted into the sample receptacle using the 

suitable elbow connection.

4.3.3 Crude Oil Reconditioning Procedure

This procedure explains the steps taken to recondition the crude oil prior to 

sample aliquoting for laboratory analysis (Standard Laboratory Procedures developed 

by Westport Technology Center International, 1999).

i. The platform feet in the Welker cylinder are removed first before heating is 

started.

ii. The Welker cylinder is immersed vertically in a 55-gallon drum filled with water 

and with sampling end at the bottom (Figure 4.4).

iii. The connection is made as described in section 4.3.2.i and the female QC-4 is 

connected with the male counter part on the precharge end. When connecting 

quick-connects, a “snap" sound can be heard which is an indication that the 

connection is secure.

iv. It is made sure that the valve on the precharge end is closed. Then, the nitrogen 

supply valve in the nitrogen cylinder is opened and the pressure regulator is 

adjusted to supply pressure in accordance with the original cylinder sampling 

pressure (Figure 4.1) as indicated in the tag attached with the cylinder.

v. All the tubing connections are checked for gas leaks using a gas leak detecting 

liquid (Figure 4.2).

vi. To ensure that the connections are leak-free, following suggestions are provided:

a. When a tube is cut, ensure that there is no burr in the tubing and the end of 

the tube is flat.

b. The inside diameter at the end of the tube should not be less than normal.
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c. While making a tubing connection, the ferrules must be placed properly 

and the tube must be inserted all the way in.

vii. After confirming that the connections are free of any gas leaks, the Whitey valve

on the precharge end is opened and the system is allowed to equilibrate. The

pressure on the precharge end as indicated by the pressure gauge is noted.

viii. Heating of the drum is started using two industrial belt heaters that are wrapped

around the drum (Figure 4.3). The waiting period involved may be several hours 

before the test temperature (70°C to 80°C) is reached.

ix. The temperature is controlled using the thermostat and is held for at least two 

hours at the test temperature to recondition the crude oil. During heat up and 

reconditioning, the sample is mixed manually using the procedure explained in 

the section 4.1.1 at 30-minute intervals to ensure homogenization. If needed, 

cylinder pressure during heating is controlled by a suitable vent mechanism.

4.3.4 Crude Oil A liquoting Procedure

This section gives the steps followed to take the crude oil sample out from a

Welker pressure cylinder.

i. The Welker cylinder is brought out of the drum immediately after reconditioning 

and proper connections are made as explained in section 4 .3 .2 .ii.

ii. The female part of QC-6 is connected to the male counter part in the sampling end 

(Figure 4.3).

iii. It is ensured that the nitrogen supply line is open to the precharge end of the 

Welker cylinder. This pressure source acts as the driving force for expelling the 

sample.

iv. With the metering valve closed, the Whitey valve at the sample end of Welker 

cylinder is opened.

v. A suitable sampling receptacle is placed at the other end of the sampling flow 

line.
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vi. Sampling is started by opening the metering valve. The metering valve can be 

used to control the flow rate of crude oil into the sample receptacle.

vii. For each Welker cylinder, the first 30-ml aliquot is produced into a sample bottle 

and labeled as “first cut”.

viii. The remaining Welker sample is divided as per test requirements.

ix. Similar to step vii, the last aliquot is identified by labeling it as “last cut”.

x. Sample aliquots should be directly transferred into the storage containers 

immediately and sealed with pressure tight caps.

xi. Upon completion of sampling, it is made sure that the Whitey valve on the 

precharge end is closed before removing the nitrogen supply.

xii. When cool, the outside of the cylinder is wiped down, plastic platform feet are 

replaced and the cylinder is returned to shipping case.
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Figure 4.1 Welker Sample Cylinder



Figure 4.2 Crude Oil Reconditioning Assembly
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Figure 4.3 Crude Oil Sampling End Flow Line
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Figure 4.4 Crude Oil Reconditioning in Progress



CHAPTER 5

R H E O L O G IC A L  P R O P E R T IE S  O F C R U D E  O IL S  B Y  

R O T A T IO N A L  V IS C O M E T E R

5.1 EQ UIPM ENT DESCRIPTIO N

This section is intended to provide a brief description with pictorial representation 

of different types of viscometers used for the measurement of rheological properties. The 

types of viscometers discussed are (i) LVDV-II+ Cone Plate Viscometer (ii) LVDV-II+ 

Viscometer with Small Sample Adapter and (iii) LVDV-II+ Viscometer used with a 

500ml working volume of the sample.

5.1.1 Cone Plate V iscom eter

The experimental setup of the cone plate viscometer is shown in Figure 5.1. 

There are three main components of this experimental setup: (i) Cone Plate Viscometer 

(ii) Refrigerated Bath and (iii) Wingather Data Gathering Software.

The LVDV-II+ cone plate viscometer is so called because it has a cone and plate 

arrangement for viscosity measurement. The electronic cone spindle CPE-40 is used to 

measure viscosity values as low as 0.2cp, which fits in well with GTL viscosity 

measurement range (Figure 5.2). Besides, the sample volume needed to measure 

viscosity is only 0.5cc. This feature is useful when the sample volume availability is 

limited. The measurement range of LVDV-II+ cone plate viscometer with a CPE-40 

spindle is 0.2cp to 3070cp.

The refrigerated bath is connected to the viscometer sample cup by a rubber 

tubing (Figure 5.2 and 5.3). The bath fluid temperature can be precisely controlled using

40
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a temperature-adjusting knob (Figure 5.3). The temperature of the sample is controlled 

by circulating the bath fluid from the bath to the sample cup jacket.

The viscosity data is gathered using software called “ ” manufactured by

Brookfield. Wingather can be used to record, save, edit, plot and analyze the testing data. 

The cone plate viscometer also has an electronic gap-setting feature, which has to be used 

to set the right gap between the cone and plate (Figure 5.2). It is desirable to set the gap 

every time the spindle is replaced. The procedure to set the gap is explained in detail in 

sections 5.2.8.3 and 5.2.8.4. The viscometer can be controlled using the touch screen 

functions available on the face of the viscometer.

5.1.2 LVDV-II+ V iscom eter with Small Sample Adapter

The experimental arrangement with a small sample adapter is similar to cone plate 

viscometer (Figure 5.4). The small sample adapter comprises of a water jacket and a 

sample chamber. The chamber/spindle combination used is SSA 18/13R (Figure 5.5). 

The sample volume needed for SSA 18/13R assembly is 8ml. The temperature 

controlling mechanism is the same as the one for cone plate viscometer.

5.1.3 LVDV-II+ V iscom eter Used with a 500ml W orking Volum e

If the viscosity is to be measured using a 500ml working volume of the sample, 

the arrangement needed for this purpose is shown in Figure 5.6. Here, the sample in the 

beaker is partially immersed inside the refrigerated bath with viscometer above it. The 

LVDV-II+ viscometer comes with four different spindles, which are used to measure 

different ranges of viscosities. Each spindle has a unique spindle identification code, 

which needs to be selected before carrying out any measurements (Brookfield Digital 

Programmable Viscometer, Operating Instructions).
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Figure 5.1 Cone Plate Viscometer Setup



Figure 5.2 Cone Plate Viscometer -  Magnified View
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Figure 5.3 Cone Plate Viscometer Connected to a Refrigerated Bath
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Figure 5.4 Small Sample Adapter Connected to a Refrigerated Bath



Figure 5.5 Viscometer with Small Sample Adapter -  Disassembled
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Figure 5.6 Setup of Viscosity Measurement using 500ml Beaker
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5.2 VISCO SITY TESTING  PROCEDURE

These testing procedures explain a systematic method followed in the 

determination of the apparent viscosity, shear thinning and thixotropic properties of crude 

oils, gas-to-liquid (GTL) samples and GTL -  crude oil mixtures over a range of shear 

rates and temperatures (Standard Laboratory Procedures developed by Westport 

Technology Center International, 1999).

The safety precautions that need to be followed are described in section 4.2.

5.2.1 Principle of O peration of the DV-II+ Program m able V iscom eter

The principle behind apparent viscosity measurement is to drive a spindle (which 

is immersed in the test fluid) through a calibrated spring. The viscous drag o f the fluid 

against the spindle is measured by the spring deflection. The spring deflection is 

measured with a rotary transducer. The measurement range of a DV-II+ (in centipoises 

or milliPascal seconds) is determined by the rotational speed of the spindle, the size and 

shape of the spindle, the container the spindle is rotating in, and the full-scale torque of 

the calibrated spring.

5.2.2 Sum m ary of Test M ethod

This test method consists of determining the apparent viscosity of crude oils by 

measuring the torque on a spindle rotating at a constant speed in the sample of interest. 

This method also allows the determination of shear thinning and thixotropic (time- 

dependent) rheological properties of the materials. The viscosities of these materials are 

determined at a series of prescribed speeds of a rotational-type viscometer. The shear 

and temperature histories of the crude oils preceding the viscosity measurements are 

carefully controlled.
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5.2.3 Significance and Use

This test method is used for determining the apparent viscosity at a given 

rotational speed. This determination is carried out at two or more speeds for better 

characterization of a non-newtonian fluid than a single viscosity measurement. The 

extent of shear thinning is indicated by change in viscosity with the viscometer speed and 

duration of time at that speed. The degree of thixotropy is indicated by comparison of 

viscosities at increasing viscometer speeds, decreasing viscometer speeds, and viscosity 

recovery. Thus, this method enables one to characterize pseudoplastic (time 

independent) and thixotropic (time dependent) type of non-newtonian fluids.

5.2.4 Equipm ent Required

i. Certified rotational-type viscometers having at least four speeds, such as:

Brookfield Viscometer, Model LV DVII+, LV DVII+ Cone Plate or RV DVII+ 

having the capability of 20 speeds when programmed accordingly.

ii. Thermometer, Barnant thermocouple thermometer that is accurate to ±0.1%

iii. Small sample adapter for the Brookfield RV DVII+ or LV DVII+.

iv. Brookfield Refrigerated Bath/Circulator.

5.2.5 M aterials

Brookfield certified viscosity standards of sufficient range to cover the viscosities 

of the samples being tested, toluene and acetone.

5.2.6 Calibration of Apparatus

The viscometer is calibrated at the beginning of each workday, beginning of each 

batch of samples analyzed using the following procedure.
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5.2.6.1 General Requirements

At least two standard fluids covering the viscosity range of the sample being 

measured are selected. The fluid should be as close to the specified calibration 

temperature as possible (±0.1 °C of the specified temperature, normally 25°C). The 

viscosity of each calibration fluid is measured as described in sections 5.2.6.2 through

5.2.6.5 and it is made sure that the readings are taken only at increasing speeds. If LV 

DVII+ viscometer and a container are used for viscosity determination, the spindle must 

be immersed up to the middle of the indentation in the shaft. It is also made certain that 

the spindle is centered in the container before taking measurements.

5.2.6.2 Calibration Procedure for LV (#1-4) and RV, HA, HB (#1-7) Brookfield 

Spindles

Container Size For Viscosity Standards <30,000 cP, a 600ml Low Form

Griffin Beaker having a working volume of 500 ml is used. 

For Viscosity Standards > 30,000 cP, the fluid container is 

used.

Conditions The water bath should be stabilized at test temperature.

Viscometers with the “LV” or “RV” in the model 

designation should have the guard leg attached.

Calibration Fluid Viscosity standards are newtonian, and therefore, have the

same viscosity regardless of spindle speed (or shear rate).

Procedure

i. The viscosity standard fluid (in the proper container) is placed into the water bath.

ii. The spindle is attached to the viscometer. If a disk-shaped spindle is used, 

trapping air bubbles beneath the disk are avoided by first immersing the spindle at 

an angle, and then connecting it to the viscometer.

iii. The DV-II+ is lowered into measurement position (with guard leg if LV or RV 

series viscometer is used).
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iv. The viscosity standard fluid, together with the spindle, should be immersed in the 

bath for a minimum of 1 hour, stirring the fluid periodically, before taking any 

measurements.

v. After 1 hour, the temperature of the viscosity standard fluid is monitored with an 

accurate thermometer to determine when the stable temperature has been reached.

vi. The temperature is recorded.

vii. If the fluid is at test temperature, the viscosity is measured and data recorded with 

the help of the Brookfield Wingather software program. Note: The spindle must 

rotate at least five (5) times before readings are taken.

viii. The viscosity reading should equal the cP value on the fluid standard to within the 

combined accuracies of the viscometer and the viscosity standard (as described in 

the section entitled, 5.2.6.5 Acceptable Calibration).

5.2.6.3 Calibration Procedure for the Small Sample Adapter

When a Small Sample Adapter is used, the water jacket is connected to the 

water bath and the water is stabilized at the proper temperature.

i. The proper amount of viscosity standard fluid is placed into the sample chamber.

The amount varies with each spindle/chamber combination. For example, if a 

spindle/chamber combination of SSA 18/13R is used, the sample volume taken is 

8ml (Brookfield Digital Programmable Viscometer, Operating Instructions).

ii. The spindle is placed into the test fluid and the extension link, coupling nut and

free hanging spindle (or directly attach the solid shaft spindle) are attached to the 

DV-II+.

iii. The sample chamber is placed into the water jacket, slowly immersing the spindle

into the sample.

iv. The viscosity standard, sample chamber and spindle are allowed to reach the test

temperature.
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v. The temperature of the standard fluid is monitored by inserting a micro 

thermocouple into the annulus between the cup (sample chamber) and bob 

(spindle), to determine when a stable temperature has been reached.

vi. The temperature is recorded.

vii. If the fluid is at the test temperature, the viscosity is measured and data recorded

using the Brookfield Wingather software program. Note: The spindle must rotate 

at least five  (5) times before readings are taken.

viii. The viscosity reading should equal to cP value on the fluid standard to within the

combined accuracies of the viscometer and the viscosity standard (as described in 

the section entitled, 5.2.6.5. Acceptable Calibration).

5.2.6.4 Calibration Procedure for Brookfield LV DVII+ Cone Plate Viscometer

When a cone plate viscometer is used, the sample cup inlet/outlet ports are

connected to the water bath inlet and outlet and the bath is set to the desired test

temperature.

i. The appropriate sample volume is determined. For spindle CPE-40, the sample 

volume of 0.5 ml is used. For other types of spindles, Brookfield’s Instruction 

Manual is referred to determine the correct sample volume required for the 

spindle to be used.

ii. A viscosity standard fluid that will give viscosity readings between 10% and

100% of full-scale range is selected. It is best to use a viscosity standard fluid

which is closer to the maximum viscosity for a given cone spindle/speed

combination.

iii. With the motor off, the sample cup is removed and the necessary volume of

viscosity standard fluid is placed into the sample cup.

iv. The sample cup is attached back to the viscometer and sufficient time is allowed

for the sample, cup and the cone to reach the temperature equilibrium.
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v. The temperature of the bath fluid is measured using a calibrated thermometer and

it is made sure that it is within ± 0.1 °C of 25°C (or specific calibration

temperature). A waiting period of at least 15 minutes is given to make sure that

sample temperature is same as bath fluid temperature.

vi. The temperature is recorded.

vii. If the fluid is at the test temperature, the motor is turned on. For the desired

speed(s), viscosity is measured and data recorded using the Brookfield Wingather 

Software Program. Note: The spindle must rotate at least five (5) times before 

readings are taken.

viii. The viscosity reading should equal the cP value on the fluid standard to within the 

combined accuracies of the viscometer and the viscosity standard (as described in 

the section entitled, 5.2.8.5 Acceptable Calibration).

5.2.6.5 Acceptable Calibration (Brookfield Digital Programmable Viscometer)

i. While verifying the calibration of the DV-II+ viscometer, the instrument 

and the viscosity standard fluid error must be combined to calculate the 

total allowable error.

ii. The DV-II+ is accurate to ± 1% of any full-scale spindle/speed viscosity 

range.

iii. Brookfield viscosity standards fluids are accurate to ±1% of their stated 

value.

STEP 1: The full-scale viscosity range (A) is calculated using the equation: 

Full Scale Viscosity Range, “A” [cP] = TK * SMC * 10,000/RPM 

where: TK = Viscometer torque constant from Table 5.1

SMC = Current spindle multiplier constant from Table 5.2 

The viscosity is accurate to ±1% of A (cP) = “X” cP
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STEP2\ If the viscosity standard fluid is “B” cP. its accuracy is ±1% of B (cP) = 

“Y” cP

STEP 3: If the precision of the thermometers, above -50°C, is within +0.3% and if 

the variation of Brookfield viscosity standards is approximately 2% with

0.3° C variations in temperature, let that variation (approximately ±2% of 

"B" cP) be "Z" cP.

STEP 4:So. total allowable error is (X+Y+Z) cP = ± (X+Y+Z) cP.

STEP5: Therefore, a viscometer is assumed to be calibrated if the error in the 

viscosity reading lies within ±(X+Y+Z) cP of the standard fluid viscosity. 

Any reading outside these limits indicates a viscometer problem.

Table 5.1 Model Codes and TK Values for each Viscometer Model

TK = DV-II+ Torque Constant

MODEL TK MODEL CODE 

ON DV-II+ SCREEN

LVDV-II+ 0.09373 LV
2.5LVDV-II+ 0.2343 2.5 LV

5LVDV-II+ 0.4686 5 LV
1/4RVDV-II+ 0.25 1/4 RV
1/2RVDV-II+ 0.5 1/2 RV

RVDV-II+ 1 RV
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Table 5.2 Relevant SMC Values

SMC = Current Spindle Multiplier Constant 

SRC = Current Shear Rate Constant

S P IN D L E E N T R Y  C O D E SM C SR C

LV1 61 6.4 0
LV2 62 32 0
LV3 63 128 0
LV4 64 640 0
LV5 65 1280 0
RV1 01 1 0
RV2 02 4 0
RV3 03 10 0
RV4 04 20 0
RV5 05 40 0
RV6 06 100 0
RV7 07 400 0

SC-14 14 125 0.4
SC-15 15 50 0.48
SC-16 16 128 0.2929
SC-18 18 3.2 1.32
SC-21 21 5 0.93
SC-25 25 512 0.22
SC-27 27 25 0.34
SC-28 28 50 0.28
SC-29 29 100 0.25
SC-31 31 32 0.34
SC-34 34 64 0.28
SC-37 37 25 0.36

CPE-40 40 0.327 7.5

5 .2 .7  R efr ig era ted  B a th /C ircu la to r

5.2.7.1 Operating Procedure

i. Start up:Before starting the unit, all electric and plumbing connections are checked

thoroughly and it is made sure that the bath has been properly filled with bath fluid.
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The unit is never operated without fluid in the bath. The bath work area has a high 

and low level marker to guide filling to the proper level. The correct fluid level falls 

between these two markers.

ii. The temperature controller is equipped with a BNC remote control receptacle on the 

rear of the control box. When the receptacle is not being used, the slide switch must 

be in the “STANDALONE" position and not in “Remote” position.

iii. Setting up the High Temperature/Low Liquid Level Cutout ( Brookfield Refrigerated 

Bath/Circulator)

iii.a The High Temperature/Low Liquid Level Cutout is designed to prevent the

main heater from reaching excessively high temperatures that can cause serious 

damage to the unit. The temperature range of the cutout is adjustable from 0°C 

to 180°C.

iii.b To set the cutout, the High Temperature Cutout adjustment dial on the unit

control box labeled High Temperature Cutout (Figure 5.7) is located. The High 

Temperature Cutout adjustment dial is fully turned in the clockwise direction.

iii.c The unit is started. The temperature set point for the unit is adjusted for a few

degrees higher than the highest desired operating temperature and the unit is 

allowed to stabilize at the set temperature. The high temperature cutout 

adjustment dial is turned counterclockwise until a click sound is heard which is 

followed by shut down of the unit.

iii.d The cutout is now set. The operating temperature of the reservoir is allowed to

cool below the cut out temperature by itself without sw itching main switch off. 

It takes a few minutes for operating temperature to go below cutout temperature 

by few degrees. Until this time, the fault light is ON but once the operating 

temperature has gone below cutout temperature, the unit starts functioning again 

indicated by Heat LED going ON and pump starting.

iii.e Sufficient time is given for the pump to start back automatically as it takes a 

while for the temperature to go down below the cutout temperature. The main
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power switch should not be turned off, as by doing so, the previously set cutout 

set point is no more valid. The main power is switched OFF to reset the cutout.

iv. The water bath temperature is set to the test temperature for viscosity determination. 

When the fluid is approaching test temperature, it is made sure the set point 

temperature remains the same by pressing the DISPLAY button.

v. The temperature is allowed to stabilize. General trend is that temperature goes above 

set point (while heating), comes back below set point and then stabilizes.

Figure 5.7 Refrigerated Bath -  Top Rear View

5.2.1.2 Important Comments on Refrigerated Bath/Circulator

i. The distance between the TC-500 and the accessory (e.g. Small Sample Adapter or 

Cone Plate Viscometer) is kept as short as possible. Tubing should be straight and 

without bends. If diameter reductions must be made, they should be made at the inlet 

and outlet o f the accessory, not at the TC-500.

ii. The stainless steel disks m ust be removed when circulation to an accessory is 

required. If the bath is not used for external circulation, it is made sure the stainless 

steel disks are in place before operating the bath or a shunt is provided between the 

outlet and inlet.
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iii. To drain the bath, the drain fitting is turned one turn counter-clockwise.

iv. If operating temperature of bath exceeds 60°C (140°F) then the rubber tubing should 

not be used. Refer to Table 5.3 for proper fluid and tubing use at different 

temperature ranges.

v. The refrigeration system must be on for sub-ambient cooling and/or to achieve 

±0.03°C stability. For rapid warm up, the refrigeration system is turned off.

vi. When the unit is shut off. at least five minutes are given before restarting. This

allows time for the refrigeration pressures to equalize. If the pressures are not 

allowed to equalize, the compressor will short-cycle (clicking sound) and no cooling 

will occur.

Table 5.3 Recommended Fluid and Tubing for Use in the Refrigerated Bath

Fluid
Temperature

Recommended
Fluid

Recommended
Tubing

Notes

-15°C to 15°C 50/50 
Ethylene G lycol1 

/Water

Fluran Do Not Use Gum 
Rubber Tubing With 

This Fluid
15°C to 65°C Water Gum Rubber or 

Fluran
65°C to 100°C Silicone O il" Fluran Do Not Use Gum 

Rubber Tubing With 
This Fluid

i. Only laboratory grade ethylene glycol should be used. Automobile antifreeze

should not be used, which contains materials that can damage the equipment.

ii. High viscosity oil should not be used. Recommended is 50 centipoise.
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5.2.8 Procedure for M easurem ents of Apparent Viscosity and Viscosity  

under Changing Tem perature Conditions

Following sections describe viscosity testing procedures, which make use of 

control keys on the face of the viscometer and NOT use DVLoader program to run the 

test.

5.2.8.1 Determination of Viscosity (using Small Sample Adapter) at Higher 

Temperature (>100°F or >37.78°C)

At higher temperature, some of the crude oils to be tested are highly susceptible to 

loss of light ends through evaporation. Measurements should be carried out quickly at 

these temperatures; therefore, measurement must be carried out as rapidly as possible 

after the sample has reached equilibrium.

i. All measurements are made as close to target test temperature as possible. The 

initial water bath temperature is set to test temperature.

ii. Referring to the viscometer bubble level, the leveling screws are adjusted until the 

instrument is leveled.

iii. The correct amount of sample for the spindle/chamber combination chosen is 

transferred, via syringe as rapidly as possible into the sample chamber.

iv. The spindle is put into the test fluid and the extension link, coupling nut and free 

hanging spindle is attached to the DV-II+ viscometer.

v. The sample chamber is placed into the water jacket, slowly immersing the spindle 

into the sample.

vi. The spindle/speed combination that will give a minimum scale reading of 10% (% 

torque reading displayed at the bottom right of the viscometer touch screen) at the 

lowest speed to be tested is selected.

vii. The viscosity standard, sample chamber and spindle are allowed to reach test 

temperature.
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viii. The temperature of the standard fluid is monitored by inserting a micro 

thermocouple into the annulus between the cup (sample chamber) and bob 

(spindle), to determine when a stable temperature has been reached.

ix. The temperature is recorded.

x. If the fluid is at test temperature, the Wingather data-gathering program is started.

xi. The viscometer motor is turned on to the speed selected for the material under test. 

The viscometer is allowed to run until the reading has stabilized. The data is 

recorded using Wingather Software Program.

xii. The viscometer speed is increased stepwise and the viscometer reading is recorded 

after it stabilizes at each speed. After an observation has been made at the top 

speed, the speed is decreased in steps to the slowest speed, recording the viscometer 

reading after stabilizing at each speed. Note: It is preferable to change speed when 

the motor is running.

xiii. After the last reading has been taken at the slowest speed, the viscometer is shut off 

and the viscometer and the specimen are allowed to stand undisturbed for 5 

minutes. At the end ol the rest period, the viscometer is started at the slowest speed 

and the initial maximum and equilibrium scale readings are recorded.

xiv. The Wingather program is stopped and the data is saved.

xv. If the data indicate that at the top speed, measured viscosity as a function of shear 

rate is stable, the measurements are complete. However, if the data indicate that 

viscosity is still decreasing as shear increases additional measurements are carried 

out, including a new sample with temperature pretreatment, at higher shear rates.

5.2.8.2 Determination of Viscosity (using Small Sample Adapter) at Lower 

Temperature (<100°F or 37.78°C)

Procedures for carrying out viscosity measurements below 100°F are similar to

those for >100°F with the exception that the initial sample is loaded into the viscometer

at 100°F, and then cooled to test temperature under low shear conditions before
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measurements are taken. Additional samples will be cooled from 100°F in closed

containers in the viscometer water bath and transferred to the viscometer at test

temperature.

i. All measurements are made as close to target test temperature as possible. The 

initial water bath temperature is set to 95-100°F.

ii. Referring to the viscometer bubble level, the leveling screws are adjusted until the 

instrument is leveled.

iii. The extension link, coupling nut and free hanging spindle is attached to the DV-II+ 

viscometer.

iv. The sample chamber is placed into the water jacket. At this point, there is no 

sample inside the sample chamber.

v. When the bath temperature is stabilized at the initial set temperature (95-100°F), the 

correct amount of sample for the spindle chosen is transferred, via syringe as 

rapidly as possible into the sample chamber. Additional sample container is 

transferred to the water bath.

vi. The spindle/speed combination that will give a minimum scale reading of 10% at 

the lowest speed to be tested is selected.

vii. The Wingather data-gathering program is started, with the viscometer motor off 

(but the viscometer POWER is ON). The purpose of gathering data during this 

stage is to record the rate of cooling of the bath.

viii. The bath is set to test temperature.

ix. The cooling rate data of the bath is gathered while waiting for sample, sample 

chamber and spindle to reach test temperature.

x. The temperature of the standard fluid is monitored by inserting a micro 

thermocouple into the annulus between the cup (sample chamber) and bob 

(spindle), to determine when a stable temperature has been reached.

xi. The temperature is recorded.
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xii. Five minutes after test temperature has been reached the viscometer is turned on to 

the speed selected for the material under test. The viscometer is allowed to run 

until the reading has stabilized. The data is recorded using Wingather Software 

Program.

xiii. The viscometer speed is increased stepwise and the viscometer reading is recorded 

after it stabilizes at each speed. After an observation has been made at the top 

speed, the speed is decreased in steps to the slowest speed, recording the viscometer 

reading after stabilizing at each speed. Note: It is preferable to change speed when 

the motor is running.

xiv. After the last reading has been taken at the slowest speed, the viscometer is shut off 

and the viscometer and the specimen are allowed to stand undisturbed for 5 

minutes. At the end of the rest period, the viscometer is started at the slowest speed 

and the initial maximum and equilibrium scale readings are recorded.

xv. The Wingather program is stopped and data is saved.

xvi. After all viscosity readings have been taken the micro-thermocouple is inserted into 

the annulus between the spindle and cup and the temperature is recorded.

xvii. Keeping the bath at test temperature, the cup and spindle is removed, cleaned, and 

dried.

xviii.The cup and spindle is returned to the viscometer as they were before and 15 

minutes are allowed for temperature equilibration.

xix. The sample is transferred from the closed container (at test temperature) via syringe 

into the sample chamber.

xx. Viscosity measurements from step x to xvi are repeated.

xxi. If the data indicate that at the top speed, measured viscosity, as a function of shear 

rate is stable, the measurements are complete. However, if the data indicate that 

viscosity is still decreasing as shear increases additional measurements are carried 

out, including a new sample with temperature pretreatment, at higher shear rates.
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5.2.8.3 Determination of Viscosity (using LV DVII+ Cone Plate Viscometer) at 

Higher Temperature (>100°F or 37.78°C)

At higher temperature, some of the crude oils to be tested are highly susceptible to 

loss of light ends through evaporation. Measurements should be carried out quickly at 

these temperatures; therefore, measurement must be carried out as rapidly as possible 

after the sample has reached equilibrium.

A systematic procedure followed to (i) set up the cone plate viscometer, (ii) set 

the gap between the cone & plate and (iii) measure viscosity using cone plate viscometer 

is explained as follows:

Setting Up The Cone Plate Viscometer

i. It is made sure that the cone plate viscometer is securely mounted to the laboratory 

stand. The instrument is leveled by referring to the viscometer bubble level and 

adjusting the leveling screws. The viscometer is then zeroed with no cone or cup 

attached so that the face of the viscometer displays 0% torque.

ii. The sample cup inlet/outlet ports are connected to the water bath inlet and outlet.

iii. All measurements are made as close to target test temperature as possible. The

initial water bath temperature is set to test temperature. Sufficient time is allowed 

for bath to reach the test temperature.

iv. The cone plane viscometer comes with a special cone spindle(s) (for example CPE-

40 spindle) which contains the Electronic Gap Setting feature.

v. With the motor off, cone spindle is threaded by using the spindle wrench to secure 

the viscometer coupling nut; the spindle is gently pushed up on the coupling nut, 

which is held securely with the wrench. The cone spindle is threaded by hand. 

Note: Left Handed Threads.

vi. The cup is attached, taking care not to hit the cone with the cup.
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Setting the “Gap ” between the Cone and the Plate

vii. The toggle switch is moved to the right; this turns on (enable) the Gap Setting 

Feature. The Pilot (red) light is illuminated.

viii. If the contact light (yellow) is illuminated, the micrometer adjustment ring is turned 

clockwise until the light is no longer illuminated.

ix. If the yellow contact light is not illuminated, the micrometer adjustment ring is 

slowly turned in small increments in the counter-clockwise direction. The 

micrometer adjustment ring is continuously moved slowly in the counter-clockwise 

direction until the contact light (yellow) first turns on. This is the “ Point”.

x. The sliding reference marker is adjusted, right or left, to the closest full-scale 

division mark.

xi. The micrometer adjustment ring is adjusted one scale division to the left to meet the 

line on the sliding reference marker. The yellow contact light goes OFF.

xii. Now, the gap space needed for viscosity measurement is established. The toggle 

switch is turned OFF (left); the red pilot light goes off.

xiii. The sample cup is carefully removed. The motor is turned OFF when the sample

cup is being removed.

Note:

i. The viscosity of electrically conductive fluids may be affected if readings are taken 

with the Electronic Gap Setting feature “on”. Therefore, this feature should be shut 

off before taking any reading.

ii. The cup may be removed and replaced without resetting the gap if the micrometer 

adjustment ring has not been moved.

iii. The spindle is removed from the viscometer when cleaning.

iv. The hit point is re-established every time the spindle is attached/detached.
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Viscosity Measurement using Cone Plate Viscometer

xiv. The appropriate sample volume is determined. For spindle CPE-40, the sample 

volume of 0.5 ml is used. The sample volume required for testing varies depending 

on the spindle used for the test (Brookfield Digital Programmable Viscometer, 

Operating Instructions).

xv. With the motor off, the sample cup is removed and appropriate sample volume is 

injected into the cup.

xvi. The sample cup is attached to the viscometer and sufficient time is allowed for the 

sample, cup and cone to reach temperature equilibrium.

xvii. The spindle/speed combination that will give a minimum scale reading of 10% (% 

torque reading displayed at the bottom right of the viscometer touch screen) at the 

lowest speed to be tested is selected.

xviii.The temperature is monitored by measuring the temperature of the bath fluid using 

a calibrated mercury thermometer. Sufficient time is given so that sample 

temperature is the same as the bath fluid temperature.

xix. When the stable test temperature is reached, the temperature is recorded.

xx. The motor is turned on. The desired speed(s) selected is set for the material under 

test. The viscometer is allowed to run until the reading has stabilized. The data is 

recorded using Wingather Software Program.

xxi. The viscometer speed is increased stepwise and the viscometer reading is recorded 

after it stabilizes at each speed. After an observation has been made at the top 

speed, the speed is decreased in steps to the slowest speed, recording the viscometer 

reading after stabilizing at each speed. Note: It is preferable to change speed when 

the motor is running.

xxii. After the last reading has been taken at the slowest speed, the viscometer is shut off 

and the viscometer and the specimen are allowed to stand undisturbed for 5 

minutes. At the end of the rest period, the viscometer is started at the slowest speed 

and the initial maximum and equilibrium scale readings are recorded.
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xxiii. The Wingather program is stopped and the data is saved.

xxiv. If the data indicate that at the top speed, measured viscosity as a function of shear 

rate is stable, the measurements are complete. However, if the data indicate that 

viscosity is still decreasing as shear increases additional measurements are carried 

out, including a new sample with temperature pretreatment, at higher shear rates.

5.2.8.4 Determination of Viscosity (using LV DVII+ Cone Plate Viscometer) at 

Lower Temperature (<100°F or <37.78°C)

Procedure for carrying out viscosity measurements below 100°F is similar to that 

for >100°F with the exception that the initial sample is loaded into the viscometer at 

100°F, and then cooled to test temperature under low shear conditions before 

measurements are taken. Additional samples will be cooled from 100°F in closed 

containers in the viscometer water bath and transferred to the viscometer at test 

temperature.

A systematic procedure followed to (i) set up the cone plate viscometer, (ii) set 

the gap between the cone & plate and (iii) measure viscosity using cone plate viscometer 

is explained as follows:

Setting Up The Cone Plate Viscometer

i. It is made sure that the cone plate viscometer is securely mounted to the

laboratory stand. The instrument is leveled by referring to the viscometer bubble 

level and adjusting the leveling screws. The viscometer is then zeroed with no 

cone or cup attached so that the face of the viscometer displays 0% torque.

ii. The sample cup inlet/outlet ports are connected to the water bath inlet and outlet.

iii. All measurements are made as close to target test temperature as possible. The

initial water bath temperature is set to 95-100°F. Sufficient time is allowed for 

bath to reach the initial set point temperature.
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iv. The cone plane viscometer comes with a special cone spindle(s) (for example 

CPE-40 spindle) which contains the Electronic Gap Setting feature.

v. With the motor off, the cone spindle is threaded by using the spindle wrench to 

secure the viscometer coupling nut; the spindle is gently pushed up on the 

coupling nut, which is held securely with the wrench. The cone spindle is 

threaded by hand. Note: Left Hand Threads.

vi. The cup is attached, taking care not to hit the cone with the cup.

Setting the “Gap ”between the Cone and the Plate

vii. The toggle switch is moved to the right; this turns on (enable) the Gap Setting 

Feature. The Pilot (red) light is illuminated.

viii. If the contact light (yellow) is illuminated, the micrometer adjustment ring is 

turned in the clockwise direction until the light is no longer illuminated.

ix. If the yellow contact light is not illuminated, the micrometer adjustment ring is 

slowly turned in small increments in the counter-clockwise direction. The 

micrometer adjustment ring is continuously turned slowly in the counter

clockwise direction until the contact light (yellow) first turns on. This is the “ 

Point”.

x. The sliding reference marker is adjusted, right or left, to the closest full-scale 

division mark.

xi. The micrometer adjustment ring is turned one scale division to the left to meet the 

line on the sliding reference marker. The yellow contact light goes OFF.

xii. Now, the gap space needed for viscosity measurement is established. The toggle 

switch is turned OFF (left); the red pilot light goes off.

xiii. The sample cup is removed carefully. The motor is turned OFF when the sample 

cup is being removed.
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Viscosity Measurement using Cone Plate Viscometer

xiv. The appropriate sample volume is determined. For spindle CPE-40, the sample 

volume of 0.5 ml is used. The sample volume required for testing varies 

depending on the spindle used for the test (Brookfield Digital Programmable 

Viscometer, Operating Instructions).

xv. When the bath temperature is stabilized at the initial set temperature (95-100°F), 

the sample cup is removed with the motor turned off. The correct amount of 

sample for the spindle chosen is transferred, via syringe as rapidly as possible into 

the sample chamber. Additional sample container is transferred to the water bath.

xvi. The sample cup is attached to the viscometer.

xvii. The spindle/speed combination that will give a minimum scale reading of 10% at 

the lowest speed to be tested is selected.

xviii. The Wingather data-gathering program is started, with the viscometer motor off 

(but the viscometer POWER is ON). The purpose of gathering data during this 

stage is to record the rate of cooling of the bath.

xix. The bath is set to test temperature.

xx. The cooling rate data of the bath is gathered while waiting for sample, sample 

chamber and spindle to reach test temperature.

xxi. The temperature is monitored by measuring the temperature of the bath fluid 

using a calibrated mercury thermometer. Sufficient time is given so that sample 

temperature is the same as the bath fluid temperature.

xxii. When the stable test temperature is reached, the temperature is recorded.

xxiii. The motor is turned on. The desired speed(s) selected is set for the material under 

test. The viscometer is allowed to run until the reading has stabilized. The data is 

recorded using Wingather Software Program.

xxiv. The viscometer speed is increased stepwise and the viscometer reading is 

recorded after it stabilizes at each speed. After an observation has been made at 

the top speed, the speed is decreased in steps to the slowest speed, recording the
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viscometer reading after stabilizing at each speed. Note: It preferable to 

change speed when the motor is running.

xxv. After the last reading has been taken at the slowest speed, the viscometer is shut 

off and the viscometer and the specimen are allowed to stand undisturbed for 5 

minutes. At the end of the rest period, the viscometer is started at the slowest 

speed and the initial maximum and equilibrium scale readings are recorded.

xxvi. The Wingather program is stopped and the data is saved.

xxvii. Keeping the bath at test temperature, the cup and spindle are removed, cleaned,

and dried.

xxviii. The sample is transferred from the closed container (at test temperature) via 

syringe into the sample chamber.

xxix. The cup and spindle are returned to the viscometer as they were before 15 minutes 

are given for temperature equilibration.

xxx. Viscosity measurements from step xxi to xxvi are repeated.

xxxi. If the data indicate that at the top speed, measured viscosity, as a function of shear

rate is stable, the measurements are complete. However, if the data indicate that 

viscosity is still decreasing as shear increases additional measurements are carried 

out, including a new sample with temperature pretreatment, at higher shear rates.

5.2.8.5 Determination of Viscosity using a Beaker having a Working Volume of

500 ml

In general, if a beaker having a working volume of 500 ml is used to measure 

viscosity, care has to be taken to make sure that the samples tested are not susceptible to 

loss of light ends through evaporation at higher temperatures. This procedure is best 

suited for use with samples that have no light ends. If the sample has light ends, one has 

to ensure that light ends are not lost at the testing temperature. The procedure to 

determine viscosity using the above-mentioned setup is as follows:

i. The sample (in the proper container) is placed into the water bath.



All measurements are made as close to target test temperature as possible. The 

initial bath temperature is set to test temperature.

Referring to the viscometer bubble level, the leveling screws are adjusted until the 

instrument is leveled.

The spindle/speed combination that will give a minimum scale reading of 10% at 

the lowest speed to be tested is selected. The selected spindle is tilted, inserted 

into one side of the center of the surface of the material, and is attached to the 

instrument as follows: The upper shaft coupling is firmly held with thumb and 

forefinger; the left-hand thread spindle coupling is screwed securely to the upper 

shaft coupling being very careful when connecting to avoid undue side pressure, 

which might affect alignment.

The DV-II+ viscometer is lowered into measurement position (with guard leg if 

LV or RV series viscometer is used). It is made sure that the instrument is 

leveled.

The bath temperature is allowed to stabilize at the test temperature. The 

temperature of the sample is monitored with an accurate mercury thermometer to 

determine when the stable temperature has been reached.

The Wingather data-gathering program is started.

The viscometer motor is turned on to the speed selected for the material under 

test. The viscometer is allowed to ran until the reading has stabilized.

The viscometer speed is increased stepwise and the viscometer reading is 

recorded after it stabilizes at each speed. After an observation has been made at 

the top speed, the speed is decreased in steps to the slowest speed, recording the 

viscometer reading after stabilizing at each speed. Note: It preferable to 

change speed when the motor is running.

After the last reading has been taken at the slowest speed, the viscometer is shut 

off and the viscometer and the specimen are allowed to stand undisturbed for 5
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minutes. At the end of the rest period, the viscometer is started at the slowest 

speed and the initial maximum and equilibrium scale readings are recorded.

xi. The Wingather program is stopped and the data is saved.

xii. If the data indicate that at the top speed, measured viscosity, as a function of shear 

rate is stable, the measurements are complete. However, if the data indicate that 

viscosity is still decreasing as shear increases additional measurements are carried 

out, including a new sample with temperature pretreatment, at higher shear rates.

5.2.9 Procedure for M easurem ents o f Apparent V iscosity, and Viscosity  

under Changing Shear Conditions

This section describes the viscosity testing procedure, which makes use of

DVLoader and Wingather data-gathering program to measure viscosity. When using

WINGATHER to collect data from a “program” test (i.e., a test program written with

DVLOADER and downloaded to the viscometer), viscometer settings and WINGATHER

operation differ from “ normal” settings and operation (Brookfield Digital

Programmable Viscometer).

5.2.9.1 Brookfield DVLOADER software program can be used to create B.E.V.I.S 

(Brookfield Engineering Viscometer Instructions Set) programs on a PC. Refer 

to Brookfield’s Instruction Manual to create a program using DVLoader 

software. Once the program is created, it has to be downloaded into one of the 

viscometer’s memory locations.

5.2.9.2 Before downloading a B.E.V.I.S. program to the viscometer it is ensured that 

the following have been checked.

i. The appropriate cable (BEL Part# DVP-80) is connected between the selected 

COM port of the PC and the viscometer.

ii. The DV-II+ motor is turned OFF.
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5.2.9.3 Download the necessary program as follows:

i. The DVLoader software is opened and the program is kept ready on the PC 

screen.

ii. The control is scrolled to the screen “DOWNLOAD A PROG” in the Options 

menu of viscometer.

iii. The ENTER/AUTORANGE key is pressed to select it.

iv. When the LOAD TO SLOT#x screen is displayed, the storage slot number (to

assign a storage location for the program to be downloaded) is selected using the 

DV-II+ arrow keys.

v The ENTER/AUTORANGE key on the viscometer is pressed. If after 5 seconds,

the viscometer cannot communicate with the DVLoader program, the B.E.V.I.S. 

ERROR NO PC ATTACHED message is displayed and a beeping sound is heard. 

If a connection is established, the Down Load button on the PC software becomes 

enabled, and the DV-II+ screen displays DOWNLOAD PROG TO STORAGE

SLO T#l. This button is clicked to download the displayed program to the DV- 

II+. When the download is complete, the DV-II+ displays DOWNLOAD DONE 

TO EXIT PRESS A KEY.

vi. At this point, the program in the DV-II+ can be printed and/or run from the 

viscometer.

vii. The Exit button on the Dvloader Software is clicked to exit the DVLoader

Software. This is an important final step because it allows the RS232 port to be

used fo r  output from  the DV-II+ to a serial printer or PC.

5.2.9.4 Procedure to Run the Program and Record the Data Automatically

i. The viscometer is set to “PC PROG OFF” (with the viscometer motor off, the

OPTION key is pressed and the UP/DOWN arrow keys are used to highlight PC 

PROG. If the setting is “PC PROG ON”, it is changed to “PC PROG OFF” by
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pressing the OPTION key; then the change is accepted by pressing the ENTER 

key).

ii. The viscometer should be set to “PRINT SERIAL'’ (with the viscometer motor 

off, the OPTION key is pressed and the UP/DOWN arrow keys are used to 

highlight SETUP. The ENTER key is pressed to open the setup menu. The 

UP/DOWN arrow keys are used to highlight PRINT PARALLEL (or PRINT 

SERIAL). If the setting is PRINT PARALLEL, the OPTION key is pressed to 

change to PRINT SERIAL, then the ENTER key is pressed to accept the entry 

and returned to the viscometer main screen using ESCAPE button on the screen.

iii. The viscometer is made ready to run a program and then WINGATHER is started 

and set to collect data. After setting viscometer as above in steps i and ii, and 

with a test program resident in one of the viscometer’s memory locations, the 

steps are:

iii.a With the viscometer motor off, the OPTION key is pressed, then UP/DOWN

arrows are used to highlight RUN A PROGRAM. The ENTER key is pressed.

iii.b The UP/DOWN arrow keys are used to select the memory location (1,2,3 or 4

-> similar to the slot # where the program is downloaded in step 3) to be used, 

then the ENTER key is pressed.

iii.c WINGATHER is started, the com port to be used is selected, the “ ” icon

is clicked, the “ Program” from the gather options box is chosen and OK is 

clicked (this produces an empty data scroll box on the right side of the screen).

iii.d At the viscometer, the ENTER key is pressed to start the test.

iv. When “ Program” is selected from the gather options box, an empty data scroll

box appears on screen. The “dashboard” is empty until the program running on 

the viscometer sends the first reading to WINGATHER. When the test is over, 

there is no indication (i.e., there is no “GATHER COMPLETE” box shown on the 

screen) that the test is ended. When the viscometer display indicates that the test
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is complete, the STOP button on the top right side o f the data scroll box is clicked 

to end the collection. At this point, the data may be saved, plotted, printed etc.

v. When the viscometer is executing the program, the display screen shows every 

step when it is being executed. Also displayed are the program number (PI), the 

step number and the total program steps (SOI/14) and the elapsed time since the 

program (or step) began (00:12). While in this “wait state”, the OPTIONS/TAB 

key is pressed to see the viscometer default screen with the PGM flashing.

5.2.10 Calculations and Interpretation o f Results

i. The viscosity at each speed/shear rate at increasing and decreasing speeds is recorded 

using the Brookfield Wingather software program.

ii. A semi-log plot o f viscosity (logp) versus shear rate (y) may be useful in

characterizing the shear-thinning behavior of the sample under consideration.

5.2.11 Data Recording and Analysis o f Data

5.2.11.1 Data is recorded using the Wingather data-gathering program. Wingather 

program is also be used to edit/view, save, load, plot and analyze the data 

recorded. The Wingather program gathers more data than is included in the

final report, however all data is saved for possible future analysis. The

Wingather program is started before starting the viscometer motor so that all 

data, including calibration data, is recorded. Following each measurement, data 

is saved from the Wingather program as (i) one file with .dvd extension which 

can be opened again, if needed using Wingather for viewing, editing, 

modification, plotting, analysis or for printing purposes and (ii) another file with 

.wks extension which can be opened using MS Excel, modified and can be 

saved as an Excel file with a .xls extension.
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5.2.11.2 Modes of recording data from the viscometer using WINGATHER 

program

One of the following data collection modes can be selected from the Start

Gather dialog box.

i. Manual'. A data point is taken when the take data button in the Data Gather Execution 

dialog box is selected (clicked).

ii. Vari-Speed: A data point is taken when speed (RPM) is changed at the connected 

viscometer.

iii. Timed Stop'. Data points are continuously taken at the pre-defmed time interval until 

the pre-defmed number of data points is accumulated.

iv. Timed Torque'. Data points are continuously taken at the pre-defmed time interval 

until the pre-defmed percentage torque value is reached.

v. Spring Relax:Data points are continuously taken at the pre-defined time interval as 

the spindle unwinds in a fluid (i.e. at 0 RPM) until the pre-defmed percentage torque 

value is reached.

vi. Program'. This method is only for use with the Programmable DV-II+ viscometer. 

After starting this gather mode, a stand-alone program is executed at the viscometer 

using the RUN A PROGRAM option found in the Options menu. The program 

determines data collection intervals.

5.2.12 R eporting Test Data

The following information must be reported for a repeatable viscosity test:

i. The Brookfield viscometer model,

ii. Spindle (or accessory) used,

iii. Test speed or speeds (or the shear rate),

iv. Container size or dimensions (or spindle/chamber geometry),

v. Sample temperature in degrees Fahrenheit,
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vi. Sample preparation procedure (if any),

vii. Sample volume,

viii. Viscosity at the spindle/shear rate utilized,

ix. Average cooling rate,

x Highest viscosity reading obtained at end of run &

xi. Equilibrium viscosity reading obtained at end of run.

5.2.13 Precision and Bias

i. Precision -  See section 5.2.6.5 for precision, including that for measurement at a

single speed.

ii. Bias -  No statement of bias is possible with this test method.

5.3 V ISC O M ETER  CALIBRATIO N CALCULATIO NS

The equations involved in viscometer calibration calculations are explained in 

detail in section 5.2.6.5. This section aims to show a sample viscometer calibration 

calculation for the sake of clarity.

Type of viscometer calibrated: LVDV-II+ Cone Plate Viscometer 

Type of spindle used: CP40

Calibration standard used: 9.7cp Brookfield Calibration Fluid Standard

Table 5.4 shows the file with calibration calculations performed using the data 

generated by Wingather during the calibration run. From the first row in that table, the 

following data are extracted for calibration calculations.

Data:

RPM used = 4 rpm 

Measured Viscosity = 9.7cp
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Calibration Calculations:

(i) Full Scale Viscosity Range, “A” cp = TK * SMC * 10000/RPM 

where TK = 0.09373 from Table 5.1

SMC = 0.327 from Table 5.2 

So, “A” cp = 0.09373*0.327*10000/4 = 76.62cp 

± 1% of “A” cp = 0.7662cp = “X” cp

(ii) ± 1 % of calibration standard = ± 1% of 9.7cp

“Y” cp = 0.097cp

If the viscosity is measured exactly at 25°C, then total allowable error is 

± (X+Y) cp = ± (0.7662 + 0.097)

Total allowable error = 0.86cp 

So, 9.7cp + (Error) = 9.7 + 0.86 = 10.56cp 

9.7cp -  (Error) = 9.7 -  0.86 = 8.84cp

Since the measured viscosity was 9.7cp, it falls within the above range and the 

viscometer can be assumed to be calibrated. These calculations have to be done for each 

reading (i.e. each row of Table 5.4) collected during calibration.

As it is essential to perform calibration quite frequently to meet the quality control 

requirements, automation of calibration calculations was necessary. To this end, a 

calibration macro was created in MS Excel not only to perform all the above-mentioned 

calibration calculations but also to prepare the file in a ready-to-print format. This macro 

has the major advantage that it saves a lot of time by not having to do repetitious and 

monotonous tasks of calculating and formatting the tables to make it presentable. The 

macro does it all by itself and lets the user save the final file. The procedure to run the 

macro, the stepwise and screen wise user-friendly instructions that appear in the macro 

are given in Appendix C.



Table 5.4 Viscometer Calibration Data

Speed T orque Shear
Stress

Shear
Rate

Temp. Time Full Scale 
Vise. Range

1% of "A" 1% of 9.7 cp Total
/Allowable Error

9.7cp + (Error) Measured
Viscosity

9.7ep - (Error)

RPM * % D/Cm2 1/sec sec "A" cp "X" cp "Y" cp "X+Y" cp cp cp cp

4.0 12.7 2.9 30.0 25 30 76.62 0.77 0.097 0.86 10.56 9.7 8.84

4.0 12.6 2.9 30.0 25 10 76.62 0.77 0.097 0.86 10.56 9.6 8.84

4.0 12.7 2.9 30.0 25 10 76.62 0.77 0.097 0.86 10.56 9.7 8.84

4.0 12.6 2.9 30.0 25 10 76.62 0.77 0.097 0.86 10.56 9.6 8.84

4.0 12.6 2.9 30.0 25 10 76.62 0.77 0.097 0.86 10.56 9.6 8.84

4.0 12.7 2.9 30.0 25 10 76.62 0.77 0.097 0.86 10.56 9.7 8.84

4.0 12.7 2.9 30.0 25 10 76.62 0.77 0.097 0.86 10.56 9.7 8.84

10.0 31.8 7.3 75.0 25 240 30.65 0.31 0.097 0.40 10.10 9.8 9.30

10.0 31.8 7.3 75.0 25 10 30.65 0.31 0.097 0.40 10.10 9.8 9.30

10.0 31.9 7.3 75.0 25 10 30.65 0.31 0.097 0.40 10.10 9.8 9.30

10.0 31.8 7.3 75.0 25 10 30.65 0.31 0.097 0.40 10.10 9.8 9.30

10.0 31.9 7.3 75.0 25 10 30.65 0.31 0.097 0.40 10.10 9.8 9.30

10.0 31.8 7.3 75.0 25 10 30.65 0.31 0.097 0.40 10.10 9.8 9.30

10.0 31.9 7.3 75.0 25 10 30.65 0.31 0.097 0.40 10.10 9.8 9.30

17.0 54.4 12.5 127.0 25 60 18.03 0.18 0.097 0.28 9.98 9.8! 9.42

17.0 54.4 12.5 127.0 25 10 18.03 0.18 0.097 0.28 9.98 9.8 9.42

17.0 54.4 12.5 127.0 25 10 18.03 0.18 0.097 0.28 9.98 9.8 9.42

17.0 54.4 12.5 127.0 25 10 18.03 0.18 0.097 0.28 9.98 9.8 9.42

17.0 54.4 12.5 127.0 25 10 18.03 0.18 0.097 0.28 9.98 9.8 9.42

17.0 54.4 12.5 127.0 25 10 18.03 0.18 0.097 0.28 9.98 9.8 9.42

17.0 54.4 12.5 127.0 25 10 18.03 0.18 0.097 0.28 9.98 9.8 9.42

25.0 79.6 18.3 188.0 25 120 12.26 0.12 0.097 0.22 9.92 9.8 9.48

25.0 79.7 18.3 188.0 25 10 12.26 0.12 0.097 0.22 9.92 9.8 9.48

25.0 79.8 18.3 188.0 25 10 12.26 0.12 0.097 0.22 9.92 9.8 9.48

25.0 79.8 18.3 188.0 25 10 12.26 0.12 0.097 0.22 9.92 9.8 9.48

25.0 79.8 18.3 188.0 25 10 12.26 0.12 0.097 0.22 9.92 9.8 9.48



Table 5.4 (cont.)

Speed Torque Shear
Stress

Shear
Rate

Temp. Time Full Scale 
Vise. Range

1% of "A" l% of9 .7  cp Total 
Allowable Error

9.7ep + (Error) Measured
Viscosity

9.7cp - (Error)

RPM % D/Cm' i/sec UC sec "A" cp "X" cp "Y" cp "X+Y" cp cp cp cp
25.0 79.8 18.3 188.0 25 11 12.26 0.12 0.097 0.22 9.92 9.8 9.48
25.0 79.8 18.3 188.0 25 10 12.26 0.12 0.097 0.22 9.92 9.8 9.48
17.0 54.5 12.5 127.0 25 120 18.03 0.18 0.097 0.28 9.98 9.8 9.42
17.0 54.5 12.5 127.0 25 10 18.03 0.18 0.097 0.28 9.98 9.8 9.42
17.0 54.5 12.5 127.0 25 10 18.03 0.18 0.097 0.28 9.98 9.8 9.42
17.0 54.5 12.5 127.0 25 10 18.03 0.18 0.097 0.28 9.98 9.8 9.42
17.0; 54.5 12.5 127.0 25 10 18.03 0.18 0.097 0.28 9.98 9.8 9.42
17.0 54.5 12.5 127.0 25 10 18.03 0.18 0.097 0.28 9.98 9.8 9.42
17.0 54.5 12.5 127.0 25 10 18.03 0.18 0.097 0.28 9.98 9.8 9.42
10.0 32.0 7.4 75.0 25 120 30.65 0.31 0.097 0.40 10.10 9.8 9.30
10.0 32.0 7.4 75.0 25 10 30.65 0.31 0.097 0.40 10.10 9.8 9.30
10.0 32.1 7.4 75.0 25 10 30.65 0.31 0.097 0.40 10.10 9.8 9.30
10.0 32.1 7.4 75.0 25 10 30.65 0.31 0.097 0.40 10.10 9.8 9.30
10.0 32.1 7.4 75.0 25 10 30.65 0.31 0.097 0.40 10.10 9.8 9.30
10.0 32.0 7.4 75.0 25 10 30.65 0.31 0.097 0.40 10.10 9.8 9.30
10.0 32.0 7.4 75.0 25 10 30.65 0.31 0.097 0.40 10.10 9.8 9.30
4.0 12.9 3.0 30.0 25 120 76.62 0.77 0.097 0.86 10.56 9.9 8.84
4.0 12.9 3.0 30.0 25 10 76.62 0.77 0.097 0.86 10.56 9.9 8.84
4.0 12.9 3.0 30.0 25 10 76.62 0.77 0.097 0.86 10.56 9.9 8.84
4.0 12.9 3.0 30.0 25 10 76.62 0.77 0.097 0.86 10.56 9.9 8.84
4.0 12.9 3.0 30.0 25 10 76.62 0.77 0.097 0.86 10.56 9.9 8.84
4.0 13.0 3.0 30.0 25 10 76.62 0.77 0.097 0.86 10.56 10.0 8.84
4.0 12.9 3.0 30.0 25 10 76.62 0.77 0.097 0.86 10.56 9.9 8.84
4.0 12.9 3.0 30.0 25 10 76.62 0.77 0.097 0.86 10.56 9.9 8.84



CHAPTER 6

D E N S IT Y  A N D  R E L A T IV E  D E N S IT Y  O F L IQ U ID S  B Y  

D IG IT A L  D E N S IT Y  M E T E R

A digital density meter was used for the measurement of density of GTL, crude 

oil and their mixtures. A brief description of the laboratory setup of the density 

measurement apparatus, detailed testing procedure for density measurement and the 

calibration calculations are included in this chapter.

6.1 D ESC R IPTIO N  OF THE EXPERIM ENTAL SETUP

The experimental setup consists mainly of a digital density meter and a circulating 

constant temperature bath (Figure 6.1). The bath is filled with mineral oil, which is 

circulated to and from the density meter to maintain the sample at a desired temperature 

value (Figures 6.2 and 6.3). The temperature of bath fluid is measured using a calibrated 

mercury thermometer.

The digital density meter contains an oscillating sample tube (Figure 6.4). The 

electronic part of the meter excites the oscillator. A built-in quartz clock measures the 

period of oscillation, approximately every two seconds and transmits the value to the 

built-in processor. Then the processor calculates density and displays the value in the 

digital display (Figure 6.4). There are two injection ports to the right of density meter on 

the side. The lower filling inlet is used to inject samples while the upper filling inlet is 

used to flush the samples and to dry the U-tube. There is an in-built pump, which can be 

switched on to pass air through the upper filling inlet for drying purposes.

The density meter also has a constant buffer where the values of the calibration 

constants A and B are stored. There is also a display selector, which is used to select the

80
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display between A, B, time period of oscillation, T and density values. After every 

density measurement, the samples are flushed out of the sample tube by giving a proper 

toluene wash followed by acetone wash and drying the tube using air.

6.2 DENSITY  TESTING  PROCEDURE

This procedure is to be used in conjunction with the most current revision of 

ASTM D 4052 in measuring density and relative density of petroleum distillates and 

viscous oils by digital density meter (Standard Laboratory Procedure used in CORE 

Lab, 1997). This method applies to crude oils with high vapor pressures that can be 

handled in a normal fashion as liquids at test temperatures between 15 and 35°C provided 

appropriate precautions are taken to prevent vapor loss during transfer of the sample to 

the density analyzer. This method does not apply to samples which are too dark to see 

the presence of air bubbles, and/or with vapor pressures of 600 mm Hg (80 kPa) and 

above, and/or with viscosity of 15000 cSt (mm2/s) and above at the temperature of test. 

The useful range of this method is from the detection limit of 0.6800 g/ml to 0.9700 g/ml.

The safety precautions that need to be followed are described in section 4.2.

6.2.1 Definitions

i. Density The mass of a unit volume of a material at any given temperature.

ii. Relative Density The ratio of the density of a material at a stated temperature to the

density of water at a stated temperature

6.2.2 Sum m ary o f Test M ethod

A small volume (approximately 0.7 cc) of liquid sample is introduced into an 

oscillating sample tube and the change in oscillating frequency caused by the change in 

the mass of the tube is used in conjunction with calibration data to determine the density 

of the sample.
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6.2.3 Theory o f O peration

The density meter DMA 45 determines density p (mass by volume) of liquids and 

gases by measuring the period of oscillation electronically (Anton Paar’s Calculating 

Digital Density Meter for Liquids and Gases, 1986).

To do this, the sample is introduced into a system which can oscillate and whose 

natural frequency is influenced by the mass of the sample. This system is a U-shaped 

tube, which is brought to undamped oscillation by electronic means. Both straight 

sections of the U-shaped tube form the spring element of the oscillator. The direction of 

the oscillation lies on the same plane as the U-shaped tube.

The oscillating volume V is limited by the mounting points, which are fixed. If the 

oscillator has been filled with the sample at least up to the mounting points, then the same 

known volume V of sample also oscillates. The mass of the sample can therefore be 

taken as proportional to its density. If the oscillator has been filled beyond the mounting 

points, this has no effect on the measurement. For this reason, the oscillator can also 

measure the densities of samples flowing through it.

If the temperature is held constant, the density can be calculated from the time period 

by considering a hollow body with mass "M" suspended on a spring with a spring 

constant "c". The volume "V" of the hollow body is then filled with a sample of density 

"p". The natural frequency of this spring mass system is

f = (l/27t)*[c/(M+pV)]0'5 

where M = mass of the empty tube

( 1)

and the time period of oscillation, T is

T = (27t)*[(M+pV)/c]0'5 (2)
Using the abbreviations A = 4ti2.V/c and B = 47t2.M/c, it can be written that

p = (T2 - B)/A

and the difference in density between two substances is given by

(3)
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Pi - P2 = (T,2 -  T22) /A (4)

Constants A and B comprise the spring constant of the oscillator, the mass of 

the empty tube and volume of the sample involved in the oscillation. A and B are device 

constants for each individual oscillator. They can be derived from two time periods of 

oscillation measurements when the oscillator has been filled with substances of known 

density (normally water and air). These can be stored in the constant buffer of the DMA 

45. The built-in processor solves equation (3) and directly displays the density p of the 

sample.

6.2.4 Significance and Use

i. Density is a fundamental physical property that can be used in conjunction with 

other properties to characterize both the light and heavy fractions of petroleum 

and petroleum products.

ii. Determination of the density or relative density of petroleum and its products is 

necessary for the conversion of measured volumes to volumes at the standard 

temperature of 15°C or 60°F and for the conversion of crude mass measurements 

into volume units.

6.2.5 M ethod M odifications

The density testing procedure explained in this chapter differs from the ASTM D 

4052-96 procedure in the following aspects:

i. In the section 6.4 (Apparatus) of the ASTM D 4052-96 procedure, the alternative 

adapter is not used.

ii. De-ionized water and air is used for calibration. A standard of known specific 

gravity is used for daily quality control and calibration verification at the same 

specific temperature.

iii. In the section 7.4 (Reagents and Materials) of the ASTM D 4052-96 procedure, 

toluene is used in place of petroleum naphtha.
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6.2.6 Equipm ent Required

i. Digital Density Analyzer -  A digital analyzer consisting of a U-shaped, oscillating

sample tube and a system for electronic excitation, frequency counting, and 

display. The analyzer must accommodate the accurate measurement of the 

sample temperature during measurement. The instrument shall be capable of 

meeting the precision requirements described in this test method.

ii. Circulating Constant-Temperature Bath -  capable of maintaining the temperature 

of the circulating liquid constant to ±0.1°C in the desired range. Temperature 

control can be maintained as part of the density analyzer instrument package.

iii. Syringes -  of at least 2 cc in volume with a tip or an adapter tip that will fit the

opening of the oscillating tube.

iv. Thermometer -  calibrated and graduated to 0.1 °C, and a thermometer holder that

can be attached to the thermostat for setting and observing the test temperature. 

In calibrating the thermometer, the ice point and bore connections should be 

estimated to the nearest 0.05°C.

6.2.7 M aterials

i. Water -  De-ionized water for use as a primary calibration standard.

ii. Toluene -  for flushing viscous petroleum samples from the sample tube.

iii. Acetone -  for flushing and drying the sample tube.

iv. Alcohol -  for washing water out of the sample tube.

v. Dry Air -  for blowing the oscillator tube.

6.2.8 Safety/H ealth/Environm ental

i. Be knowledgeable of the MSDS, manufacturer's instrument safety precautions,

laboratory Chemical Hygiene Plan, Good Laboratory Practice (GLP) and other 

safety related documentation.
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ii. Toluene and acetone are extremely flammable. Toluene is a recognized 

carcinogen, which should not be contacted with the skin or be inhaled.

6.2.9 Responsibilities

i. The most current revision of standard operating procedure and test methods is 

used in this study.

ii. The guidelines outlined in this procedure are followed accordingly. The 

applicable instructions were reviewed before beginning the work in the 

laboratory.

6.2.10 Q uality Control

i. Sample Duplicates

ii. Acceptance Limits

iii. Calibration Standards

Sample duplicates are analyzed at a pre- 

established frequency.

If quality control acceptance limits are exceeded, 

reanalyze the samples or standards in question to 

obtain satisfactory results prior to beginning or 

continuing analysis process.

De-ionized water sample is used to calibrate the 

instrument on a weekly basis.

6.2.11 Sam pling, Test Specim ens, and Test Units

6.2.11.1 Sampling is done as per the standard sampling procedures received from APSC 

or as advised by APSC (special case).

6.2.11.2 Test Specimen -  A portion or a certain volume of sample is obtained from the 

laboratory sample and is delivered to the density analyzer sample tube. The test 

specimen is obtained as follows:
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i. The sample is mixed if required to homogenize. Mixing at room temperature in 

an open container can result in the loss of volatile material; so mixing in closed, 

pressurized containers or at sub-ambient temperatures is recommended.

ii. The test specimen is drawn from a properly mixed laboratory sample using an 

appropriate syringe. If possible, the filling adapter delivered with the meter 

should be used. However, if the measuring cell is filled directly due to small 

sample quantities, the following should be noted:

ii.a Only plastic syringes with a record cone should be used. Metal or glass

syringes should never be inserted directly into the inlet of the measuring 

cell.

ii.b The plastic syringes must be carefully and accurately inserted into the

filling inlet in an axial direction to ensure that the inlet is completely 

sealed. The use of force must be avoided. In particular, the inserted 

plastic syringe must not exert any radial force because this could break the 

measuring cell. Radial force on the end of the syringe exerts a much 

greater force on the glass cone (due to the leverage of the plunger) than the 

glass wall can withstand.

6.2.12 Digital D ensity M eter Installation Hints

i. The meter does not require any particular conditions to exist where it is installed. 

However, to maintain a stable temperature, the meter should not be placed near a 

heater or subjected to direct sunlight.

ii. It is neither necessary to adjust the meter in a horizontal direction nor to ensure

that installation is shockproof. Nevertheless, strong vibrations during operation 

do lead to fluctuation in results.

iii. A thermostat with control accuracy better than 0.1 °C is required to operate the

meter.



The connectors for the hose fittings are on the back panel of the meter. The 

hoses, which should not be longer than required, must be adequately insulated 

with foam tubing.

When the meter is being installed, it is strongly recommended that the pressure- 

tight connectors delivered with the meter be screwed on in order to protect the 

glass-measuring cell from damage.

13 Preparation o f Apparatus

The meter is connected to the circulation bath.

The temperature selector on the thermostat is adjusted so that the desired test 

temperature is established and maintained in the sample compartment of the 

analyzer.

The temperature should be measured with a calibrated thermometer and checked 

from time to time to ensure that it can be reproduced accurately.

The thermostat should be in operation for some time before measurement is 

started in order to guarantee complete temperature equilibrium.

The instrument is calibrated at the same temperature at which the density of the 

sample is to be measured. Note: Caution —Precise setting and control o f the test 

temperature in the sample tube is extremely important. An error o f  0.1 X  can 

result in a change in density o f  one in the fourth decimal.

14 Procedure for Calibration o f Apparatus

After a stable temperature has been reached, the calibration constants A and B 

must be determined and entered into the constant buffer before measurement is 

started. Both constants are dependent on temperature and must therefore be re

determined i f  a change in measuring temperature occurs.

To calculate the calibration constants, the display selector (under the cover plate 

on top of the DMA 45 meter) is set to position T; the value o f the period of 

oscillation "T" is then shown on the numerical display.
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iii. The illumination light is turned on to observe sample through the observation 

window. Now, a small volume (about 0.7 cc) of de-ionized water is introduced 

into the sample tube from the bottom opening using a suitable syringe. This can 

be observed through the observation window with the light being switched on.

iv. Filling is complete when the liquid has exceeded the upper of two thickenings on 

the oscillator.

v. The syringe is left in the lower filling inlet and the light is switched off to

maintain temperature stability. The temperature is allowed to reach an

equilibrium value; this is indicated by a stable value on the display.

vi. The reading is taken for the period of water and recorded. This value Tw

corresponds to the period for the water-filled oscillator. For this first

measurement, the water should be left in the oscillator for approximately 15 

minutes, checking that no variation in the Tw value occurs during this time. If the 

value of Tw varies by a maximum of one unit in the last significant digit, then it is 

an indication that the temperature control is working efficiently.

vii. Next, the water is washed out of the measuring cell using alcohol.

viii. The air outlet is connected to the upper filling inlet using a piece of tubing.

ix. The pump is switched on and dry air is blown through the tubing into the sample 

tube until the displayed values remain constant for some time.

x. Then, the pump is switched off and the dry air in the U-tube is allowed to come to 

thermal equilibrium with the test temperature.

xi. The value for the period of air, Ta is recorded.

xii. The density of air at the temperature of test is calculated using the following 

equation:

da, g/ml = 0.001293[273.15/T]*[P/760] (or)



, . . 0.0012930 Pdg/ml=  7 r * -----
1 +(0.00367 *t) 760

where:

T = temperature, K 

P = barometric pressure, torr. and 

t = temperature, °C

xiii. The density of water, dw at the test temperature is determined by referring to 

Table 6.1.

Table 6.1 Density of water

(Standard ASTM Procedure ASTM D 4052-96,1996)

Temp.

°C

Density,

g/ml

Temp.

°C

Density,

g/ml

Temp.

°C

Density,

g/ml

0.0 0.999840 21.0 0.997991 40.0 0.992212

3.0 0.999964 22.0 0.997769 45.0 0.990208

4.0 0.999972 23.0 0.997537 50.0 0.988030

5.0 0.999964 24.0 0.997295 55.0 0.985688

10.0 0.999699 25.0 0.997043 60.0 0.983191

15.0 0.999099 26.0 0.996782 65.0 0.980546

15.56 0.999012 27.0 0.996511 70.0 0.977759

16.0 0.998943 28.0 0.996231 75.0 0.974837

17.0 0.998774 29.0 0.995943 80.0 0.971785

18.0 0.998595 30.0 0.995645 85.0 0.968606

19.0 0.998404 35.0 0.994029 90.0 0.965305

20.0 0.998203 37.78 0.993042 100.0 0.958345

xiv. Using the observed T-values and the reference density values for water and air, the 

values of the constants A and B are calculated using the following equations:
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A = [Tw2 -  Ta2]/[dw -  da]

B = Ta2 -  (A x da) 

where:

Tw = observed period of oscillation for cell containing water,

Ta = observed period of oscillation for cell containing air, 

dw = density of water at test temperature, and 

da = density o f air at test temperature.

Alternatively, the "T" and "d" values for the other reference liquid, if one is used, 

should be incorporated in the above equations to determine A and B.

xv. These values (A and B) and the corresponding measuring temperature should be 

noted down in pencil on the panel situated at the back of the cover of the constant 

buffer. The constants are stored in the buffer by adjusting the corresponding 

switches with a small screwdriver.

xvi. The correct settings of the switches can be checked once more by adjusting the 

display selector (by checking the values of A, B separately).

xvii. If the selector switch is set at position "p", then the equipment may carry out 

measurement.

xviii. To calibrate the instrument to display relative density, that is, the density of the 

sample at a given temperature referred to the density of water at the same 

temperature, steps i through xvii are followed, but 1.000 for dw is substituted in 

performing the calculations described in xiv.

6.2.15 Calibration Check

i. Weekly calibration adjustments to constants A and B can be made if required,

without repeating the calculation procedure. Since some crude oils can be 

difficult to remove from sample tube, frequent calibration checks are 

recommended.

Note: The need for a change in calibration is generally attributable to deposits in 

the sample tube that are not removed by the routine flushing procedure. Although
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adjusting A and B can compensate for this condition, it is good practice to clean 

the tube with warm chromic acid solution (Warning -  Causes severe burns. A 

recognized carcinogen) whenever a major adjustment is required. Chromic acid 

solution is the most effective cleaning agent; however, surfactant-cleaning fluids 

can also be used.

ii. The sample tube is flushed and dried as described in section 6.2.14.ix and the 

display is allowed to reach a steady reading. If the display does not exhibit the 

correct density for air at the temperature of test, the cleaning procedure is repeated 

or the value of constant B is adjusted commencing with the last decimal place 

until the correct density is displayed.

iii. If adjustment to constant B was necessary in section 6.2.15.ii then the re

calibration is continued by introducing de-ionized water into the sample tube as 

described in section 6.2.14.iii and the display is allowed to reach a steady reading. 

If the instrument has been calibrated to display the density, the reading is adjusted 

to the correct value for water at the test temperature (Table 6.1) by changing the 

value of constant A, commencing with the last decimal place. If the instrument 

has been calibrated to display the relative density, the reading is adjusted to the 

value 1.0000 .

Note: In applying this weekly calibration procedure, it can be found that more 

than one value each for A and B, differing in the fourth decimal place, will yield 

the correct density reading for the density of air and water. The setting chosen 

would then be dependent upon whether it was approached from a higher or lower 

value. The setting selected by this method could have the effect of altering the 

fourth place of the reading obtained for a sample.

6.2.16 Experim ental Procedure

i. The illumination light is turned on to observe the sample through the observation 

window.
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ii. During measurement, a small amount (about 0.7 cc) of sample is introduced into 

the clean, dry sample tube of the instrument using a suitable syringe. At this 

point, it is made sure the sample introduced is enough to fill beyond the 

suspension point on the right-hand side.

iii. The sample is allowed to equilibrate to the test temperature before proceeding to 

evaluate the test sample for the presence of unseen air or gas bubbles.

iv. The sample tube is examined carefully. It is made sure that no bubbles are

trapped in the tube, and that it is filled to just beyond the suspension point on the 

right-hand side. The sample must be homogeneous and free of even the smallest 

bubbles.

Note: I f  the sample is too dark in color to determine the absence o f bubbles with 

certainty, the density cannot be measured within the stated precision limits o f  

section 6.2.19.

v. The illumination light is turned off immediately after verification, because the

heat generation can affect the measurement temperature.

vi. After the instrument displays a steady reading to four significant figures for

density and five for T-values, indicating that temperature equilibrium has been 

reached, the density value is recorded.

vii. The sample tube is flushed and dried as described in section 6.2.14.ix and the

calibration is checked as described in section 6.2.15.ii prior to introducing another 

sample.

6.2.17 Calculation

The recorded value is the final result, expressed either as density in g/ml, kg/m ' or

as relative density. Conversion: 1 kg/nr = (1000 ) * g/ml.
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i. Reporting Density

6.2.18 Data Reporting

ii. Reporting Relative Density

iii. Significant Figures

iv. Method Detection Limit

v. Quality Control Data

vi. Method Reference

The test temperature and the units are given 

(for example: density at 20°C = 0.8812 g/ml 

or 881.2 kg/m3).

Both the test temperature and the reference 

temperature are given, but no units (for 

example: relative density, 20/20°C =

O.xxxx).

The final result are reported to the fourth 

decimal place.

The normal method detection limit for this 

method is 0.6800 g/ml.

Sample duplicate is identified (e.g., Dup, 

SD, Duplicate, etc.) to distinguish from the 

initial test run.

It is verified that the correct method 

reference is entered for each sample, which 

is analyzed.

6.2.19 M ethod Perform ance

6.2.19.1 Precision

i. Reproducibility -  The difference between two single and independent results, 

obtained by different operators working in different laboratories on identical test 

material, would in the long run, in the normal and correct operation of the test 

method, exceed the following values only in one case in twenty.

Range Reproducibility

0.68-0.97 g/ml 0.005
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6.2.19.2 Bias

Method users should be aware that results obtained by this test method could be

biased by as much as 0 .6kg/m3 (0.0006 g/ml).

6.2.20 Im portant Com m ents

i. The sample is shaken well in order to obtain a representative, homogeneous 

sample. It is made certain that the sample in the oscillator is not boiling and 

contains no air bubbles.

ii. The test method should not be applied to samples so dark in color that the absence 

of air bubbles in the sample cell could not be established with certainty.

iii. When viscous liquids are being measured, a stable reading can be achieved even 

when air or gas bubbles are present. Careful injection of fresh sample will often 

eliminate bubbles. Since bubbles contribute to lower density readings, an observed 

increase in the density of the liquid after injection of fresh sample tends to suggest 

that bubbles were previously present.

iv. If thermostat temperature is 30°C and ambient temperature is 20°C, then cell

temperature moves towards ambient temperature by t = (30-20) * (6x 10 '3) =

0.06°C to give 30-0.06 = 29.94°C. Hence, the measuring temperature for samples 

with high expansion coefficients should be checked as above when the thermostat 

temperature is below 0°C or above 40°C Precision limit is ±1x1 O'4 g/cc.

v. The oscillator must be completely filled in order that accurate measurement may 

be carried out. To check this, the oscillator with its mounting points may be 

observed through the observation window.

vi. Should the oscillator not oscillate within the allowed frequency interval (e.g.,

immediately after power on or during filling), and then the DMA 45 performs a 

display check by displaying 88 .8888. If a negative density is calculated due to 

nonsensical calibration constants, then this also leads to a display check.



To bring the measuring cell up to the required temperature, a circulation bath with 

a minimum flow rate of six lit. /min and precision better than ± 0.1 °C (as is 

customary) must be connected to the hose fittings on the back panel of the meter. 

The hoses connecting the thermostat to the density meter must be insulated and 

should be as short as possible.

The liquid in the thermostat must be clean and transparent.

If de-ionized water is used in the thermostat, the usual chemicals should be added 

to keep it free from algae.

.21 Possible Errors -  Cause and Correction

The constants A and B are temperature-dependent, not only because of the 

temperature dependency of the elasticity of the glass used but also because of the 

thermal coefficient of expansion of the oscillator itself. In addition, there is an 

irreversible change due to ageing of the oscillator material. Therefore the 

constants should be checked from time to time using the calibration samples (air 

and water). This must be done whenever the measuring temperature is changed. 

An additional advantage of doing this is that insoluble deposits on the oscillator or 

corrosion affecting measurement accuracy are also eliminated by the re

calibration procedure.

Steady temperature equilibrium after sample insertion is necessary for 

measurements requiring a high degree of accuracy. To shorten the time required 

to achieve equilibrium in the meter, the sample can be pre-thermostated. If the 

sample is injected too quickly, gas bubbles may appear which produce invalid 

results. The existence of small, invisible gas bubbles can cause the measured 

values to remain randomly distributed during temperature equilibrium instead of 

converging. Should the value for water change by more than one unit in the last 

digit after temperature equilibrium, and then the temperature controller may be 

faulty. To test this, the dried measuring cell is filled with carbon tetra chloride 

(CCI4). If instability in the displayed density value is about ten times higher due
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to the higher expansion coefficient of CC14, then the thermostat is definitely 

faulty. CCI4 has high expansion coefficient and so is a decisive test for proper 

functioning of the thermostat.

6.2.22 Related Docum ents

Identification Title

ASTM D 4052-96 Density and Relative Density of Liquids by Digital Density

Meter.

6.3 DENSITY  M ETER  SAM PLE CALIBRATIO N CALCULATIO N

Data\

Temperature of Measurement = 35°C = 95°F

Time period of oscillation for de-ionized water, Tw = 8.0058 @ 35°C 

Time period of oscillation for air, Ta = 6.1662 @ 35°C

Calculations'.

Density of water, dw = 0.99403 g/cc (using Table 6.1)

rv j  0.001293 . P 0.001293 A1Density of air, d n = ----7------------- r* -----  = ---- 7-----------------*1
1 +(0.00367 *t) 760 1 +(0.00367 *35)

da = 0.0011458195 g/cc

4 _ f c _ l Z k l ) =  [(8.0058 f  -(6 .1 6 6 2  )2 j _ 26 25?? 
(dw - d a) (0.99403 -  0.0011458195 )

B = Ta2 ~ ( A* d a) = (6.1662)2 -(26.2577*0.0011458195) =37.9919
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These values of A and B are stored in the constant buffer and density is measured 

for different samples at that particular temperature.
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Figure 6.1 Digital Density Meter Setup
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Figure 6.2 Circulating Constant Temperature Bath for Temperature Control
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Figure 6.4 DMA45 Digital Density Meter -  Front View



CHAPTER 7

PRELIMINARY GTL TRANSPORTATION ECONOMIC MODEL

This chapter is intended to describe the preliminary transportation economic 

model developed to evaluate the economics of gas-to-liquids (GTL) conversion and 

transportation at the Alaskan North Slope (ANS). The basis of the economic model, the 

assumptions made in the model and all the equations used to perform the economic 

calculations are provided in this chapter.

7.1 BASIS OF THIS PRELIM INARY ECONOM IC M ODEL

The objective of the model is to give the rate of return (ROR) for a GTL 

conversion and transportation operation either by batching or by blending. This model 

assumes that the GTL conversion and sales is a stand-alone project, which purchases 

natural gas from the producer at the ANS, converts it to GTL and sells it at the prevailing 

market price. This model mainly serves to highlight all the major cost components 

involved in GTL conversion and transportation, incorporate tax calculations according to 

Alaska tax law’s and compare batching versus blending for a particular set of input 

parameter values. The location of Prudhoe Bay Unit (PBU) at the ANS and the TAPS 

flow line from PS1 to Valdez are shown in Figure 7.1 and Figure 7.2 respectively.

7.2 M O DEL D EVELO PM ENT

To do the economic analysis, a discounted cash flow model has been developed. 

The code for the model, which is written in a Visual Basic environment, is given in 

Appendix D .l.
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Figure7.2 Map Showing the Path of TAPS from PS1 to Valdez Terminal
(Source: BP Exploration)
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7.2.1 Natural Gas Resource at ANS

The original gas in place (OGIP), recoverable gas and the volume of the natural 

gas available for sales are the primary inputs to this model (Thomas et al, 1996).

The amount of GTL produced for a given volume of natural gas is calculated 

using the following equation:

MMBTU
B R  7  MCF

BTU Conversion for GTL = — ----- —  = 5 .0 0 -^ —
1 {5 MMBBBL

MCF

7.2.2 Project Capital Investm ents

The major capital investment is in terms of the GTL plant investment. For 

batching mode of transportation, additional capital cost is incurred to meet the storage 

requirements of GTL and crude oil. All investment costs are entered as 01/01/2001 

dollars and inflated to mid-year then current dollars using the applicable inflation rates. 

Natural gas sales forecast and GTL production schedule are directly entered into the 

model.

7.2.2.1 Costs

All the project cost are considered as a tangible investment and treated in an 

appropriate fashion for tax purposes.

7.2.2.2 Timing

The scheduling of the GTL production and sales are input directly into the model. 

The actual project timing is determined by institutional, regulatory, economic and 

environmental factors.
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7.2.3 O perating Costs

The operating costs used for this model are $6/bbl for batching and $7/bbl for 

blending mode of transportation (Thomas et ai, 1996). Again, these values are as of 

01/01/2001 and are inflated accordingly. The purchase price of the natural gas, which is 

the feed for the GTL plant is also a part of the GTL plant operating cost. Gas used for 

fuel and for heat or power, generation is included in terms of the overall GTL plant 

efficiency. The total operating cost of the GTL plant comprises of the cost of gas 

purchased from the producers besides the operating and maintenance (O&M) cost.

7.2.4 A djusting for Inflation

All costs are inflated to then current dollars from a 01/01/2001 base using a mid

year inflation. The inflation rate used is 2.2% per year.

7.2.5 Equations Used for Tax and Cash Flow Calculations

Following are the equations involved in carrying out the tax calculations and 

determining the various cash flows (Thomas et ai, 1996):

i. Gross Revenue = Volume of GTL produced * Well Head Price of GTL

where: Well Head Price of GTL = World Oil Price + GTL Premium 

-  Marine T ariff- TAPS T ariff- Field Tariff.

ii. Royalty Payment = [Royalty Interest Rate x Gross Revenue] -  [Oil Processing Fee 

x GTL production volume x Royalty Interest Rate].

iii. Ad Valorem Property Tax Base = [Previous Year Ad Valorem Property Tax Base

-  (Previous Year Ad Valorem Property Tax Base/Remaining Project Life)] x 

(Inflation Rate) + Previous Year Tangible Investment.

iv. Conservation Tax = (Conservation Tax Rate + Conservation Surtax Rate) x Field 

Production Volume x (1 -  Royalty Interest Rate).

v. Income Before State and Federal Taxes = Gross Revenue -  Total Operating Costs

-  Royalty Payment -  Severance Tax -  Ad Valorem Tax -  Conservation Tax.
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vi. State Income Tax = (Income Before State and Federal Taxes -  State Income Tax 

Depreciation) x State Income Tax Rate.

vii. State Income Tax Depreciation (Straight Line Basis) = Cumulative Total 

Capital/Project Life.

viii. Federal Income Tax = (Income Before State and Federal Taxes -  Federal Income 

Tax Depreciation -  State Income Tax) x Federal Income Tax Rate.

ix. Federal Income Tax Depreciation (Gas-To-Liquids Conversion Plants) = 1.5 x 

[(Current Year Tangible Capital + Previous Year Book Value) Depreciated on a 

10-year 150% continuous declining balance basis],

x. Book Value = Cumulative Tangible Investment -  Cumulative Tax Depreciation.

xi. Plant Capital = 100% Tangible.

xii. Net Income Before Federal Income Tax = Net After State Income Tax -  Federal 

Depreciation.

xiii. Net Income = Net Income Before Federal Income Tax -  Federal Income Tax

xiv. Operating Cash Flow  = Net Income + Federal Depreciation

xv. Total Cash Flow = Operating Cash Flow -  Total Investment.

xvi. State Revenue = Royalty + Severance Tax + Ad Valorem Tax + Conservation Tax

+ State Income Tax.

xvii. Federal Revenue = Federal Income Tax.

7.2.6 Taxes in the State o f A laska (Thomas et al, 1996)

Property tax, conservation tax and surtax, royalty processing fees etc. are treated 

according to the Alaska Tax Law’s. State taxes are calculated before federal income tax 

and are deducted in the determination of federal taxable income. In addition, in this 

model, state income tax loss carry-forward provision is included. No state income taxes 

are paid until all the previous state income tax losses had been offset. This model 

considers the project specific economics rather than the individual companies tax 

position.
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7.2.6.1 State Income Tax Depreciation

A simple depreciation based on a straight-line basis is used for this purpose.

7.2.6.2 Property Tax (Ad Valorem)

The property tax (or ad valorem tax) is 2% of the current year property tax base. 

The property tax base is calculated using the equation given in section 7.2.5.

7.2.6.3 Severance Tax

The state oil severance tax is calculated at 12.25% of the net wellhead value (i.e. 

less royalty oil) for the first 5 years of production and 15% thereafter, multiplied by the 

oil economic limit factor (ELF).

Oil ELF = [1 - 300/Daily Average Well Rate (BOPD)]x 

where: x = [ 150,000/Average Daily Field Rate (BOPD)]1 5333

7.2.6.4 Conservation Tax

The conservation tax rate used is $0.004/bbl of net production and the 

conservation surtax used is $0.05/bbl of net production.

7.2.7 State and Federal Income Tax

The state tax rate used is 3% and the federal tax rate used is 34%.

7.2.8 Determ ination o f Discounted Cash Flow Rate o f Return (DCFROR)

The yearly total cash flow determined is solved for the discount rate that gives a 

cumulative net present value of zero at the end of the project. This is the DCFROR 

provided by the project. The equation used to solve the total cast flow for ROR is as 

follows (Stermole et al, 1996):

P = F [l/(l+ i)n]

where: P = Present Single Sum.

F = Future Single Sum.
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i = Discounted Cash Flow Rate of Return, DCFROR. 

and [l/(l+ i)n] = Single Payment Present-Worth Factor.

7.3 M A JO R  A SSUM PTIO NS

i. Natural gas sales forecast is considered a fixed parameter and is directly into the 

model.

ii. All the natural gas produced is converted to GTL and sold as GTL product.

iii. Inflation rate is assumed at 2.2% per year.

iv. The quantity of GTL produced from available natural gas is calculated using the 

BTU conversion for GTL, which is taken as 5 MCF/bbl.

v. For batching mode, an increase in capital cost of $500 million is considered in the 

first two years to meet the storage needs both at the PS1 and at Valdez for a 

production volume of 300MBPD to 400MBPD of GTL.

vi. Tariff rates are assumed the same for both blending and batching mode of 

transportation.

vii. The hydrocarbon composition and the heating value of the ANS natural gas are 

assumed to remain constant over the project life at 1150 BTU/SCF.

viii. The GTL product sales price is viewed as a direct function of world oil prices.

This is adjusted upwards owing to their value and desirability as a fuel. GTL

product is given a premium over world oil price at any instant of time.

ix. As Prudhoe Bay Unit (PBU) already has an extensive gas-handling facility in 

place for separation and re-injection of 7.5 BCFPD, no additional investments are 

considered to sell gas from PBU.

x. The GTL conversion technology assumed for this model is state-of-the-art 

Fischer-Tropsch (FT) chemical conversion.

xi. At any time during the life of the project, all the GTL produced will be 

transported down to Valdez in either a blending or batching fashion.

xii. In the blending mode, the blended product is sold in the market as such without 

going through the separation process at the downstream end.



CHAPTER 8

EXPERIMENTAL AND ECONOMIC ANALYSIS RESULTS

In this chapter, the results obtained using the viscometer and density meter 

experiments are presented for all the samples tested. The outcome of the economic 

analysis is given with a suitable explanation about the input parameter values used in the 

model. A brief discussion on the sensitivity analysis is also presented in this chapter.

8.1 RESULTS FROM  VISCO SITY TESTS

The viscosity experiments are performed using the testing procedures explained in 

chapter 5. Five different samples were considered for viscosity testing and they are as 

follows:

i. 100% Alaskan North Slope Crude Oil (ANSC) sample

ii. ANSC + GTL -3 :1  ratio

iii. ANSC + GTL —1:1 ratio

iv. ANSC + GTL -1 :3  ratio and

v. 100% GTL sample.

The viscosity measurements are carried out at atmospheric pressure and at 

different temperatures from 20°C (68°F) to 60°C (140°F). To determine viscosity value 

of any sample at one particular temperature, the actual viscosity measurement is carried 

out in the following fashion. The viscosity value is noted for the lowest shear rate, which 

will give more than 10% torque reading. Then shear rates are successively increased 

until the viscosity reading stabilizes and then decreased in the same manner. After the 

last reading, the motor is turned off for at least 5 minutes followed by viscosity 

determination at the lowest speed. A sample data file illustrating this method as 

generated by Wingather software is shown in Appendix E. More often than not,
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stabilized viscosity values obtained at higher shear rates are taken as the representative 

viscosity value of the sample at any temperature. The viscosity results obtained are given 

in Table 8.1.

Table 8.1 Viscosity Results at Atmospheric Pressure

Temp. Temp. 100% 

Crude Oil

Crude:GTL

3:1

Crude:GTL

1:1

Crude:GTL

1:3

100%

GTL

°C °F p, cp p,cp p,cp p,cp p,cp

20 68 17.3 6.8 4.1 2.3 1.3

30 86 10.8 5.3 3 1.9 1.1

40 104 7.7 4.3 2.3 1.6 0.96

50 122 6.4 3.7 1.9 1.4 0.81

60 140 5.5 3.4 1.7 1.3 0.68

These results are shown in graphical form in Figures 8.1 -  8.3. The 

reproducibility of these results is observed to be approximately 5%. Averaging the 

values obtained for different test runs will help in obtaining a better representative value 

for viscosity.

8.1.1 Com m ents on the Results Obtained

For 100% crude oil sample, the decrease in viscosity with temperature is much 

more pronounced than in other cases. In general, viscosity decreases with temperature 

for all samples. At the same temperature, viscosity values are significantly different for 

100% crude oil sample and 3:1 mixture of crude oil and GTL (Refer to Figure 8.3). This 

indicates that 25% of GTL mixed with 75% of crude oil can reduce the overall viscosity 

of the mixture drastically. This is attributed to the very low viscosity of GTL sample.

By definition, viscosity is a measure of the resistance offered to the flow. By 

adding GTL to the crude oil, viscosity is reduced and so is the resistance to flow.
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Figure 8.1 Crude Oil Viscosity .vs. Temperature at Atmospheric Pressure

Temperature, 0 F
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Figure 8.3 Mixture Viscosity .vs. Temperature at Atmospheric Pressure
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8.1.2 Recom m endations

To determine the viscosity values of the samples at temperatures less than 20° C, 

the bath fluid has to be changed to 50/50 Ethylene Glycol/Water. Using this 

combination, the viscosity can be measured until a temperature of -10°C (14°F). To 

measure viscosity values at temperatures as low as -34.4°C (-30°F), liquid nitrogen has 

to be used.

In addition, using the same Brookfield viscometer, gel strength measurement can 

be carried out with the help of a suitable ageing and vane apparatus. The gel strength 

measurement is very crucial in determining the possible mixture ratios of crude oil and 

GTL for transportation through TAPS.

8.2 RESULTS FROM  DENSITY TESTS

The samples used for density measurements are similar to that used for viscosity 

determination. The measurements are carried out at various temperatures from room 

temperature to 60°C (140°F). The results obtained are tabulated in Table 8.2. These 

results are also shown in Figures 8.4 — 8.6. The reproducibility of these results is around 

± 0.005 g/cc. Averaging the values obtained for different test runs will help in obtaining 

a better representative value for density.

8.2.1 Com m ents on the Results Obtained

For any sample, density decreases with temperature thus agreeing with the general 

behavior of molecules with increase in temperature. The reduction in density with 

temperature seems to follow similar trend for different sample types.

Density by definition is mass per unit volume of a substance. Adding GTL to the 

crude oil decreases the density of the overall mixture. These experimental values help 

one understand the change in density of the mixture from PS1 to Valdez due to the 

temperature change along TAPS.
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Figure 8.4 Crude Oil Density .vs. Temperature at Atmospheric Pressure

Temperature, 0 F
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Figure 8.6 Mixture Density- .vs. Temperature at Atmospheric Pressure
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Properties like density and viscosity will also determine the flow regime of the 

fluid and the pressure gradient for a given velocity of the fluid. These are crucial in 

determining parameters like interfacial length in batching mode of transportation.

Table 8.2 Density Results at Atmospheric Pressure

Temp. Temp. 100% 

Crude Oil
Crude:GTL

3:1
Crude:GTL

1:1
Crude:GTL

1:3
100%

GTL

°c °F p, g/cc p, g/cc p, g/cc p, g/cc p, g/cc

23.8 74.84 - - - - 0.7377

24 75.2 0.8987 - - - -

24.1 75.38 - 0.8703 - - -

24.2 75.56 - - 0.8385 - -

24.4 75.92 - - - 0.7986 -

35 95 0.8911 0.8634 0.8315 0.7916 0.7282
40 104 0.8893 0.8618 0.8294 0.7891 0.7247

45 113 0.8880 0.8600 0.8282 0.7873 0.7224

50 122 0.8868 0.8583 0.8268 0.7853 0.7210

60 140 0.8844 0.8565 0.8257 0.7814 0.7197

8.2.2 L im itations and Recom m endations

The temperature bath used for density measurement was not equipped with a 

refrigeration unit. More precise control over the temperature during density measurement 

can be achieved using a refrigeration bath similar to the one used for viscosity 

measurement. In addition, using the refrigerated bath, density measurement can be 

carried out at lower temperatures as well.
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8.3 R ESULTS FROM  PRELIM INARY ECO NO M IC ANALYSIS

To run the economic model explained in chapter 7, values of input parameters are 

to be fixed, which are read by the model. The parameters like production forecast of 

GTL with timing are fixed and are directly entered into the model. All the input 

parameters used in the model are shown in Tables 8.3 -  8.6.

Given below is a brief description of some of the input parameters used in the 

economic model (Thomas et al, 1996).

i. TAPS Tariff. TAPS tariffs are determined individually by TAPS owner

companies according to a 1985 settlement agreement between the owners and the State. 

TAPS tariff is determined for each of the producing field and is a function of throughput 

volume of TAPS. TAPS tariff cover the fluid transportation costs from Pump Station 1 

(P S l)to  Valdez.

ii. Marine Tariff. The crude oil, GTL plant hydrocarbon liquids, condensates

and the Natural Gas Liquids (NGL) mixture is shipped from Valdez to West Coast. 

Marine tariff is charged to the oil producers to cover the marine transportation cost.

iii. Field Tariff: PS1 is situated near the center of Prudhoe Bay Unit (PBU). The 

producers at ANS deliver crude oil (a mixture of oil, condensate and NGLs) to PS1 for 

shipment to pipelines. When a producer sends crude through a field pipeline to PS1, a 

field tariff is to be paid to the pipeline owners. This is to be determined based on the cost 

required for pipeline, haul road and pump stations to transport the required volume of 

crude oil.

iv. Oil Processing Fee: Oil processing fee is the price per barrel that the State is

charged by the producer for processing the State’s royalty oil. This charge was



Table 8.3 Annual GTL Sales and Tariff Rates

Year Gas Sales
(BCFD)

GTL Sales
(MBPD)

TAPS Tariff
$/bbl*

Field Tariff
$/bbl*

2003 0 0 3.34 0

2004 0 0 3.5 0

2005 0.41 53.3 3.34 0

2006 0.82 106.6 3.35 0

2007 1.23 160 3.45 0

2008 2.08 270.4 3.06 1.25

2009 2.49 323.7 3.19 1.25

2010 2.49 323.7 3.32 1.25

2011 2.49 323.7 3.44 1.25

2012 2.49 323.7 3.42 1.25

2013 2.49 323.7 3.45 1.25

2014 2.49 323.7 3.52 1.25

2015 2.49 323.7 3.65 1.25

2016 2.49 323.7 3.79 1.25

2017 2.49 323.7 3.94 1.25

2018 2.49 323.7 4.09 1.25

2019 2.49 323.7 4.22 1.25

2020 2.49 323.7 4.13 1.25

2021 2.49 323.7 3.97 1.25

2022 2.49 323.7 4.64 1.25

2023 2.49 323.7 4.68 1.25

2024 2.49 323.7 4.71 1.25

2025 2.49 323.7 4.75 1.25

2026 2.49 323.7 4.81 1.25

2027 2.4 312 5.66 1.25

2028 2.05 266.5 5.66 0

2029 2.05 266.5 5.66 0

2030 2.05 266.5 5.66 0

2031 2.05 266.5 5.66 0

2032 2.05 266.5 5.66 0

2033 2.05 266.5 5.66 0

2034 2.05 266.5 5.66 0

2035 2.05 266.5 5.66 0

2036 0.28 36.4 6.23 0

* Values as of 01/01/2001



Table 8.4 GTL Plant Investment Schedule for Batching Mode

Year Investment
$ Millions*

2003 593
2004 2520
2005 3400
2006 3400
2007 1926

Values as of 01/01/2001

Table 8.5 GTL Plant Investment Schedule for Blending Mode

Year Investment
$ Millions*

2003 343
2004 2270
2005 3400
2006 3400
2007 1926

Values as of 01/01/2001
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Table 8.6 Base Case Values for Other Input Parameters

Parameter* Blending
Option

Batching
Option

World Oil Price, $/bbl 26 26
GTL Premium, $/bbl 7 10
Marine Tariff, $/bbl 1.58 1.58
Oil Processing Fee, $/bbl 0.9 0.9
Conservation Tax Rate 0.004 0.004
Conservation Surtax 0.05 0.05
Inflation Rate 0.022 0.022
Royalty Rate 0.13 0.13
Wells 300 300
Natural Gas Price ($/MCF) 0.6 0.6
Project Life (Years) 34 34
State Income Tax Rate 0.03 0.03
Federal Income Tax Rate 0.34 0.34

* All costs as of 01/01/2001
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negotiated between the State the producers at ANS and does not apply to all North Slope 

projects. The processing fee is deducted from the State’s royalty.

v. Natural Gas Price: The natural gas purchase price assumed in this model is 

$0.60/MCF as of 01/01/2001. This purchase price can be considered as the wellhead 

price of natural gas at ANS.

vi. Overall GTL Plant Efficiency. Only a portion of the total gas purchased by 

the plant is utilized for GTL conversion. The rest is used for plant fuel, generation of 

electricity or is converted by the process to other by-products. Total product efficiency is 

[(total feed) -  (fuel usage) -  (by-product volume)]/[(total feed)]. Base case value for 

overall plant efficiency is 65%.

Though sensitivity analysis study can be done on, many of the parameters like 

world oil price, operating cost, GTL premium, royalty rate, natural gas price, state tax 

rate etc., two main parameters were considered for sensitivity analysis. These are (i) 

capital investment for GTL plant and (ii) overall GTL plant efficiency.

For capital investment, the base case is using $35M/daily barrel (DBL) liquid. 

The sensitivity analysis is carried out for $20M/DBL, S25M/DBL on the lower side and 

$40M/DBL on the higher side. Lower cost/DBL may be possible in the future due to 

advancement in GTL conversion processes.

Similarly, for overall GTL plant efficiency, 0.65 is the base case value and 

sensitivity analysis is done for 0.6 and 0.75. The results are shown in Figures 8.7 and 8.8 

for both batching and blending. A sample output file obtained from this economic model 

is shown in Table D.2 in Appendix D.
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Figure 8.7 Sensitivity Analysis for GTL Plant Capital Investment
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The differences between batching and blending modes incorporated in the model 

are as follows:

i. Capital investment is increased by $500 million for batching i.e. $250 million 

each in the year 2003 and 2004.

ii. Operating and maintenance (O&M) cost is reduced for batching as compared to 

blending.

iii. GTL premium is higher in case of batching than blending owing to the superior 

quality of the product.

8.3.1 Com m ents on the Results Obtained

For the set of input parameters used in this model, batching always showed 

greater rate of return than blending. However, there are many major parameters like 

natural gas purchase price, O&M cost, GTL premium for batching and blending etc. 

which also plays a role in altering the rate of return for the project.

O f all the parameters, GTL plant capital investment and overall GTL plant 

conversion efficiency are the most critical ones.

8.3.2 Recom m endations

i. Transportation issues posed by batching and blending need to be incorporated in 

the model.

ii. An overall pipeline system study is needed to justify the increase in capital cost 

for GTL conversion and transportation.

iii. For blending option, separation at the downstream can be considered with all the 

necessary cost components involved in it.

iv. If the data for all the currently producing fields at ANS are available, these can be 

used to do a more comprehensive economic model incorporating both oil and gas 

production and transportation.



CHAPTER 9

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

9.1 C O N C LU SIO N S

Standard laboratory testing procedures are developed and used to determine 

viscosity and density values. All the forms needed to ensure QAPjP are created. Proper 

calibration procedures are followed before performing the material testing experiments. 

A calibration macro has been written and successfully run in visual basic to expedite the 

calibration calculations by automating the whole process. An economic model is 

developed in visual basic to evaluate GTL conversion and transportation as a stand-alone 

project.

Following are the conclusions of this work:

i. For very low viscosity measurements of the order of lcp and less, cone plate 

viscometer is found to be more accurate than viscometer with small sample 

adapter.

ii. When the cone plate viscometer is used for viscosity measurement, it is necessary 

to ensure that proper gap is set between the cone and plate as the viscosity 

readings are altered by a great extent if the gap set is incorrect.

iii. The reproducibility of the results obtained using the viscometer is observed to be 

approximately 5%.

iv. The reduction in viscosity with increase in temperature is more rapid in case of 

100% crude oil sample.

v. GTL when blended with crude oil readily mixes with crude oil and forms a 

homogeneous phase at room temperature and pressure.

vi. GTL paraffin wax is insoluble in crude oil at room temperature and pressure.
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GTL when combined with crude oil reduces the mixture viscosity largely. This is 

due to the very low viscosity value of the GTL material.

Precise temperature control is found to be critical in obtaining reproducible results 

o f density.

For density measurement, calibration constants needed to be determined for every 

sample run and at each of the temperatures considered.

The reproducibility of density results is found to be ± 0.005 g/cc.

The decreasing trend in density with increase in temperature is similar for all the 

sample types.

GTL plant capital investment and overall GTL plant efficiency are the two most 

critical economic parameters that affect the GTL conversion and transportation 

project.

The economic analysis shows that batching mode may be preferable over 

blending as the operating cost is less and the GTL premium is high for batching. 

However, transportation issues need to be addressed to consider this mode of 

transportation.

In general, GTL conversion is definitely a promising option for ANS gas 

utilization especially if the capital cost of GTL conversion can be reduced through 

improvement in the conversion process.

RECO M M EN DA TIO N S

Besides viscosity and density determination, properties like gel strength and vapor 

pressure need to be determined as they are very critical in determining the 

possible mixing ratio of GTL and crude oil and also to address the cold re-start 

issues.

A pipeline flow loop model may be constructed to simulate the pipeline 

conditions in real time.

An overall pipeline system study is to be carried out to justify the capital cost 

increase for GTL transportation options.
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iv. Fluid flow properties of GTL and crude oil and its effect on batching and blending 

need to be incorporated in the economic model.

v. Characterization of wax material formed in TAPS will help understand the 

components that make up the wax material. This will assist in reducing the wax 

formation in TAPS, which in turn, will bring down the operating cost of TAPS.
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APPENDIX A 

DATA PACKAGE CHECKLIST

Sample Identification Number:

Type of Sample Tested: Welker Sample/Pooled Sample/Other Samples 

Explain.

Type of Tests carried out on the sample:

Date and Time of Tests. List all the tests:

Analyst Name:

Was the equipment functional? If no, explain the corrective steps taken.

Was the equipment calibrated properly? Was the calibration satisfactory? 

Explain.

Is the final data reviewed? If yes, data reviewed by:



A P P E N D IX  B

This appendix is divided in to four sections. Forms that are to be used for sample 

receiving, log-in, chain of custody and shipping are shown in these sections. There are 

different types of Trans Alaska Pipeline System/Crude Oil Study (TAPS/COS) samples. 

They are: (i) Welker cylinder samples (ii) other non-Welker cylinder samples (iii 

samples recombined internally at University of Alaska Fairbanks-Petroleum 

Development Laboratory (UAF-PDL) and (iv) aliquot samples (sub-samples) produced 

from original test samples.

Welker cylinder samples are the ones that are supplied in pressurized Welker 

sample cylinders. Pooled samples are mixtures of individual TAPS/COS samples to 

produce bulk sample quantities. Test aliquots or aliquot samples are the sub-samples that 

are produced from the original test sample.

B .l RECEIVING  LOG FOR TAPS/CO S SAM PLES

Any TAPS/COS sample received at UAF from Alyeska Pipeline Service 

Company (APSC) will be (i) inspected to ensure that chain of custody seal is in place and

(ii) checked for physical condition of sample. All the columns shown in Table B .l needs 

to be filled for any sample received. For the sake of simplicity, Table B.l can be used for 

any type of sample. Note that Table B.l also requires one to fill up the chain of custody 

records. The initial custodian of the sample would be the one who receives the sample 

first (e.g. warehouse supervisor) until shipment is released to other approved UAF-PDL 

personnel.

B.2 SAM PLE LOG-IN AND IDENTIFICATIO N

Upon TAPS/COS sample delivery, UAF-PDL will be in charge of custody of 

samples until final action or disposal. For sample log-in and identification, different
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forms are provided depending on the type of sample received. These forms are intended 

to inventory' and record physical conditions of received field samples of TAPS/COS. For 

Welker/non-Welker samples received directly from APSC. Table B.2.1 can be used. For 

pooled samples, Table B.2.2 needs to be filled. If test aliquots are produced from 

original samples, then Table B.2.3 can be used for this case.

B.3 CH AIN OF CUSTO DY RECO RD

The chain of custody record is used as physical evidence of sample custody. 

Custody needs to be maintained from sample collection through data reporting, storage of 

records and disposal of sample.

A sample is under custody if:

(i) It is in your possession, or

(ii) It is in your view, after being in your possession, or

(iii) It is in a designated secure area.

Similar to sample log-in forms, chain of custody forms differ based on the type of 

sample considered. For Welker/non-Welker samples, chain of custody is maintained by 

using Table B.3.1. For pooled samples and test aliquots, Tables B.3.2 and B.3.3 show 

the information needed to maintain the chain of custody respectively.

B.4 SH IPPING  LOG FOR TAPS/CO S SAM PLES

Just like the receiving log, there is a form for shipping the sample back to the 

client. Table B.4 shows all the data that needs to be recorded before returning the 

samples.

In general, copies of all these forms will be made and kept on file for reference.



Table B.l Receiving Log for TAPS/COS Samples

University of Alaska Fairbanks - Petroleum  Developm ent Laboratory Form : S LF -1 0

Receiving Log for TAPS/COS Sam ples

RECEIVER:
Petroleum Engineering Department 
437 Duckering Bldg., P. 0 . Box 755880 
Fairbanks, AK 99775-5880

SHIPPER: CUSTODY RECORD / REPORT TO:
Project Manager: Dr. Godwin A. Chukwu 
(907) 474-7748

Date Received: Carrier and Waybill Number: Received By:

#

Sam ple Identification In form ation

Identification Number

W elker Cylinder No.

CO C  Seal Num ber Container Type, Size Shipping Documents (yes/no) Sam ple Condition Upon Receipt at UAF(Only for Welker Samples)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

Chain of Custody Records (Internal UAF-PDL)

Action Taken w ith S h ipm ent Date R e lin q u is h e d  By R ece ived  By



Table B.2.1 Sample Log-In and Identification of TAPS/COS Test Samples

University of Alaska Fairbanks - Petroleum Development Laboratory Form: SLF-100
S a m p le  Log-In  and Id en tific a tio n  o f T A P S /C O S  T e s t S a m p le s

LABORATORY: Petroleum Engineering Department CUSTODY RECORD / REPORT TO:
437 Duckering Bldg., P.O. Box 755880  
Fairbanks, AK 99775-5880

Project Manager: Godwin A. Chukwu

Sample Identification Information Sampling Information S am ple  C ondition  Upon R ece ip t a t U A F-P D L

UAF-PDL ID No.

Cylinder No.

Contractor l.D. No. Origin/Location

Date Pressure Container 

Type .Size(Only for Welker Samples) (If Applicable) (If Applicable) Cylinder/Sample Condition

Analyst Signature: Date of Log-in:



Table B.2.2 Sample Log-In and Identification of a TAPS/COS "Pooled" Test Sample

U n iv e rs ity  of A laska  F a irb a n k s  - P e tro le u m  D e v e lo p m e n t L a b o ra to ry Form : S L F -20 0

Sample Log-In and Identification of a TAPS/COS ’,Pooled,, Test Sample

LABORATORY: Petroleum Engineering Department
437 Duckering Bldg., P.O. Box 755880 
Fairbanks, AK 99775-5880

CUSTODY R E C O R D / REPORT TO:
Project Manager: Dr. Godwin A. Chukwu 
(907) 474-7748

Sample Identifi cation Sample Information

Date UAF-PDL ID No. Container Type, Size Sample Volume, ml Description of Sample Reason fo r ’’Pooling' Sample

Conditions during "Pooling’’

Date "Pooling” Temperature ’’Pooling” Pressure Sample # (below) Volume Added, ml Comments

Identification of Samples Used To Produce "Pooled" Sample

# UAF-PDL Sample ID No. Container Type, Size Sample Volume, ml Description of Sample Comments

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Analyst Signature; Date: OJ
QC



Table B.2.3 Sample Log-In and Identification of TAPS/COS Test Aliquots

University of Alaska Fairbanks - Petroleum Development Laboratory Form: SLF-300
Sample Log-in and Identification of TAPS/COS Test Aliquots

LA B O R A TO R Y : Petroleum  Engineering Departm ent C U S TO D Y  R E C O R D  / R E P O R T  TO:
437 Duckering Bldg., P .O . Box 755880 Project Manager: Dr. Godwin A. Chukwu
Fairbanks, AK 9 97 75 -5 8 80 (907) 474 -7748

Initial Sample Identification
UAF-PDL ID No. Contractor ID No. Sample Description

Reconditioning and Aliquotinq Conditions
Date Analyst Signature Equil. Temp Equil. Time Pressure Comments

Test Aliquot Identification
Aliquot ID No. Aliquot Volume Container Type & Size Designated Test & Comments



Table B.3.1 Chain of Custody Record for TAPS/COS Test Samples

U n ivers ity  o f A la s k a  F a irb a n k s  - P e tro le u m  D e v e lo p m e n t L a b o ra to ry F o rm : C O C -1 0 0
Chain of Custody Record for TAPS/COS Test Samples

LABORATORY: Petroleum Engineering Department CUSTODY RECORD / REPORT TO:
437 Duckering Bldg,, P.O. Box 755880 
Fairbanks, AK 99775-5880

Project Manager: Dr Godwin A. Chukwu

S am ple  D escrip tion:

S am ple  Iden tification  Inform ation F ield S am p lin g  In fo rm ation S am ple  C ond ition  Upon R eceip t a t U A F -P D L

Cylinder No. Date Pressure Container Cylinder/Sample Condition

Custodian UA F-P D L ID No. {Only for Welker Samples) Contractor I.D. No. Origin/Location (if Applicable) (If Applicable) Type, Size

Cylinder/Sample History

Date Cylinder/Sample Location Action taken with Sample & comments Relinquished By Received By

Final Action: Action By: Date:



Table B.3.2 Chain of Custody Record for TAPS/COS "Pooled" Test Sample

Universitv of Alaska Fairbanks - Petroleum Development Laboratory Form: COC-200

Chain of Custody Record for TAPS/COS "Pooled" Test Sample
LABORATORY:
Petroleum Engineering Department 
437 Duckering Bldg., P.O. Box 755880 
Fairbanks, AK 99775-5880

CUSTODY RECORD / REPORT TO:
Project Manager: Dr. Godwin A. Chukwu 
Petroleum Engineering Department 
437 Duckering Bldg., P.O. Box 755880 
Fairbanks, AK 99775-5880

’’Pooled" Sample Information __________________________________________________ ____________________________

Custodian UAF-PDL ID No. Container Type Sample Volume Sample Description Reason for "Pooling" Sample

Samole Historv

Date "Pooled" Sample Location Action taken with "Pooled" Sample Relinquished By Received By

Final Action: Action By: Date:



Table B.3.3 Chain of Custody Record for TAPS/COS Test Aliquots

University of Alaska Fairbanks - Petroleum Development Laboratory Form: COC-300
Chain of Custody Record for TAPS/COS Test Aliquots

LA B O R A T O R Y : Petroleum Engineering Department 
437 Duckering Bldg., P.O. Box 755880 
Fairbanks, AK 99775-5880

C U S T O D Y  R E C O R D  / R E P O R T  TO :
Project Manager: Dr. Godwin A. Chukwu

Sample Description:

Sample Identification
Aliquot ID No. Container Type & Size Aliquot Volume, ml Custodian (Analyst) Date of Aliquotinq----------  A _____  v*________ _________

Sample Hist<ory —
Date Aliquot Location Action taken with aliquot & comments Relinquished By Received By

Final Action: Action By: Date:



Table B.4 Shipping Log for TAPS/COS Samples



A P P E N D IX  C

V IS C O M E T E R  C A L IB R A T IO N  M A C R O

This appendix consists of two sections. In the first section, step-wise instructions

are provided to assist in running the calibration macro. In the second section, the visual

basic code for the calibration macro is given for reference.

C .l INSTRUCTIO NS TO RUN THE CALIBRATIO N M ACRO

i. Open MS Excel.

ii. Open the MS Excel file that has the calibration macro. A dialog box will pop up

with options to enable or disable macros. Choose to enable macros.

iii. Check if the visual basis toolbar is selected. If not, Basic is

the sequence of commands to select the visual basic toolbar.

iv. Press the Run Macro button (Figure C.l).

v. The first screen that the macro brings up is shown in Figure C .l.

vi. Enter the date in MM/DD/YY format and press OK. If the user leaves the test 

box in Figure C.l empty then screen 2 as shown on Figure C.2 will come up. 

The user is allowed to go back to Figure C. 1 if Yes is pressed in Figure C.2. If No 

is chosen, then the macro stops running. Similarly if the user makes an invalid 

date entry in Figure C .l, then screen 3 as shown in Figure C.3 will give option to 

go back to Figure C. 1 or to quit running the macro.

vii. Once the date is entered, then screen 4 as shown in Figure C.4 will ask for the

viscosity value of the calibration standard. Follow the instructions as given in

Figure C.4. Similar to the date entry, Figures C.5 and C.6 show different screens 

that show up if an empty or invalid entry for viscosity is made by the user.

viii. After a valid viscosity value is keyed in, the macro takes the user to screen 7 as

shown in Figure C.7. The macro expects the user to give any name to save the
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Figure C.l Viscometer Calibration Macro -  Screen 1



Figure C.2 Viscometer Calibration Macro -  Screen 2



Figure C.3 Viscometer Calibration Macro -  Screen 3



Figure C.4 Viscometer Calibration Macro -  Screen 4



Figure C.5 Viscometer Calibration Macro -  Screen 5



Figure C.6 Viscometer Calibration Macro -  Screen 6
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Figure C.7 Viscometer Calibration Macro -  Screen 7



Figure C.8 Viscometer Calibration Macro -  Screen 8



Figure C.9 Viscometer Calibration Macro -  Screen 9



Figure C.10 Viscometer Calibration Macro -  Screen 10
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final calibration file. Follow the instructions. Figure C.8 shows the screen, 

which gives a warning if the user did not enter a filename in Figure

ix. Once all these input values are fed to the macro, the macro brings the File 

screen as shown in Figure C.9. At this point, the user has to choose the *.wks 

file generated by Brookfield Wingather software during the calibration run. Note 

that the viscosity of standard used for calibration run is the same as the viscosity 

value entered in Figure C.4.

x. Once the worksheet file is chosen by the user, the macro takes charge and 

performs all the calculations, formats the tables etc. to make it presentable.

xi. Finally, the macro brings the Save As screen as shown in Figure C.10. The user 

can choose the desired directory to save the file.

C.2 VISUAL BASIC CODE FOR THE CALIBRATIO N M ACRO

Given below is the code behind the calibration macro:
Sub C alibration^)

' C alib ra tion  M acro
' M acro  recorded by H ariharan  R am akrishnan for 
' G TL T ransporta tion  S tudy - PETE Program  
' This M acro  Is C reated  To Perform  C alibration  C alculations 
' O N LY  IF C one Plate LVDV -II+ B rookfield V iscom eter Is Used For 
' C alib ration .

• ------------------ D ECLA R A TIO N  SE C T IO N ........................
D im  m ystoprow  As Long
D im  m yrow  As Integer
D im  m ycol As Integer
D im  ExptD ate As S tring
D im  Filenam e As S tring
D im  InputF ile As S tring
D im  C heckForV alidE ntry  As V bM sgB oxR esult
D im  C heckF orE m ptyE ntry  As V bM sgB oxR esult

m ycol =  6
 G ETTIN G  N E C E SSA R Y  INPUT FROM  TH E U SE R ................
■— N ested  " I f  Loops & "Do" Loop To M ake Sure Valid Input DATE Is O btained  From The U ser"-----
Do
ExptD ate  =  InputB ox("E nter The C alibration  D ate in M M /D D /Y Y  Form at")

If E xp tD ate  <> "" Then 
If  IsD ate(E xptD ate) Then 

Exit Do 
Else

C heckF orV alidE ntry  =  M sgB ox("Y ou Did N ot Enter A V alid Date. Do You W ant To Enter A gain?", vbY esN o) 
If  C heckForV alidE ntry  =  vbN o Then 
Exit Sub 
End If 

End If
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Else
C heckF orE m ptyE ntry  =  M sgB ox("Y ou Left The D ate Em pty. Do You W ant To Enter A gain?", vbY esN o) 
I f  C heckF orE m ptyE ntry  =  vbN o Then 
E xit Sub 
End If 

End If
Loop Until IsD ate(E xptD ate)

'  N ested  " I f  Loops & "Do" Loop To M ake Sure Valid Input V alue For V ISCO SITY  Is O btained  From The U ser"-----
Do
V iscosity  =  lnpu tB ox("E nter The Exact V iscosity  O f  The C alibration  Standard  Tested W ithout Leaving Any Spaces In The Box 

Below , For eg. 97 -> D o N ot Leave It B lank")

If  V iscosity  <> "" Then
If  IsN um eric(V iscosity) Then 

Exit Do 
Else

C heckF orV alidE ntrv  =  M sg B o x fY o u  Did Not Enter A Valid N um eric V iscosity  Value. Do You W ant To Enter A gain?", 
vbY esN o)

If C heckF orV alidE ntry  =  vbN o Then 
Exit Sub 
End If 

End If

Else
C heckF orE m ptyE ntry  =  M sg B o x fY o u  Left The V iscosity  V alue Em pty. Do You W'ant To Enter A gain9", vbY esN o)
If C heckF orE m ptyE ntry  =  vbN o Then 
Exit Sub 
End If  

End If
Loop Until IsN um eric(V iscosity)

 N ested  " I f  Loops & "Do" Loop To M ake Sure Valid Input V alue For FILEN A M E Is O btained  From The U ser" ...........
Do
Filenam e =  In p u tB o x fE n te r  The N am e To Save The File As ->.lust The N am e, No File Extension. Please")

If  F ilenam e <> "" Then 
Exit Do 

Else
C heckF orE m ptyE ntry  =  M sg B o x fY o u  Did N ot Enter A nything For FILEN A M E. Do You W ant To Enter A gain9". vbY esN o) 
If C heckF orE m ptyE ntry  -  vbN o Then 
Exit Sub 
End If 

End If
Loop Until F ilenam e <> ""

................................................................O PE N IN G  THE IN PU T W O R K SH E E T  FILE (*.w ks>

InputF ile =  A p p lica tio n .G e tO p en F ilen am efW o rk sh ee t F iles.* .w ks")
W orkbooks.O pen F ilenam e:=InputF ile

A ctiveW indovv.D isplayG ridlines = True 
C olum ns("A :A ").C olum nW idth  =  27.13 
R a n g e fD l" ) .S e le c t  
Selection. E ntireR ow . Insert 
Selection. E ntireR ow . Insert 
Selection. EntireRow . Insert 
R ange("A 4:A 7"). Select 
S e lection .C ut 
R a n g e fD l" ) .S e le c t



A ctiveSheet. Paste
C olum ns("A :A ").C olum nW idth  = 7.63 
R an g e("D l" ).S e lec t 
A c tiv eC e ll.F o rm u laR lC l = " "
R an g e("B l") .S e lec t
A c tiv eC e ll.F o rm u laR lC l =  "W inG ather Vl . l  D ata C opyright 1995, B rookfield E ngineering  Laboratories" 
Range("D 4"). Select
A ctiveC ell.Form ula  = "File:" & Filenam e
R ange("D 7").S elect
S election .C ut
R ange("C 7").S elect
A ctiveSheet. Paste
R ange("B  1 :K 7").Select
S e lection .C ut
R a n g e (" E l"). Select
A ctiveSheet. Paste

 D ESIG N IN G  TH E C O LU M N  TITLES STA RTS H E R E ...................

R ange("D  10").Select 
Selection. EntireRow . Insert 
R ange("D 9").S elect 
A c tiv eC e ll.F o rm u laR lC l =  " S h e a r"
R ange("D  10").Select 
A c tiv eC e ll.F o rm u laR lC l =  "Stress"
R ange("E 9"). Select 
A c tiv eC e ll.F o rm u la R lC l =  " S h e a r"
R an g e f 'E  10"). Select 
A c tiv eC e ll.F o rm u laR lC l =  "Rate"
R ange("F 9").Select 
A c tiv e C e ll.F o rm u laR lC l =  "Tem p."
R ange("F 10").Select 
C o lum ns("A :A ").C olum nW idth  = 6.13 
C oIum ns("B :B ").C olum nW idth  = 6.25 
C o lum ns("C :C ").C olum nW idth  =  9.5 
C olum ns("D :D ").C oIum nW idth  = 7.25 
C olum ns("E :E ").C olum nW idth  = 6.25 
C o lum ns("F :F ").C olum nW idth  = 5#
C olum ns("G :G ").C olum nW idth  =  5.5

— C hang ing  The Page Setup To L andscape  From P ortra it-----
W ith A ctiveSheet. PageSetup 

O rientation  = x lL andscape 
P aperS ize = x lPaperL etter 

End W ith
A ctiveW indovv.ScrollR ow  = 1 
R ange("H 9:M  10").Select 
W ith Selection .F ont 

.N am e = "Courier"

.Size =  7
Striketh rough  =  False 

.Superscrip t = False 

.Subscrip t = False 

.O utlineF ont = False 

.Shadow  = False

.U nderline = x lU nderlineStyleN one 

.C olorlndex = xlA utom atic 
End W ith 
W ith Selection

.H orizon talA lignm ent =  x lC enter 

.V erticalA lignm ent =  x lB ottom  

.W rapT ext =  False 

.O rientation  = 0 
A dd lnden t =  False 

.S hrinkT oF it =  False 
M ergeC ells = False



End W ith
R ange("H 9").S elect
A c tiv eC e ll.F o rm u laR lC l =  "Full Scale" 
R ange("H  10"),Select
A c tiv eC e ll.F o rm u laR lC l =  "Vise. Range" 
R ange("H l 1"). Select 
Selection. Locked =  True 
Selection. Form ulaH idden =  False 
W ith Selection

H orizon talA lignm ent =  x lC enter 
.V erticalA lignm ent = xlB ottom  
.W rapT ext = False 
.O rientation  =  0 
.A ddlnden t =  False 
.ShrinkT oFit =  False 
R ead ingO rder =  xlC ontext 

.M ergeC ells =  False 
End W ith
A ctiv eC e ll.F o rm u laR lC l =  """A"" cp" 
R ange("I9"). Select
A c tiv eC e ll.F o rm u laR lC l =  "1%  o f  ""A""" 
R ange("Il 1"). Select 
Selection. Locked = True 
Selection. Form ulaH idden =  False 
W ith Selection

.H orizon talA lignm ent =  x lC enter 

.V erticalA lignm ent =  x lB ottom  
W rapT ext =  False 

.O rientation  =  0 

.A ddlnden t =  False 

.ShrinkT oFit =  False 
R ead ingO rder =  xlC ontext 
M ergeC ells =  False 

End W ith
A c tiv eC e ll.F o rm u laR lC l =  """X"" cp" 
R ange("J9"). Select
A ctiveC ell.F orm ula  =  "1%  o f "  & V iscosity  & 
R ange("J l 1").Select 
Selection. Locked = True 
Selection. Form ulaH idden =  False 
W ith Selection

.H orizon talA lignm ent =  x lC enter 
V erticalA lignm ent =  xlB ottom  
W rapT ext =  False 
O rien tation  =  0 
.A ddlnden t -  False 
ShrinkT oFit =  False 
R ead ingO rder =  xlC ontext 
M ergeC ells = False 

End W ith
A ctiv eC e ll.F o rm u laR lC l =  " " " y " 1 Cp" 
R ange("K 9").S elect 
A c tiv e C e ll.F o rm u laR lC l =  "Total"
R ange("K  10").Select
A c tiv eC e ll.F o rm u laR lC l =  "A llow able Error" 
R ange("K l 1").Select 
S election .L ocked =  True 
S election .F orm ulaH idden  =  False 
W ith Selection

H orizon talA lignm ent =  x lC enter 
.V erticalA lignm ent = xlB ottom  
.W rapT ext =  False 
.O rientation  =  0 
A ddlnden t =  False 

.ShrinkT oFit =  False 
R ead ingO rder =  xlC ontext
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.M ergeC ells =  False 
End W ith
A ctiv eC e ll.F o rm u laR lC l =  """x + Y ""  cp"
Range("K 9:K  10").Select 
W ith Selection .F ont 

.N am e = "C ourier"

.Size =  6

.S trikethrough =  False 

.Superscrip t =  False 

.Subscrip t =  False 
O utlineF ont =  False 
Shadow  =  False

.U nderline =  xlU nderlineS tyleN one 

.C olorlndex =  xIA utom atic 
End W ith
R ange("L 9").Select
A ctiveC ell.F orm ula  =  V iscosity  & " cp + (Error)"
R ange("L l 1"). Select 
Selection. Locked =  True 
Selection .F orm ulaF lidden =  False 
W ith Selection

H orizontal A lignm ent =  x lC enter 
.V erticalA lignm ent = xlB ottom  
.W rapT ext = False 
.O rientation  =  0 
.A ddlnden t =  False 
.ShrinkT oFit =  False 
.R ead ingO rder =  x lC ontext 
.M ergeC ells = False 

End W ith
A ctiv eC e ll.F o rm u laR lC l =  "cp"
R ange("M 9").Select
A c tiv e C e ll.F o rm u laR lC l =  V iscosity  & " cp - (Error)"
R ange("M  11").Select 
Selection .L ocked =  True 
S e lection .F orm ulaH idden  =  False 
W ith Selection

.H orizon talA lignm ent =  x lC enter 

.V erticalA lignm ent =  x lB ottom  

.W rapT ext =  False 

.O rientation  =  0 

.A ddlnden t =  False 

.ShrinkT oFit =  False 
R ead ingO rder =  x lC ontext 
M ergeC ells =  False 

End W ith
A ctiv eC e ll.F o rm u la R lC l =  "cp"

 D ESIG N IN G  C O LU M N  TITLES END H E R E ------------

R ange("A 9").S elect
m ystoprow  = R ange("A 9").C urrentR egion. R ow s.C ount 

-— "For Loop" TO  DO ALL THE C A LIB R A TIO N  CA LC U LA TIO N S

Selection. N um berF orm at =  "0.00" 
C elIs(m yrow , m ycol +  3 ).Select 
A c tiv eC e ll.F o rm u la R lC l =  "=R C [-1]/100" 
S e lection .N um berF orm at =  "0.00" 
CellsO nyrow , m ycol + 4 ).Select 
A c tiv eC e ll.F o rm u laR lC l =  V iscosity  /  100 
S e lection .N um berF orm at =  "0.000"

For m yrow  =  12 To m ystoprow  + 8 
C ells(m yrow , m ycol).Select
A c tiv eC e ll.F o rm u laR lC l = " 2 5 "  
C eIIs(m yrow , mycol +  2 ).Select

j 0.327 is replaced by 3.2 if a 
| Small Sample Adapter is

used with a SC4-18 Spindle.
A ctiv e C e ll.F o rm u laR lC l =  ”= 0 .0 9 3 7 3 * (0 .3 2 7 )* l0 0 0 0 /R C [-7 ]'



C ells(m yrow , m ycol + 5 ).Select 
A c tiv eC e ll.F o rm u laR lC l =  "= R C [-2 ]+ R C [-l]"
S e lection .N um berF orm at =  "0.00"
Cells(m yrow , m ycol + 16).Select 
A c tiv eC e ll.F o rm u laR lC l =  V iscosity  
C ells(m yrow , m ycol + 6 ).Select 
A cti veCel 1. Form ul aR 1C I = "= R C [+ 10 ]+ R C [-1 ]"
S e lection .N um berF orm at =  "0.00"
C ells(m yrow \ m ycol + 7 ).Select 
A c tiv eC e ll.F o rm u laR lC l =  "= R C [+ 9]-R C [-2 j"
S elec tion .N um berF orm at =  "0.00"

N ext m yrow
 EN D  OF C A LIB R A TIO N  C A L C U L A T IO N S------------

— A D JU STIN G  TH E W IDTH OF C O LU M N  TO  FIT TH E PAGE FOR P R IN T IN G -

C o lum ns("H :H ").C olum nW idth  =  7.75 
C o lum ns("I:I").C olum nW idth  = 6.63 
C o lum ns("J:J").C olum n W idth = 7.5 
C olum ns("K :K ").C olum nW idth  =  8.25 
C olum ns("L :L ").C olum nW idth  =  10.13 
C o lum ns("M :M ").C olum nW idth  =  11 
A ctiveW indow .L argeScrolI T oR igh t:= -l 
Range(" V I").S e lec t
S e lec tion .E n tireC olum n.H idden  = True

 SETTIN G  TH E PA G EFO O TER  PR O PE RT IES OF TH E FILE................

R ange("A 9").S elect 
W ith A ctiveSheet.PageSetup  

.L e f tF o o te r-  "&F, " & ExptD ate 
R ightFooter =  "&P"

.PaperS ize -  xIPaperL etter 
End W ith

— D R AW IN G  TA B LE S FOR TH E C U R R E N T  R EGION OF TH E W O RK SH EET- 
R ange("A 9").C urren tR egion .S elect 
Selection . Borders(xl D iagonal Down). LineStyle =  xINone 
S e lection .B orders(x lD iagonalU p).L ineS ty le  = xINone 
W ith S e lection .B orders(x lE dgeL eft)

LineStyle =  x lC ontinuous 
.W eight = xlThin 
.C olorlndex =  xIA utom atic 

End W ith
W ith S e lection .B orders(x lE dgeT op)

.LineStyle =  x lC ontinuous 

.W eight =  xlThin 

.C olorlndex = xIA utom atic 
End W ith
W ith Selection .B orders(x lE dgeB ottom )

.LineStyle =  x lC ontinuous 

.W eight = xlThin 

.C olorlndex =  xIA utom atic 
End W ith
W ith Selection B orders(x lE dgeR ight)

.L ineStyle =  x lC ontinuous 
W eight = xlThin 

.C olorlndex =  xIA utom atic 
End W ith
W ith Selection B orders(x lInsideV ertical)

.L ineStyle =  x lC ontinuous 
W eight = xlT hin 

.C olorlndex =  xIA utom atic 
End W ith
W ith S e lection .B orders(xIInsideH orizontal)



L ineS tyle =  x lC ontinuous 
.W eight =  xlThin 
.C olorlndex =  xIA utom atic 

End W ith

-— -D R A W IN G  B O R D E R S FOR CO LU M N  TITLES STA RTS HERE.. 

Range(" A9: A 10").Select
Selection. B orders(x lD iagonalD ow n).L ineS tyle  =  xlN one 
Selection .B orders(x ID iagonalU p).L ineS ty le  =  xlN one 
W ith Selection .B orders(x lE dgeL eft)

L ineStyle =  x lC ontinuous 
.W eight = xlThin 
.C olorlndex =  xIA utom atic 

E nd W ith
W ith S e lection .B orders(xIE dgeT op)

.LineStyle =  x lC ontinuous 
W eight = xlThin 

.C olorlndex =  xIA utom atic 
End W ith
W ith Selection .B orders(x lE dgeB ottom )

.LineStyle =  x lC ontinuous 
W eight =  xlThin 

.C olorlndex =  xIA utom atic 
E nd W ith
W ith Selection .B orders(x lE dgeR igh t)

L ineStyle =  x lC ontinuous 
.W eight =  xlThin 
.C olorlndex =  xIA utom atic 

End W ith
Selection .B orders(x lInsideH orizon tal).L ineS ty le  =  xlN one 
R ange("B 9:B  10").Select
Selection .B orders(x lD iagonalD ovvn).L ineStyle = xlN one 
S e lection .B orders(x lD iagonalU p).L ineS ty le  = xlN one 
W ith S election .B orders(x lE dgeL eft)

.L ineStyle =  x lC ontinuous 
W eight =  xlThin 

.C olorlndex =  xIA utom atic 
End W ith
W ith Selection .B orders(x lE dgeT op)

.LineStyle =  x lC ontinuous 
W eight = x lT hin 

.C olorlndex =  xIA utom atic 
End W ith
W ith Selection .B orders(x lE dgeB ottom )

.LineStyle =  x lC ontinuous 

.W eight =  xlT hin 

.Colorlndex =  xIA utom atic 
End W ith
W ith Selection .B orders(x lE dgeR igh t)

L ineS tyle = x lC ontinuous 
.W eight =  xlThin 
.Colorlndex =  xIA utom atic 

End W ith
Selection. B orders(.xlInsideH orizontal). L ineStyle =  xlN one 
R ange("C 9:C  10").Select
Selection .B orders(x lD iagonalD ow n).L ineS ty le  =  xlN one 
S e lection .B orders(x lD iagonalU p) LineStyle = xlN one 
W ith Selection .B orders(x lE dgeL eft)

.L ineStyle =  x lC ontinuous 

.W eight = xlT hin 

.C olorlndex =  xIA utom atic 
End W ith
W ith Selection .B orders(x lE dgeT op)

.L ineStyle = x lC ontinuous 
W eight = xlT hin



.C olorlndex =  x lA utom atic 
E nd W ith
W ith Selection .B orders(x lE dgeB ottom )

.L ineStyle =  x lC ontinuous 
W eight =  xlT hin 

.C olorlndex =  xlA utom atic 
End W ith
W ith Selection .B orders(x lE dgeR igh t)

L ineStyle =  x lC ontinuous 
.W eight =  xlThin 
C olorlndex  =  xlA utom atic 

End W ith
S election .B orders(x llnsideH orizon tal).L ineS ty le  =  xINone 
R ange("D 9:D  10").Select
Selection.B orders(x lD iagonalD ovvn).L ineStyle =  xINone 
S election .B orders(x lD iagonalU p).L ineS ty le  = xINone 
W ith Selection .B orders(x lE dgeL eft)

L ineStyle =  x lC ontinuous 
W eight =  xlT hin 

.C olorlndex =  xlA utom atic 
End W ith
W ith Selection .B orders(x lE dgeT op)

.LineStyle =  x lC ontinuous 
W eight =  xlT hin 
C olorlndex  =  xlA utom atic 

End W ith
W ith Selection .B orders(x lE dgeB ottom )

.L ineStyle =  x lC ontinuous 

.W eight =  x lT hin 

.C olorlndex =  xlA utom atic  
End W ith
W ith Selection .B orders(x lE dgeR igh t)

.L ineStyle =  x lC ontinuous 
W eight = xlThin 

.C olorlndex = xlA utom atic 
End W ith
Selection. B orders(x lInsideH orizontal). L ineStyle = xIN one 
R ange("E 9:E  10").Select
Selection. B orders(x lD iagonalD ow n). LineStyle =  xINone 
S election .B orders(x lD iagonalU p).L ineS ty le  =  xINone 
W ith Selection. B orders(x lEdgeL eft)

.L ineStyle =  x lC ontinuous 

.W eight =  xlThin 

.C olorlndex =  x lA utom atic 
End W ith
W ith Selection .B orders(x lE dgeT op)

.LineStyle =  x lC ontinuous 
W eight =  xlT hin 

.C olorlndex =  xlA utom atic  
End W ith
W ith S election .B orders(xIE dgeB ottom )

.L ineStyle = x lC ontinuous 

.W eight =  xlT hin 

.C olorlndex =  xlA utom atic  
End W ith
W ith Selection .B orders(x lE dgeR igh t)

.L ineStyle = x lC ontinuous 

.W eight =  xlT hin 

.C olorlndex =  x lA utom atic 
End W ith
Selection. B orders(x lInsideH orizontal). LineStyle =  xINone 
R ange("F9:F  10"). Select
Selection.B orders(x lD iagonalD ovvn).L ineStyle =  xINone 
S e lection .B orders(x lD iagonalU p).L ineS ty le  = xINone 
W ith Selection .B orders(x lE dgeL eft)

LineStyle =  x lC ontinuous



.W eight =  x lT hin 

.C olorlndex =  xIA utom atic 
E nd W ith
W ith S e lection .B orders(x lE dgeT op)

.LineStyle =  x lC ontinuous 
W eight =  xlThin 

.C olorlndex =  xIA utom atic 
End W ith
W ith S e lec tion . B orders(x lE dgeB o ttom )

L ineStyle =  x lC ontinuous 
.W eight =  xlThin 
.C olorlndex =  xIA utom atic 

End W ith
W ith Selection .B orders(x lE dgeR igh t)

.L ineStyle =  x lC ontinuous 

.W eight =  xlT hin 

.C olorlndex =  xIA utom atic 
End W ith
Selection. B orders(x lInsideH orizontal). L ineStyle =  xlN one 
R ange("G 9:G  10").Select
Selection. B orders(xlD iagonalD ovvn).L ineStyle =  xlN one 
S e lection .B orders(x lD iagonalU p).L ineS ty le  =  xlN one 
W ith Selection. B orders(x lEdgeL eft)

.L ineStyle = x lC ontinuous 

.W eight = xlT hin 

.C olorlndex = xIA utom atic 
E nd W ith
W ith S e lec tion . B orders(x lE dgeT op)

.LineStyle =  x lC ontinuous 
W eight =  xlT hin 

.C olorlndex =  xIA utom atic 
E nd W ith
W ith Selection .B orders(x lE dgeB ottom )

.L ineStyle =  x lC ontinuous 
W eight =  xlThin 

.C olorlndex = xIA utom atic 
End W ith
W ith Selection .B orders(x lE dgeR igh t)

.L ineStyle =  x lC ontinuous 

.W eight =  xlT hin 

.C olorlndex =  xIA utom atic 
End W ith
Selection .B orders(x lInsideH orizon tal).L ineS ty le  =  xlN one 
R ange("H 9;H  10").Select
Selection .B orders(x lD iagonalD ow n).L ineS ty le  =  xlN one 
S e lection .B orders(x lD iagonalU p).L ineS ty le  = xlN one 
W ith Selection. B orders(x lE dgeL eft)

.L ineStyle = x lC ontinuous 

.W eight = xlThin 

.C olorlndex = xIA utom atic 
End W ith
W ith Selection .B orders(x lE dgeT op)

.LineStyle =  x lC ontinuous 
W eight =  xlThin 

.C olorlndex =  xIA utom atic 
End W ith
W ith Selection ,B orders(x lE dgeB ottom )

.L ineStyle = x lC ontinuous 

.W eight =  xlThin 

.C olorlndex =  xIA utom atic 
E nd W ith
W ith Selection .B orders(x lE dgeR igh t)

.L ineStyle =  x lC ontinuous 
W eight = xlT hin 

.C olorlndex =  xIA utom atic 
End W ith



S elec tion .B orders(x llnsideH orizon tal).L ineS ty le  -  xINone 
R ange("I9 :l 10"). Select
Selection.B orders(x lD iagonalD ovvn).L ineStyle =  xINone 
S election .B orders(x lD iagonalU p).L ineS ty le  =  xINone 
W ith S election .B orders(x lE dgeL eft)

.L ineStyle =  x lC ontinuous 
W eight =  xlThin 

.C olorlndex =  xIA utom atic 
End W ith
W ith Selection. B orders(x lE dgeT op)

.LineStyle =  x lC ontinuous 

.W eight =  xlThin 

.C olorlndex =  xIA utom atic 
End W ith
W ith Selection. B orders(x lE dgeB ottom )

.LineStyle =  x lC ontinuous 
W eight = xlThin 

.C olorlndex = xIA utom atic 
End W ith
W ith Selection .B orders(x lE dgeR igh t)

.L ineStyle =  x lC ontinuous 

.W eight = x lT hin 

.C olorlndex =  xIA utom atic 
End W ith
Selection .B orders(x lInsideH orizon tal).L ineS ty le  =  xIN one 
R ange("J9:J 10"). Select
Selection .B orders(x lD iagonalD ow n).L ineS ty le  =  xIN one 
S election .B orders(x lD iagonalU p).L ineS ty le  = xINone 
W ith Selection .B orders(xIE dgeL eft)

.L ineStyle =  x lC ontinuous 

.W eight =  xlThin 

.C olorlndex =  xIA utom atic 
E nd W ith
W ith Selection .B orders(x lE dgeT op)

.LineStyle =  x lC ontinuous 

.W eight = x lT hin 

.C olorlndex =  xIA utom atic 
End W ith
W ith Selection .B orders(x lE dgeB ottom )

.LineStyle =  x lC ontinuous 

.W eight = xlThin 
C olorlndex  =  xIA utom atic 

End W ith
W ith S election .B orders(x lE dgeR igh t)

LineStyle =  x lC ontinuous 
W eight = x lT hin 

.C olorlndex = xIA utom atic 
End W ith
Selection .B orders(x lInsideH orizon tal).L ineS ty le  =  xINone 
R ange("K 9:K  10").Select
Selection .B orders(x lD iagonalD ow n).L ineS ty le  =  xINone 
S election .B orders(x lD iagonalU p).L ineS ty le  = xINone 
W ith Selection. B orders(x lE dgeL eft)

.L ineStyle =  x lC ontinuous 

.W eight =  xlThin 

.C olorlndex = xIA utom atic 
End W ith
W ith Selection .B orders(x lE dgeT op)

L ineStyle -  x lC ontinuous 
W eight = xlThin 

.C olorlndex =  xIA utom atic 
End W ith
W ith S election .B orders(x lE dgeB ottom )

.L ineStyle =  x lC ontinuous 

.W eight =  xlThin 

.C olorlndex =  xIA utom atic



End W ith
W ith Selection .B orders(x lE dgeR igh t)

.L ineStyle =  x lC ontinuous 

.W eight = xlThin 

.C olorlndex =  xlA utom atic 
End W ith
Selection .B orders(x lInsideH orizon tal).L ineS ty le  =  xINone 
A ctiveW indow .Sm allScroll ToR ight:= 2 
R ange("L 9:L  10").Select
Selection. B orders(xlD iagonalD ovvn).L ineStyle =  xINone 
S e lection .B orders(x lD iagonalU p).L ineS ty le  =  xINone 
W ith Selection .B orders(x lE dgeL eft)

.L ineStyle =  x lC ontinuous 

.W eight = xlT hin 

.C olorlndex =  xlA utom atic  
End W ith
W ith Selection .B orders(x lE dgeT op)

.LineStyle = x lC ontinuous 
W eight =  xlThin 

.C olorlndex =  x lA utom atic 
End W ith
W ith S e lec tion . B orders(xl E dgeB ottom )

LineStyle =  x lC ontinuous 
.W eight = xlThin 
.C olorlndex = x lA utom atic 

End W ith
W ith Selection .B orders(x lE dgeR igh t)

.L ineStyle =  x lC ontinuous 
W eight =  xlT hin 

.C olorlndex = xlA utom atic  
End W ith
Selection. B orders(x lInsideH orizontal). L ineStyle =  xINone 
R ange("M 9:M  10").Select
Selection. Borders(xlD iagonalDovvn). L ineStyle =  xINone 
S election .B orders(x lD iagonalU p).L ineS ty le  = xINone 
W ith Selection .B orders(x lE dgeL eft)

.L ineStyle =  x lC ontinuous 

.W eight =  xlT hin 

.C olorlndex =  xlA utom atic  
End W ith
W ith Selection .B orders(x lE dgeT op)

.LineStyle =  x lC ontinuous 
W eight = xlThin 

.C olorlndex =  xlA utom atic 
End W ith
W ith Selection .B orders(x lE dgeB ottom )

L ineStyle =  x lC ontinuous 
.W eight =  xlThin 
.C olorlndex = xlA utom atic  

End W ith
W ith Selection .B orders(x lE dgeR igh t)

.L ineStyle =  x lC ontinuous 
W eight = xlThin 

.C olorlndex =  xlA utom atic 
End W ith
S election .B orders(x lInsideH orizon tal).L ineS ty le  =  xIN one 
A ctive W indow . LargeScroll T oR igh t:= -l 
R ange("A l 1 :M 11").Select
Selection. B orders(x lD iagonalD ow n). LineStyle =  xINone 
S e lection .B orders(x lD iagonalU p).L ineS ty le  = xINone 
W ith Selection .B orders(x lE dgeL eft)

.L ineStyle =  x lC ontinuous 

.W eight =  xlThin 

.C olorlndex =  xlA utom atic  
E nd W ith
W ith Selection .B orders(x lE dgeT op)



.L ineStyle =  x lC ontinuous 
W eight =  xlThin 

.C olorlndex =  xIA utom atic 
End W ith
W ith Selection .B orders(x lE dgeB ottom )

.L ineStyle =  x lC ontinuous 
W eight =  xlT hin 

.C olorlndex =  xIA utom atic 
End W ith
W ith Selection .B orders(x lE dgeR igh t)

LineStyle =  x lC ontinuous 
W eight =  xlThin 

.C olorlndex =  xIA utom atic 
End W ith
W ith Selection .B orders(x lInsideV ertical)

.L ineStyle = x lC ontinuous 

.W eight =  x lT hin 

.C olorlndex = xIA utom atic 
End W ith

R ange("A 9 :M l 1").Select
Selection. Borders(xlD iagonalDovvn). LineStyle = xlN one 
Selection .B orders(x lD iagonalU p). L ineStyle =  xlN one 
W ith Selection .B orders(x lE dgeL eft)

.L ineStyle =  x lC ontinuous 

.W eight = x lM edium  

.C olorlndex =  xIA utom atic 
End W ith
W ith Selection .B orders(x lE dgeT op)

.L ineStyle =  x lC ontinuous 

.W eight = x lM edium  

.C olorlndex = xIA utom atic 
End W ith
W ith Selection .B orders(x lE dgeB ottom )

.L ineStyle = x lC ontinuous 
W eight = xlM edium  

.C olorlndex = xIA utom atic 
End W ith
W ith Selection .B orders(x lE dgeR igh t)

.L ineStyle =  x lC ontinuous 

.W eight =  xlM edium  

.C olorlndex =  xIA utom atic 
End W ith
W ith Selection. Borders(xl Inside Vertical)

LineStyle -  x lC ontinuous 
.W eight =  xlThin 
.C olorlndex = xIA utom atic 

End W ith
W ith Selection .F ont 

.N am e =  "Courier"

.FontStyle =  "Regular"

.S triketh rough  =  False 

.Superscrip t =  False 

.Subscrip t =  False 

.O utlineF ont =  False 
Shadow  = False

.U nderline =  x llJnderlineS ty leN one 

.C olorlndex =  9 
End W ith

— D R AW IN G  B O R D E R S FOR C O LU M N  TITLES ENDS HERE.. 

R ange("C 9"). Select
A c tiv e C e ll.F o rm u laR lC l = "M easured"
R ange("C  10"). Select 
A c tiv eC e ll.F o rm u laR lC l =  "V iscosity"
C olum ns("M :M "). Select



A pplication . C utC opyM ode = False 
Selection .Insert S h ift:=xlT oR ight 
C olum ns("M :M ").S e lec t 
A ctiveW indow .L argeScroll T oR igh t:= -l 
C o lum ns("C :C ").S elec t 
S e lection .C ut
A ctiveW indow .L argeScroll ToR ight:= I 
C olum ns("M :M "). Select 
A ctiveSheet.Paste
A ctiveW indovv. LargeScroII ToR igh t:=-1 
C olum ns("C :C "). Select 
Selection .D elete  Shift:=xlT oLeft

• . — PR IN TIN G  C O L U M N  LABELS IN TH E B EG IN N IN G  OF E V E R Y  PA G E-—
W ith A ctiveSheet.PageSetup  

.P rin tT itleR ow s =  "$ 9 :$ 1 1"
End W ith

R a n g e ("A l").Select

’ - — SA V IN G  TH E FILE AS "N am e" GIV EN  BY U SER  @  TH E BEG IN N IN G  OF TH E RUN

SaveFile =  A pplication .G etSaveA sF ilenam e(F ilenam e & ".xls")
A ctiveW orkbook .SaveA s F ilen am e -S a v eF ile . F ileF o rm at:= _

x lE xcel9795, Passw ord;="". W rite R e s P a s sw o rd :-R e a d O n ly R e c o m m e n d e d :=  _
False. C reateB ackup:= False  

' A ctiveW orkbook .C lose 
End Sub



APPENDIX D

PRELIMINARY ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

This appendix has two sections. The first section gives the program code written 

to perform the economic calculations. The second section shows the output from a 

sample run.

D .l VISUAL BASIC CODE FOR THE ECO NO M IC ANALYSIS

Following is the code written to do the economic analysis:

Dim i, j, iror, wells As Integer 
Dim year(40) As Integer
Dim ngsold(40), gtlsales(40), gtlprod(40) As Single
Dim tapstar(40), capcost(40), fieldtar(40) As Single
Dim wop(40), premium(40), whp(40), martar(40), grossrev(40) As Single
Dim opf(40), roy(40), netgtl(40) As Single
Dim projlife As Single
Dim statedep As Double
Dim oilprice, marinetariff, procfee, gtlprem As Single 
Dim royrate, inflrate, constaxrate, consurtax As Single 
Dim gasprice, statetaxrate, fedtaxrate As Single 
Dim opcost(40), advaltax(40), advalbase(40) As Single 
Dim constax(40), x(40), oilelf(40), wellrate(40) As Single 
Dim sevtax(40), btcf(40), btcf_st(40) As Single 
Dim ngprice(40), statetax(40) As Single 
Dim feddep(40), bookval(40), fedit(40) As Single 
Dim netinc(40), opcf(40), totalcf(40)
Dim pwfactor, totprworth As Single
Dim pwf(40), prworth(40), staterev(40), fedrev(40) As Single

'DEFINITIONS OF THE ABOVE VARIABLES:
'i, j, iror = Counters used in “Do” and “For” Loops
'wells = number of wells used to determine oil Econ. Limit Factor (ELF) in Severance 
' Tax Calculations.

'ngsold = Annual Natural Gas Sales in Thousand Cubic Feet (MCF/year)
'gtlsales = GTL Sold in Thousand Barrels Per Day (MBPD)
'gtlprod = Annual GTL Produced (bbl/year)
'tapstar = TAPS Tariff ($/bbl).
'capcost = Capital Cost of the Project ($/year)
'fieldtar = Field Tariff ($/bbI).
'wop = World Oil Price ($/bbl).
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'premium = GTL Premium over Oil ($/bbl).
'whp = Well Head Price of GTL ($/bbl).
'martar = Marine Tariff ($/bbl).
'grossrev = Gross Annual Revenue Generated ($).
'opf = Oil Processing Fee ($/bbl).
'roy = Royalty Payment ($).
'netgtl = Net Annual GTL Production (bbl).
'projlife = Total Project Life.
'statedep = State Income Tax Depreciation ($).
'oilprice = Base Price of Oil as of 01/01/2001 ($/bbl).
'marinetariff = Base Value of Marine Tariff as of 01/01/2001 ($/bbl).
'procfee = Base Value of Oil Processing Fee as of 01/01/2001 (S/bbl).
'gtlprem = Base Value of GTL Premium as of 01/01/2001 ($/bbl).
'royrate = Royalty Interest Rate.
'inflrate = Inflation Rate.
'constaxrate = Conservation Tax Rate.
'consurtax = Conservation Surtax.
'gasprice = Purchase Price of Natural Gas ($/MCF) as of 01/01/2001. 
'statetaxrate = State Income Tax Rate.
'fedtaxrate = Federal Income Tax Rate.
'opcost -  Annual Operating Cost of the Project ($).
'advaltax = Ad Valorem Tax ($).
'advalbase = Ad Valorem Property Tax Base ($).
'constax = Conservation Tax ($).
'x = Exponent used in the determination of Oil ELF.
'oilelf = Oil Economic Limit Factor.
'wellrate = Daily Average Well Rate (BPD).
'sevtax = Severance Tax ($).
'btcf = Before Tax Cash Flow ($).
'btcf_st = Before Tax Cash Flow for State Tax Determination ($).
'ngprice = Inflated Natural Gas Price (S/MCF).
’statetax = State Income Tax ($).
’feddep = Federal Tax Depreciation ($).
'bookval = Book Value of the Asset ($).
'fedit = Federal Income Tax ($).
'netinc = Net Income ($).
'opcf = Operating Cash Flow ($).
'totalcf = Total Cash Flow ($).
'pwfactor = Present Worth Factor.
'totprworth = Cumulative Present Worth of the Project ($).
'pwf = Yearly Present Worth Factor.
'prworth = Present Worth of Yearly Cash Flow ($).
'staterev = State Revenue ($).
'fedrev = Federal Revenue ($).
Private Sub BatchingModel_Click() or Private Sub BlendingModel_CIick() 
'ECONOMIC MODEL to evaluate the GTL Conversion and 
'Transportation option in a "Batching" fashion from 
'Alaskan North Slope (ANS)
'Program created by Hariharan Ramakrishnan as a part of 
'the MS Thesis. This program is to be used for the GTL 
'Transportation Study carried out at the Petroleum Engr.
'Program, University o f Alaska Fairbanks.
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advalbase(O) = 0# 
capcost(O) = 0#

'Reading the Yearly NG Sales Volume, GTL Sales Volume,
TAPS and Field Tariff from the Input File...
Open "C:\EconModel\Input_tables65%.txt" For Input As #1 
Input #1, comment 
Input #1, comment 
i = 1
Do While Not EOF(l)

Input #1, year(i), ngsold(i), gtlsales(i), tapstar(i), fieldtar(i) 
i = i+  1 

Loop 
Close #1

'Reading the GTL Plant Investment Schedule for Batching...
Open "C:\EconModel\GTLPIantInv35_batch.txt" For Input As #2 
Input #2, comment 
Input #2, comment 
i = 1
Do While Not EOF(2)

Input #2, year(i), capcost(i) 
i = i+  1 

Loop 
Close #2

'Reading the Other Input Parameters from the Input File...
Open "C:\EconModel\OtherVar_batch.txt" For Input As #3
Input #3, oilprice, gtlprem, marinetariff, procfee, constaxrate, consurtax, inflrate, royrate, wells, gasprice, 
projlife, statetaxrate, fedtaxrate 
Close #3

'Converting Daily Values to Yearly Values 
For i = 1 To 34 

ngsold(i) = ngsold(i) * 1000000 * 365 'in MCF/year 
gtlprod(i) = gtlsales(i) * 1000 * 365 'in Bbl/year 
capcost(i) = capcost(i) * 1000000 

Next i

'Adjusting the GTL Plant Capital cost, TAPS and Field Tariff 
'Rates for Inflation 
For i = 1 To 34 

capcost(i) = capcost(i) + ((i + 1.5) * 0.022 * capcost(i)) 
tapstar(i) = tapstar(i) + ((i + 1.5) * 0.022 * tapstar(i)) 
fieldtar(i) = fieldtar(i) + ((i + 1.5) * 0.022 * fieldtar(i))

Next i

'Adjusting World Oil Price,Marine Tariff,Oil Processing Fee,
'GTL Premium and NG Price for Inflation.
For i = 1 To 34

wop(i) = oilprice + ((i + 1.5) * 0.022 * oilprice) 
martar(i) = marinetariff + ((i + 1.5) * 0.022 * marinetariff)
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opf(i) = procfee + ((i + 1.5) * 0.022 * procfee) 
premium(i) = gtlprem + ((i + 1.5) * 0.022 * gtlprem) 
ngprice(i) = gasprice + ((i + 1.5) * 0.022 * gasprice)

Next i

'Determination of Well Head Price of GTL, Gross Revenue, 
'Royalty and Net GTL Production.
For i = 1 To 34

whp(i) = wop(i) + premium(i) - tapstar(i) - fieldtar(i) - martar(i) 
grossrev(i) = gtlprod(i) * whp(i)
roy(i) = (royrate * grossrev(i)) - (opf(i) * gtlprod(i) * royrate) 
netgtl(i) = (grossrev(i) - roy(i)) / whp(i)

Next i

'Determination of Operating Cost
’Total Op. Cost = Plant Maintenance Cost + NG Purchase Price 
For i = 1 To 34 

opcost(i) = (6# + ((i + 1.5) * 0.022 * 6#)) * gtlprod(i) 
opcost(i) = opcost(i) + (ngprice(i) * ngsold(i))

Next i

'Determination of Ad Valorem Property Tax 
For i = 1 To 33

j = i -  1
advalbase(i) = ((advalbase(j) - (advalbase(j) / (34 - i))) * inflrate) + capcost(j) 
If advalbase(i) < 1 Then 

advalbase(i) = 0#
End If

advaltax(i) = advalbase(i) * 0.02

If advaltax(i) < 0.1 Then 
advaltax(i) = 0#

End If 
Next i

'Determination of Conservation Tax 
For i = 1 To 34

constax(i) = (constaxrate + consurtax) * gtlprod(i) * (1 - royrate)
Next i

'Determination of Severance Tax 
For i = 4 To 33 

x(i) = (150000 / (gtlsales(i) * 1000)) A 1.5333 
wellrate(i) = (gtlsales(i) * 1000) / wells 
oilelf(i) = (1 - (300 / wellrate(i))) A x(i)
If oilelf(i) < 0 Then 

oile!f(i) = 0 
End If 

Next i



For i = 1 To 2 
sevtax(i) = 0#

Next i

'First 5 Years of Production 
For i = 3 To 7

sevtax(i) = (0.1225 * gtlprod(i) * (1 - royrate)) * oilelf(i)
Next i

'After 5th year of Production i.e from 6th year of production...
For i = 8 To 34

sevtax(i) = (0.15 * gtlprod(i) * (1 - royrate)) * oilelf(i)
Next i

'DETERMINATION of Before Tax Cash Flow (BTCF)
For i = 1 To 34

btcf(i) = grossrev(i) - opcost(i) - roy(i) - advaltax(i) - sevtax(i) - constax(i) 
Next i

'State Income Tax Depreciation on a Straight Line Basis 
'St.Line Depreciation = (Total Cap. Inv.)/Project Life 
statedep = (11900# * 1000000) / projlife

For i = 1 To 34 
b tc fs t( i)  = btcf(i)

Next i

'Determination of State Tax
'with Carry-Forward Provision of State Income Tax Loss 
'(after deducting State Tax Depreciation)
For i = 1 To 34

btcf st(i) = btcf_st(i) - statedep 
statetax(i) = btcf st(i) * statetaxrate 
k = i + 1
If statetax(i) < 0 Then

btcf_st(k) = btcf_st(k) + statetax(i) 
statetax(i) = 0 

End If 
Next i

'Determination of Federal Income Tax Depreciation for 
'GTL Conversion Plant 
bookval(O) = 0#
For i = 1 To 10

j = i- 1
feddep(i) = 1.5 * (capcost(i) + bookval(j)) / 10 
bookval(i) = bookval(j) + (capcost(i) - feddep(i))

Next i
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’Determination of Federal Income Tax 
For i = 1 To 34
fedit(i) = (btcf(i) - feddep(i) - statetax(i)) * fedtaxrate 
If fedit(i) < 0 Then 

fedit(i) = 0 
End If 

Next i

'Determination of Net Income, Operating Cash Flow and 
Total Cash Flow...
For i = 1 To 34

netinc(i) = btcf(i) - statetax(i) - feddep(i) - fedit(i) 
opcf(i) = netinc(i) + feddep(i) 
totalcf(i) = opcf(i) - capcost(i)

Next i

’Determination of Discounted Rate of Return (DCFROR) 
pwfactor = 0.1 
totprworth = 0#
For iror = 1 To 10000 

For i = 1 To 34
pwf(i) = 1 / ((1 + pwfactor) A i) 
prworth(i) = totalcf(i) * pwf(i) 
totprworth = totprworth + prworth(i)
Next i

If Abs(totprworth) < 0.1 Then 
Exit For 

End If
If totprworth < 0 Then

pwfactor = pwfactor - 0.005 
Else

pwfactor = pwfactor + 0.005 
End If 

totprworth = 0#
Next iror
pwfactor = pwfactor * 100#
MsgBox ("The Economic Analysis is SUCCESSFUL!!!")

’DESIGNING THE OUTPUT...
’First Output File
Open "c:\EconModel\Baseopl_batch.txt" For Output As #4
Print #4, Tab(20); "The Discounted Cash Flow ROR for this Run is:"; pwfactor; "%"
Print #4,
Print #4, Tab(20); "OUTPUT FROM THE ECONOMIC MODEL FOR BATCHING MODE"
Print #4,
Print #4, Tab(25); "N.B: All the Costs are Inflated Costs"
Print #4,
Print #4,
Print #4, Tab(6); "Year"; Tab(12); "Capital"; Tab(24); "TAPS"; Tab(35); "Field"; Tab(45); "Marine"; 
Tab(55); "Oil"; Tab(65); "World"; Tab(75); "GTL"
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Print #4, Tab(13); "Cost"; Tab(24); "Tariff'; Tab(34); "Tariff'; Tab(45); "Tariff’; Tab(53); "Proc.Fee"; 
Tab(63); "Oil Price"; Tab(73); "Premium"
Print #4, Tab(15); Tab(24); "$/bbl"; Tab(35); "$/bbl"; Tab(45); "$/bbl"; Tab(55); "$/bbl"; Tab(65);
"$/bbl"; Tab(75); "$/bbl"
Print #4,
For i = 1 To 34
Print #4, Tab(5); year(i); T ab (ll); capcost(i); Tab(23); tapstar(i); Tab(34); fieldtar(i); Tab(44); martar(i); 
Tab(53); opf(i); Tab(63); wop(i); Tab(73); premium(i)
Next i

'Second Output File
Open "c:\EconModel\Baseop2_batch.txt" For Output As #5
Print #5, Tab( 18); "OUTPUT FROM THE ECONOMIC MODEL FOR BATCHING MODE (cont...)"
Print #5,
Print #5, Tab(25); "N.B: All the Costs are Inflated Costs"
Print #5,
Print #5,
Print #5, Tab(2); "Year"; Tab(8); "Nat.Gas"; Tab(17); "Well Head"; Tab(29); "Gross"; Tab(47); "Royalty"; 
Tab(63); "Oper."; Tab(79); "Ad Val."; Tab(98); "Conser."
Print #5, Tab(9); "Price"; Tab( 17); "Price"; Tab(28); "Revenue"; Tab(47); "Payment"; Tab(63); "Cost"; 
Tab(81); "Tax"; Tab(lOO); "Tax"
Print #5, Tab(9); "$/MCF"; Tab( 17); "$/bbl"; Tab(31); "$"; Tab(48); "$"; Tab(65); "S"; Tab(82); "$"; 
Tab(lO l); "$"
Print #5,
For i = 1 To 34
Print #5, Tab(l); year(i); Tab(7); ngprice(i); Tab(16); whp(i); Tab(26); grossrev(i); Tab(42); roy(i); 
Tab(60); opcost(i); Tab(77); advaltax(i); Tab(96); constax(i)
Next i

'Third Output File
Open "c;\EconModel\Baseop3_batch.txt" For Output As #6
Print #6, Tab( 18); "OUTPUT FROM THE ECONOMIC MODEL FOR BATCHING MODE (cont...)"
Print #6,
Print #6, Tab(25); "N.B: All the Costs are Inflated Costs"
Print #6,
Print #6,
Print #6, Tab(2); "Year"; Tab(13); "Sever."; Tab(31); "BTCF"; Tab(48); "State"; Tab(62); "Federal"; 
Tab(79); "Net"; Tab(98); "OPCF"; Tab(l 13); "Total"
Print #6, Tab(15); "Tax"; Tab(48); "Tax"; Tab(63); "Tax"; Tab(78); "Income"; Tab(l 15); "CF"
Print #6, Tab(15); "$"; Tab(34); "$"; Tab(50); Tab(63); "$"; Tab(80); "$"; Tab(lO l); "$"; Tab(l 16);
"$"
Print #6,
For i = 1 To 34
Print #6, Tab(l); year(i); Tab(7); sevtax(i); Tab(27); btcf(i); Tab(44); statetax(i); Tab(60); fedit(i); Tab(76); 
netinc(i); Tab(93); opcf(i); Tab(l 10); totalcf(i)
Next i
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'Determination of State Revenue and Federal Revenue 
Open "c:\EconModel\Baseop4_batch.txt" For Output As #7
Print #7, Tab( 18); "OUTPUT FROM THE ECONOMIC MODEL FOR BATCHING MODE (cont...)" 
Print #7,
Print #7, Tab(25); "N.B: All the Costs are Inflated Costs"
Print #7,
Print #7,
Print #7, Tab(2); "Year"; Tab(22); "State"; Tab(48); "Federal"
Print #7, Tab(20); "Revenue"; Tab(48); "Revenue"
Print #7, Tab(23); "$"; Tab(52); "$"
Print #7,

For i = 1 To 34
staterev(i) = roy(i) + sevtax(i) + advaltax(i) + constax(i) + statetax(i) 
fedrev(i) = fedit(i)
Print #7, year(i); Tab(15); staterev(i); Tab(45); fedrev(i)
Next i

End Sub

D.2 SAM PLE OUTPUT O BTAINED FROM  THE ECO NO M IC M ODEL

This sample output is for batching mode of transportation. The run is made for 

the base case (Refer to section 8.3 in Chapter 8). The output as obtained is shown in 

Table D.2
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The Discounted Cash Flow ROR for this Run is: 11% 

OUTPUT FROM THE ECONOMIC MODEL FOR BATCHING MODE 

N.B: All the Costs are Inflated Costs

Table D.2 Sample Output From The Economic Model

Year Capital TAPS Field Marine Oil World GTL
Cost T ariff Tariff Tariff Proc.Fee Oil Price Premium

S S/bbl S/bbl S/bbl S/bbl S/bbl S/bbl
2003 6.26E+08 3.52 0.00 1.67 0.95 27.43 10.55
2004 2.71 E+09 3.77 0.00 1.70 0.97 28.00 10.77
2005 3.74E+09 3.67 0.00 1.74 0.99 28.57 10.99
2006 3.81 E+09 3.76 0.00 1.77 1.01 29.15 11.21
2007 2.2E+09 3.94 0.00 1.81 1.03 29.72 11.43
2008 0 3.56 1.46 1.84 1.05 30.29 11.65
2009 0 3.79 1.48 1.88 1.07 30.86 11.87
2010 0 4.01 1.51 1.91 1.09 31.43 12.09
2011 0 4.23 1.54 1.95 1.11 32.01 12.31
2012 0 4.29 1.57 1.98 1.13 32.58 12.53
2013 0 4.40 1.59 2.01 1.15 33.15 12.75
2014 0 4.57 1.62 2.05 1.17 33.72 12.97
2015 0 4.81 1.65 2.08 1.19 34.29 13.19
2016 0 5.08 1.68 2.12 1.21 34.87 13.41
2017 0 5.37 1.70 2.15 1.23 35.44 13.63
2018 0 5.66 1.73 2.19 1.25 36.01 13.85
2019 0 5.94 1.76 2.22 1.27 36.58 14.07
2020 0 5.90 1.79 2.26 1.29 37.15 14.29
2021 0 5.76 1.81 2.29 1.31 37.73 14.51
2022 0 6.83 1.84 2.33 1.33 38.30 14.73
2023 0 7.00 1.87 2.36 1.35 38.87 14.95
2024 0 7.15 1.90 2.40 1.37 39.44 15.17
2025 0 7.31 1.92 2.43 1.39 40.01 15.39
2026 0 7.51 1.95 2.47 1.40 40.59 15.61
2027 0 8.96 1.98 2.50 1.42 41.16 15.83
2028 0 9.08 0.00 2.54 1.44 41.73 16.05
2029 0 9.21 0.00 2.57 1.46 42.30 16.27
2030 0 9.33 0.00 2.61 1.48 42.87 16.49
2031 0 9.46 0.00 2.64 1.50 43.45 16.71
2032 0 9.58 0.00 2.67 1.52 44.02 16.93
2033 0 9.71 0.00 2.71 1.54 44.59 17.15
2034 0 9.83 0.00 2.74 1.56 45.16 17.37
2035 0 9.96 0.00 2.78 1.58 45.73 17.59
2036 0 11.10 0.00 2.81 1.60 46.31 17.81
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OUTPUT FROM TFIE ECONOMIC MODEL FOR BATCHING MODE

Table D.2 Sample Output From The Economic Model (cont...)

N.B: All the Costs are Inflated Costs

Year Nat. Gas Well Head Gross Royalty Oper. Ad Val. Conser.
Price Price Revenue Pavment Cost Tax Tax

S/MCF S/hbl S S S S S
2003 0.63 32.79 0 0 0 0 0
2004 0.65 33.30 0 0 0 12512300 0
2005 0.66 34.16 6.65E+08 83884185 2.27E+08 54547190 913972.4
2006 0.67 34.83 1.36E+09 1.71E+08 4.63E+08 75892035 1827945
2007 0.69 35.40 2.07E+09 2.61 E+08 7.08E+08 77840051 2743632
2008 0.70 35.08 3.46E+09 4.37E+08 1.22E+09 45679683 4636738
2009 0.71 35.59 4.20E+09 5.3E+08 1.49E+09 967732.5 5550710
2010 0.73 36.09 4.26E+09 5.38E+08 1.52E+09 20471.26 5550710
2011 0.74 36.60 4.32E+09 5.45E+08 1.54E+09 432.3531 5550710
2012 0.75 37.28 4.40E+09 5.55E+08 1.57E+09 9.115444 5550710
2013 0.77 37.89 4.48E+09 5.64E+08 1.6E+09 0.191821 5550710
2014 0.78 38.46 4.54E+09 5.73E+08 1.63E+09 0 5550710
2015 0.79 38.94 4.60E+09 5.8E+08 1.65E+09 0 5550710
2016 0.80 39.40 4.65E+09 5.87E+08 1.68E+09 0 5550710
2017 0.82 39.84 4.71E+09 5.93E+08 1.71 E+09 0 5550710
2018 0.83 40.28 4.76E+09 5.99E+08 1.74E+09 0 5550710
2019 0.84 40.73 4.81 E+09 6.06E+08 1.76E+09 0 5550710
2020 0.86 41.50 4.90E+09 6.18E+08 1.79E+09 0 5550710
2021 0.87 42.37 5.01 E+09 6.31 E+08 1.82E+09 0 5550710
2022 0.88 42.02 4.97E+09 6.25E+08 1.85E+09 0 5550710
2023 0.90 42.59 5.03E+09 6.34E+08 1.88E+09 0 5550710
2024 0.91 43.17 5.10E+09 6.42E+08 1.9E+09 0 5550710
2025 0.92 43.74 5.17E+09 6.51 E+08 1.93E+09 0 5550710
2026 0.94 44.27 5.23E+09 6.58E+08 1.96E+09 0 5550710
2027 0.95 43.55 4.96E+09 6.24E+08 1.91 E+09 0 5350082
2028 0.96 46.16 4.49E+09 5.65E+08 1.66E+09 0 4569862
2029 0.98 46.79 4.55E+09 5.73E+08 1.68E+09 0 4569862
2030 0.99 47.43 4.61 E+09 5.81 E+08 1.7E+09 0 4569862
2031 1.00 48.06 4.67E+09 5.89E+08 1.73E+09 0 4569862
2032 1.02 48.69 4.74E+09 5.96E+08 1.75E+09 0 4569862
2033 1.03 49.32 4.80E+09 6.04E+08 1.77E+09 0 4569862
2034 1.04 49.96 4.86E+09 6.12E+08 1.79E+09 0 4569862
2035 1.06 50.59 4.92E+09 6.2E+08 1.82E+09 0 4569862
2036 1.07 50.2116.67E+08 83946994 2.51 E+08 624176.3
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OUTPUT FROM THE ECONOMIC MODEL FOR BATCHING MODE

Table D.2 Sample Output From The Economic Model (cont...)

N.B: All the Costs are Inflated Costs

Year Sever.
Tax

BTCF State
Tax

Federal
Tax

Net
Income

OPCF Total
CF

S S S S S S $
2003 0 0 0 0 -9.4E+07 0 -6.3E+08
2004 0 -1.3E+07 0 0 -5E+08 -1.3E+07 -2.7E+09
2005 0 2.98E+08 0 0 -6.8E+08 2.98E+08 -3.4E+09
2006 179547.7 6.43E+08 8739309 0 -7.7E+08 6.34E+08 -3.2E+09
2007 2943558 1.01E+09 1.99E+07 0 -5.3E+08 9.94E+08 -1.2E+09
2008 8927778 1.75E+09 4.19E+07 1.40E+08 2.72E+08 1.56E+09 1.56E+09
2009 11391717 2.17E+09 5.45E+07 3.45E+08 6.7E+08 1.77E+09 1.77E+09
2010 13949041 2.19E+09 5.52E+07 4.09E+08 7.93E+08 1.73E+09 1.73E+09
2011 13949041 2.22E+09 5.60E+07 4.64E+08 9.02E+08 1.7E+09 1.7E+09
2012 13949041 2.26E+09 5.72E+07 5.19E+08 1.01 E+09 1.68E+09 1.68E+09
2013 13949041 2.29E+09 5.83E+07 7.60E+08 1.48E+09 1.48E+09 1.48E+09
2014 13949041 2.32E+09 5.92E+07 7.70E+08 1.5E+09 1.5E+09 1.5E+09
2015 13949041 2.35E+09 5.99E+07 7.78E+08 1.51 E+09 1.51 E+09 1.51 E+09
2016 13949041 2.37E+09 6.05E+07 7.84E+08 1.52E+09 1.52E+09 1.52E+09
2017 13949041 2.39E+09 6.11E+07 7.90E+08 1.53E+09 1.53E+09 1.53E+09
2018 13949041 2.4E+09 6.16E+07 7.96E+08 1.55E+09 1.55E+09 1.55E+09
2019 13949041 2.42E+09 6.22E+07 8.02E+08 1.56E+09 1.56E+09 1.56E+09
2020 13949041 2.47E+09 6.37E+07 8.19E+08 1.59E+09 1.59E+09 1.59E+09
2021 13949041 2.54E+09 6.56E+07 8.40E+08 1.63E+09 1.63E+09 1.63E+09
2022 13949041 2.47E+09 6.37E+07 8.19E+08 1.59E+09 1.59E+09 1.59E+09
2023 13949041 2.5E+09 6.46E+07 8.29E+08 1.61 E+09 1.61 E+09 1.61 E+09
2024 13949041 2.54E+09 6.56E+07 8.40E+08 1.63E+09 1.63E+09 1.63E+09
2025 13949041 2.57E+09 6.65E+07 8.50E+08 1.65E+09 1.65E+09 1.65E+09
2026 13949041 2.59E+09 6.73E+07 8.59E+08 1.67E+09 1.67E+09 1.67E+09
2027 13303773 2.4E+09 6.16E+07 7.96E+08 1.55E+09 1.55E+09 1.55E+09
2028 10702042 2.25E+09 5.71E+07 7.46E+08 1.45E+09 1.45E+09 1.45E+09
2029 10702042 2.28E+09 5.80E+07 7.57E+08 1.47E+09 1.47E+09 1.47E+09
2030 10702042 2.31E+09 5.89E+07 7.67E+08 1.49E+09 1.49E+09 1.49E+09
2031 10702042 2.35E+09 5.99E+07 7.77E+08 1.51 E+09 1.51 E+09 1.51 E+09
2032 10702042 2.38E+09 6.08E+07 7.87E+08 1.53E+09 1.53E+09 1.53E+09
2033 10702042 2.41 E+09 6.17E+07 7.98E+08 1.55E+09 1.55E+09 1.55E+09
2034 10702042 2.44E+09 6.27E+07 8.08E+08 1.57E+09 1.57E+09 1.57E+09
2035 10702042 2.47E+09 6.36E+07 8.18E+08 1.59E+09 1.59E+09 1.59E+09
2036 0 3.31 E+08 0 1.13E+08 2.19E+08 2.19E+08 2.19E+08
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OUTPUT FROM THE ECONOMIC MODEL FOR BATCHING MODE 

N.B: All the Costs are Inflated Costs

Table D.2 Sample Output From The Economic Model (cont...)

Year State Federal
Revenue Revenue

S $
2003 0 0
2004 12512300 0
2005 1.39E+08 0
2006 2.58E+08 0
2007 3.64E+08 0
2008 5.38E+08 1.40E+08
2009 6.03E+08 3.45E+08
2010 6.12E+08 4.09E+08
2011 6.21E+08 4.64E+08
2012 6.32E+08 5.19E+08
2013 6.42E+08 7.60E+08
2014 6.51E+08 7.70E+08
2015 6.59E+08 7.78E+08
2016 6.67E+08 7.84E+08
2017 6.74E+08 7.90E+08
2018 6.81 E+08 7.96E+08
2019 6.88E+08 8.02E+08
2020 7.01 E+08 8.19E+08
2021 7.16E+08 r 8.40E+08
2022 7.08E+08 8.19E+08
2023 7.18E+08 8.29E+08
2024 7.27E+08 8.40E+08
2025 7.37E+08 8.50E+08
2026 7.45E+08 8.59E+08
2027 7.04E+08 7.96E+08
2028 6.38E+08 7.46E+08
2029 6.46E+08 7.57E+08
2030 6.55E+08 7.67E+08
2031 6.64E+08 7.77E+08
2032 6.73E+08 7.87E+08
2033 6.81 E+08 7.98E+08
2034 6.9E+08 8.08E+08
2035 6.99E+08 8.18E+08
2036 84571171 1.13E+08



APPENDIX E

Model: LV
Spindle: CP40
Sample: Crude Oil Viscosity at 60 deg. C

Speed Torque Viscosity Shear Stress!Shear Rate Temp. Time

RPM % cP D/Cm2 1/sec 0 C sec
IT ' ITT4- 4.01 I S 56.3 20

7 J ' ITT" 4:<T 2.S 56.3 10
7.5"' \TT1 4.0T 2 . 8 56.3 10

4715“ 30.1 5.47 6.9 127.0 40
m r 301 6.9 127.0 10
1TTT TOT 5 I T 6.9 127.0 10
TUT" 537“ sis) 12.3 225.0 30
30.0 740“ 12.3 225.0 10
3(770“ 577" 5.19“ 12.3 225.0 10

m 11T 7 5 1“ 16.5 300.0” 40
401T TUT 752" 16.6 3001) 10
40.0“ 5.52 16.6 300.t) 10
im r *7 I 5 3 2 1 16.6 300.0 10
30.75" 57.0" 5 JT l ■ 1 225.0 30
30.75 5775" 5.82" 1 ; I 1 225.0 10

' 30. 0“ 571 7 7 7 13.1 225.0 10
30.7T 571 7 S T 13.1 225.0 10
301) 57.0" 3.027 13.1 225.0 1 1
30.0" 5 ” T 5.831 13.1 225.0 ll
30.0“ 5 7 1" 5.83 13.1 225.0 13
30.0“ T 13.1 225.0 10
170“  ̂ “J J . J 6150" 127.0 30
170“ --------- *,*)'-*)—

3  3 . 3 6.00 7.7 127.0 10
17.7T --------- *r*i—*»—

3 3 . 3 6.00 7.7 127.0 10
' 7 X 153 6.29 3.5 56.3 30
T T 1 5 1 “ 6“2T 3.5 56.3 10

..TT 1 5 1 “ 6.29 3.5 56.3 1 0

"07T 070" 0 . 0 0 0.0 0.0 440
7.3" 7 1 .( . S T 5.0 56.3

1S T IT T 4.2 56.3 0
TT 1571" 6 1 7 3.5 56.3 0
TT IT T 5 .17 3.1 56.3 0
TT ■ T 535" 3 . 0 56.3" 1

"77" 13 1" 5.33" 3 .1 ) 56.3 1
“ 73" 1 3 1 5.35 3.0 56.3 10
"IT ITT ' 7 7 7 3.0 56.3 10
T T 17 1 5.35 3.0 56.3 10


